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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation analyzes the problem of political violence in popular struggles for 

freedom and regime change. It seeks not only to explicate the different arguments for and 

against the use of violence in political struggle, but also the extent to which these various 

ways set the conditions for the political landscape after the struggle. To do that, I engage 

the arguments of Frantz Fanon, M. K. Gandhi, and Hannah Arendt. While these authors 

diverge with regard to the role of violence in popular struggles, all three conceptualize 

ways to achieve nonviolent politics or at least to reduce the role of violence in normal 

everyday politics.  

While Fanon and Gandhi offer viable diagnoses of the problem of violence and 

liberation, by stressing the structural and affective dimensions of political violence, 

Arendt challenges the traditional equation between political power and violence and 

offers an institutional alternative in her theory of a federated council system. My analysis 

reconstructs the link between the critique of violence (state, colonial, or mass violence) 

and the constructive theory of foundation and preservation of stability and effective 

relations of trust. These relations of trust are necessary to prevent recurring violence and 

escalation in the period following the struggle. By analyzing the intersections of violence, 

political action, and ethics in the work of Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt, I provide a 

theoretical framework for understanding the role of violence in popular struggles and 

everyday politics, while avoiding the limitations of each theory.  
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The aim of this study is threefold: first, to provide an alternative to the prominent 

positions of realism and moralism in political philosophy through an evaluation of ethical 

argumentation in politics regarding the problem of violence; second, to contribute to 

debates about political freedom, and sovereignty in democratic theory through 

examination of different solutions for the conservation of power and freedom in the 

transition from struggle to ordinary politics; and third, to develop a critical lens with 

which to examine situations of conflict and popular struggles, the place of violence, and 

the transition to ordinary politics. By way of conclusion, I demonstrate the relevance of 

this study through examination of a concrete case from the Middle East: the Egyptian 

revolution of 2011. The theoretical framework set by the multifocal debate provides a 

resource to analyze the promise and the ensuing crisis of the Egyptian project. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF VIOLENCE AND POLITICAL ACTION  

IN POPULAR STRUGGLES FOR FREEDOM 

 
The exploited man sees that his liberation implies the 
use of all means, and that of force first and foremost. 

— Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth. 

 
They say, “Means are after all [just] means.” I would 
say, “Means are after all everything.” As the means, so 
the end. Violent means will give violent Swaraj… 
There is no wall of separation between means and end. 
… I have been endeavoring to keep the country to 
means that are purely peaceful and legitimate.   

 — M. K. Gandhi, Young India. 

 
The practice of violence, like all action, changes the 
world, but the most probable change is to a more 
violent world. 

— Hannah Arendt, On Violence. 
 

Popular struggles for freedom are often, if not always, marked by violence. I propose to 

seek an explanation of why this is so, with the aim of understanding the relationship 

between violence and politics more generally. This study engages the thinking of Frantz 

Fanon, Mohandas K. Gandhi, and Hannah Arendt. Despite their seemingly diverging 

strategies, Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt offer insight into the value of political action for 

individuals and society at large. With their theories we can rethink the prospects of a new 

political community. I examine these theoretical insights in light of a concrete case from 

the Middle East, the Egyptian revolution of 2011. It is my conviction that returning to 

writings from the period of decolonization could shed light on the realities of conflict that 

we have felt, and still feel, on a global level. 
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The Problem of Violence in Political Contexts 

The analysis of the conditions and causes of violence and the ways to overcome and 

reduce conflict and aggression within and between societies and political communities is 

a central concern in political philosophy and theory. While one predominant strand of 

political philosophy views the relation between violence and politics as essential and 

unavoidable (cf. Niccolò Machiavelli, Thomas Hobbes, and Max Weber),1 another offers 

a normative theory in which violence is distanced from politics at the expense of 

detaching theory from actual political realities of conflict and instability (cf. contract 

theories from John Locke to John Rawls and the deliberative democracy theories such as 

that of Jürgen Habermas).2 In this study I situate the theories of Fanon, Gandhi, and 

Arendt as an alternative to these prevailing approaches in political philosophy that I term, 

following Bernard Williams, “political realism” and “political moralism,” respectively.3 

                                                           
1 Niccolò Machiavelli, The Prince, trans. Peter Bondanella (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2005 [1532]); Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. C. B. Macpherson (New York, N.Y.: Penguin Books, 1985 
[1651]); Max Weber, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, ed. Hans Heinrich Gerth and C. Wright Mills 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1974).  

2 John Locke, Second Treatise of Government, ed. C. B. Macpherson (Indianapolis, Ind.: 
Hackett Publishing Company, 1980 [1689]); Immanuel Kant, Kant's Political Writings, ed. Hans Siegbert 
Reiss, trans. H.B. Nisbet, 2nd ed. (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991); John Rawls, 
A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univeristy Press, 1999); John Rawls, Political Liberalism 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2005); Jürgen Habermas, The Theory of Communicative Action, 
trans. Thomas McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1984); Jürgen Habermas, Moral Consciousness and 
Communicative Action, trans. Christian Lenhardt and Shierry Weber Nicholsen (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 1990).  

3 Bernard Williams, In the Beginning Was the Deed: Realism and Moralism in Political Argument, 
ed. Geoffrey Hawthorn (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2005), 1-17. The distinction between 
political realism and political moralism is particularly helpful since it poses the opposition in the context of 
the relationship between politics and ethics, in light of which I will examine the problem of political 
violence. For a further discussion of political realism versus moralist positions and a typology of realist 
strands, see William A. Galston, "Realism in Political Theory," European Journal of Political Theory 9, no. 
4 (2010): 385-411; John Horton, "Realism, Liberal Moralism and a Political Theory of Modus Vivendi," 
European Journal of Political Theory 9, no. 4 (2010): 431-48. On the challenge of violence, political 
ethics, and public morality, see also Sheldon S. Wolin, "Machiavelli: Politics and the Economy of 
Violence," in Politics and Vision: Continuity and Innovation in Western Political Thought (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 2004), 175-213; Stuart Hampshire, Public and Private Morality (Cambridge; 
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All three, I argue, take issue with the strict realist position of the first and look for a 

possibility of political community in which violence is minimized and generally recedes, 

yet they point to the limitations of formal proceduralism and parliamentary systems 

endorsed by the second, seeking greater political participation in government. They 

depart on the question of how to bring about such a project and to what extent violence 

plays a role in this political process.4 This layout sets the stage for a closer analysis of 

their diverse arguments about the relation between violence, ethics and politics in 

freedom struggles in this study. 

My aims in From Force to Political Power are 1) to explicate the arguments 

about the relation between violence, politics, and ethics that Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt 

propose; 2) to examine these arguments critically in light of each other to highlight the 

structure, overall goals, and achievements of each; 3) through the lens of the implications 

of this analysis, to demonstrate their contribution for current debates in political 

philosophy concerning the problem of political violence and terrorism and the 

interrelation between politics and ethics.5 My methodological approach is comparative 

                                                                                                                                                                             
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1979); Aryeh Botwinick, Skepticism and Political Participation 
(Philadelphia, Pa.: Temple University Press, 1990), 119-32. 

4 For a discussion of Fanon and Arendt in light of these tendencies, see Elizabeth Frazer and 
Kimberly Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence: Arendt Contra Fanon," Contemporary Political Theory 7, 
no. 1 (2008): 90–108. For a critique of political realism through Gandhi, see Uday Singh Mehta, "Gandhi 
and the Common Logic of War and Peace," Raritan 30, no. 1 (2010): 134-56. For a discussion of the two 
approaches in contemporary political theory as the debate between agonistic democratic theorists such as 
Sheldon Wolin, William Connolly, Chantal Mouffe and Bonnie Honig and the proceduralist liberalism of 
John Rawls, see Dana R. Villa, Politics, Philosophy, Terror: Essays on the Thought of Hannah Arendt 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1999), 107-27; Dana Villa, "Political Violence and Terror: 
Arendtian Reflections," Ethics & Global Politics 1, no. 3 (2008): 99-111. In the latter Villa compares the 
realist position of Machiavelli and Max Weber with Arendt’s conception of violence.  

5 Cf. Jacques Derrida and Jürgen Habermas, Philosophy in the Time of Terror: Dialogues with 
Jürgen Habermas and Jacques Derrida, ed. Giovanna Borradori (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2003); Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action; Villa, Politics, Philosophy, Terror; 
Amy Gutmann and Dennis F. Thompson, Democracy and Disagreement (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
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and constructive. I take into account the political, cultural, social, and historical contexts 

in which each theory was articulated, not glossing over their differences but rather 

devoting time to thinking through the significance of their distinct contributions. This 

enables me finally to engage the notion of political violence from a multifocal 

perspective, drawing out the relevant implications.  

 

Political Action and the Means Appropriate for Liberation 

My investigation of the phenomenon of political violence in popular struggles takes its 

point of departure in questions concerning the uses of violence: What kind of 

justifications can be brought for the use or rejection of violence as a method in those 

struggles? Do they lie on ethical, political, or religious grounds? Are these grounds 

complementary or exclusive? Does the use of violence draw the conflict outside the 

political realm? What circumstances render one method more effective than the others? 

The development of my answers is guided by critical analysis of the three proposed 

theories. I explore political violence in this context as an exemplary case of the tension 

between ethics and politics, and the different ways in which Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt 

examine the intersection between morality and politics in light of the challenge of 

violence. 

Frantz Fanon (1925-1961), a Martinican psychiatrist and philosopher, analyzed 

violence in the specific context of the Algerian war against French colonialism in his last 
                                                                                                                                                                             
University Press, 1996); Chantal Mouffe, The Return of the Political (London: Verso, 2005 [1993]); 
Bonnie Honig, Political Theory and the Displacement of Politics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993); 
Michael J. Sandel, Public Philosophy: Essays on Morality in Politics (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 2005); Michael Walzer, Arguing About War (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 
2004); Michael Walzer, Just and Unjust Wars: A Moral Argument with Historical Illustrations, 4th ed. 
(New York: Basic Books, 2006).  
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book The Wretched of the Earth (1961) and in the colonial world more generally 

beginning with his book Black Skin, White Masks (1952). Several of his essays from this 

period were published in A Dying Colonialism (1959) and posthumously in Toward the 

African Revolution (1967).6 Fanon left his position as the head psychiatric of a French 

government hospital to join the FLN (Front de libération nationale), the Algerian 

national liberation movement. The war in Algeria lasted eight years (1954-1962) and 

culminated in Algeria’s independence, a year after his premature death from cancer at the 

age of 36.  

Violence, Fanon argued, is inherent in the colonial situation, which is structured 

by a Manichean separation of the two worlds of colonizer and colonized. Every act of 

decolonization that aims at eradicating these oppositions will necessarily be violent since 

its purpose is to disrupt and reject this order for the sake of creating an alternative set of 

political relations. He criticized the tendency within contemporary nationalist parties in 

Africa to endorse nonviolent methods in the struggles for independence and denounced 

their moralist arguments as supporting the status quo on this ground. No strategy that 

would actually be effective in challenging the colonial situation would be perceived as 

anything but violent, regardless of the actual methods used. Political action must embrace 

the people and appeal to all means necessary, including armed resistance. Active 

involvement in the struggle, he claimed, has a therapeutic value that is instructive in 

overcoming the traumatic residues of the colonial lived experience. In contrast to narrow 
                                                           

6 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, trans. Constance Farrington (New York: Grove Press, 
1968 [1961]). Hereafter cited as WE. Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, trans. Charles 
LammMarkman (New York: Grove Press, 1967 [1952]). Hereafter cited as BSWM. Frantz Fanon, A Dying 
Colonialism, trans. Haakon Chevalier (New York: Grove Press, 1965 [1959]). Hereafter cited as DC. 
Frantz Fanon, Toward the African Revolution: Political Essays, trans. Haakon Chevalier (New York: 
Grove Press, 1988 [1967]). Hereafter cited as TAR.  
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nationalism, he advanced national consciousness that is shaped in and through collective 

action. National freedom would not only restore dignity of individuals and bring about 

the unity of the nation but it is also a prerequisite for ethical relations of recognition. The 

struggle would change the relations of injustice between the colonizers and the colonized 

and lead to a new form of humanism. 

M. K. Gandhi (1869-1948), facing various forms of discrimination and racism in 

South Africa, developed his doctrine of nonviolent resistance (Satyāgraha) that was then 

practiced by the local Indian community and extended, upon his return to India, to the 

struggle for independence from British imperialism.7 Nonviolent struggle, for Gandhi, 

consists of various practices of noncooperation and civil disobedience such as strikes, 

boycotts, mass demonstrations and marches, and also developing a self-sustained 

economy that does not rely on the British, and the willingness to be imprisoned and 

penalized.8 He saw in these practices not only a viable tool of political action but also a 

vital way to cultivate moral strength and integrity that are instructive for self-rule 

(Swarāj).9 In his political treatises, Hind Swaraj (1909) and “Constructive Programme” 

(1941), he argued that self-rule is not exhausted in independence but must consist of 

                                                           
7 Satyāgraha, the term Gandhi coined for the nonviolent practices of resistance and straggle, 

means literally “grasping upon” or “adherence” (āgraha आग्) to “truth” (satya सत्). He preferred to use 
the terms “soul-force” or “truth-force” as the equivalents in English over “passive resistance.” See M. K. 
Gandhi, Hind Swaraj and Other Writings, ed. Anthony J. Parel (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2009), 85. Hereafter cited as HS.  

8 M.K. Gandhi, Satyagraha in South Africa, trans. Valji Govindji Desai (Ahmedabad: Navajivan, 
1961 [1928]). 

9 The term Swarāj is from the reflexive prefix sva (स्), “of self” or “own” and rāj (राज)्, “rule or 
sovereign.” Gandhi used the term swaraj in both its personal and political meanings as liberation or self-
realization and national independence. Hereafter I use diacritic signs only selectively since terms like 
satyagraha and swaraj entered into the political lexicon. 
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internal change in the Indian society, including the treatment of marginalized populations 

within it and the relations with the Muslim minority in India.10 Gandhi formulated a 

moral argument for nonviolent struggle and moral foundations for economics and politics 

in his appeal not only to the people of India but also to the British and the Western 

tradition. He highlighted religious and cultural themes in the establishment of national 

identity but prioritized morality over any particular manifestation of religion. His political 

ethics draws on various sources from the Bhagavad Gītā and the ideal of non-injury 

(ahiṃsā)11 endorsed by the religions of Hinduism, Jainism, and Buddhism to Christian 

morality, and on influences, such as John Ruskin's Unto This Last, Leo Tolstoy’s 

pacifism and Henry David Thoreau's civil disobedience.12 

Fanon and Gandhi proposed what seem to be opposite strategies, revolutionary 

violence and nonviolent resistance, respectively.13 These differences derive from the 

                                                           
10 See also M. K. Gandhi, "Hind Swaraj," in The Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi (Electronic 

Book) (New Delhi: Publications Division Government of India, 1999), 10: 245-315. All references to this 
edition are cited hereafter as CWMG, followed by volume and page numbers. M. K. Gandhi, "Constructive 
Programme–Its Meaning and Place (13-12-1941)," CWMG 81: 354-74. 

11 Ahiṃsā (अ�्संा) from the prefix a “non” or “without” and hiṃsā “injury” or “violence.” 

12 Despite his notion of duty (dharma धमर), Gandhi’s ethics escapes categorization under either 
deontological ethics or utilitarianism and I will discuss his adaptation of religious and moral principles to 
the political setting in his moral argumentation for nonviolence. On Gandhi’s ethics, the grounding of 
politics in morality, and the relation of religion to politics, see Raghavan N. Iyer, The Moral and Political 
Thought of Mahatma Gandhi (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973); Anthony J. Parel, Gandhi's 
Philosophy and the Quest for Harmony (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); M. V. Nadkarni, 
Ethics for Our Times: Essays in Gandhian Perspective (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2011); 
Ronald J. Terchek, "Conflict and Nonviolence," in The Cambridge Companion to Gandhi, ed. Judith M. 
Brown and Anthony J. Parel (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 117-34; Akeel 
Bilgrami, "Gandhi’s Religion and its Relation to his Politics," in The Cambridge Companion to Gandhi, ed. 
Judith M. Brown and Anthony J. Parel (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 93-
116. 

13 This seemingly sharp contrast is what I would like to question. Not merely because there is 
evidence to the contrary or more nuance interpretations, but because I am interested to unpack their insight 
into the power and transformative potential of resistance and political action. Gandhi was not a pacifist in 
the sense that he would reject violence in any case. He allowed qualified use of violence and participated in 
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distinct historical circumstances, cultural and philosophical backgrounds, and urgencies 

of the struggles in which each took active part. Yet, on a closer examination and by 

uncovering subtler ambiguities, I contend, there are parallels in both the structure and 

content of their arguments. Both proclaimed struggle, or resistance through action, as a 

viable, indeed essential, means for the transformation of consciousness and of society, the 

restoration of degraded dignity, and the formation of emergent nations. Both also offered 

ethical justifications for the forms of struggle that they endorsed. 

Against this background I bring the argument of Hannah Arendt (1906-1975) 

where she directly addressed Fanon and Gandhi and in light of her theory of political 

action and power. In On Violence (1970), Arendt criticized the tradition of revolutionary 

violence for its supposed glorification and naturalization of inherent value of violence.14 

Her argument against violence is based on the distinction she makes between violence 

and political power. Political action, following her theory in The Human Condition 

(1958), is defined as concerted action that takes place between people in the public 

                                                                                                                                                                             
two British battles in South Africa, the Boer War (1899-1902) and the Zulu Rebellion in Natal (1906), 
serving in the Indian ambulance corps. He also supported the allies in World War I and claimed that 
violence is preferred to cowardice. See Jerald Richards, "Gandhi's Qualified Acceptance of Violence," The 
Acorn: Journal of the Gandhi-King Society 8, no. 2 (1995): 5-16. Similarly, I will examine Fanon’s more 
sober understanding of violence and its specific meanings in broad sense as violation and narrow sense of 
the armed struggle for liberation. 

14 Hannah Arendt, On Violence (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970). Hereafter cited 
OV. The essay was published also as Hannah Arendt, "A Special Supplement: Reflections on Violence," 
The New York Review of Books, February 27, 1969, http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/1969/ 
feb/27/a-special-supplement-reflections-on-violence/; Hannah Arendt, "On Violence," in Crises of the 
Republic: Lying in Politics; Civil Disobedience; On Violence; Thoughts on Politics and Revolution 
(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1972), 103-98. Arendt, in her discussion of revolutionary 
violence, in fact qualifies and claims that Fanon himself “is much more doubtful about violence than his 
admirers” (OV 14, n.19); however, she ascribes this position to the ones who were influenced by him, such 
as Sartre and the Black Power movement, and criticizes the argument for an intrinsic value of violence 

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/1969/%0bfeb/27/a-special-supplement-reflections-on-violence/
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/1969/%0bfeb/27/a-special-supplement-reflections-on-violence/
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realm.15 Political power, distinguished from domination, is generated from this concerted 

action and it exists as long as people act together. Violence on the other hand is 

instrumental, its consequences are unpredictable, and the danger lies when the end might 

be overwhelmed by the means. While Fanon and Gandhi arguably employed means-ends 

reasoning in which a particular political end justifies making use of violent or nonviolent 

means, Arendt absolutely rejected instrumentality as a model for political action. In so 

doing, she explored the limitations of and predicaments that result from these two other 

primary approaches to conceptualizing the political place of violence. I examine her 

criticism, in particular, the extent to which Gandhi and Fanon supposedly apply 

instrumental model in their arguments, in light of alternative interpretations.16 The issue 

of instrumentality—which all of them investigated carefully—lies at the heart of the 

disagreement. 

 Arendt’s explicit separation of politics from morality, as well as, arguably, from 

social and economic concerns is the source of her criticism of the French Revolution and 

                                                           
15 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998 [1958]). 

Hereafter cited as HC. 

16 For an argument against the instrumental interpretation of violence in Fanon’s thought, see 
Lewis R. Gordon, Fanon and the Crisis of European Man: An Essay on Philosophy and the Human 
Sciences (New York: Routledge, 1995); Lewis R. Gordon, "Through the Hellish Zone of Nonbeing: 
Thinking through Fanon, Disaster, and the Damned of the Earth," Human Architecture: Journal of the 
Sociology of Self-Knowledge 5 (2007): 5-12. For a different alternative to the instrumental reading that 
emphasizes the intrinsic value of violence, see Frazer and Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence," 90-108; 
Neil Roberts, "Fanon, Sartre, Violence, and Freedom," Sartre Studies International 10, no. 2 (2004): 139-
60. For a discussion against the instrumental reading of Gandhi’s Satyagraha and criticism of Arendt’s for 
her construing it as a decolonial struggle, see Mehta, "Gandhi and the Common Logic of War and Peace," 
134-56. Mehta claims that unlike Martin Luther King, Jr. who deliberately used nonviolence in an 
instrumental way, “Gandhi's nonviolent practices were not meant to be redemptive instruments for groups 
or for the realization of political ideals, and they were certainly not understood in the language of strategy 
or tactics. Rather, for Gandhi, nonviolence is a form of individual being that is scrupulously attentive to the 
materiality of everyday life.” Ibid., 155. 
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praise for the American Revolution in On Revolution (1963).17 She connected the terror 

of the former with the moral and social cause of ending poverty and draws the analogy to 

the student rebellion movements in the 1960s that also focused on the social question and 

entertain moral argument in Crises of the Republic (1972).18 She makes a case, though, 

for ethics distinctive to politics, arguably similarly to Machiavelli, as I hope to show.19 

My next step is to reconstruct the arguments each suggests concerning the 

conditions for the formation and preservation of political communities and I show how 

they stem from their distinct conceptions of political action and freedom. The question of 

violence remains crucial to the extent that these conceptions are formulated in relation to 

                                                           
17 Hannah Arendt, On Revolution (London: Penguin Books, 2006 [1963]). In The Human 

Condition Arendt delimits the realm of the political as distinct and autonomous through her theory of 
action. In light of this conception, she draws a sharp distinction between the political and the moral. In the 
Action chapter of this volume, for example, she contrasts action, following the ancient Greek conception, 
with human behavior. While moral standards inform human behavior, action cannot be judged by any 
moral standards, motivations or goals, but by its own criterion of greatness: “Unlike human behavior—
which the Greeks, like all civilized people, judged according to ‘moral standards,’ taking into account 
motives and intentions on the one hand and aims and consequences on the other—action can be judged 
only by the criterion of greatness” (HC 205). For criticism of Arendt’s autonomy of the political, see Hanna 
F. Pitkin, The Attack of the Blob: Hannah Arendt's Concept of the Social (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1998); Seyla Benhabib, "Judgment and the Moral Foundations of Politics in Arendt's Thought," 
Political Theory 16, no. 1 (1988): 29-51; Seyla Benhabib, The Reluctant Modernism of Hannah Arendt 
(Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1996), 193-98; George Kateb, Hannah Arendt, Politics, 
Conscience, Evil (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman & Allanheld, 1984), 35-36; George Kateb, "Political Action: Its 
Nature and Advantages," in The Cambridge Companion to Hannah Arendt, ed. Dana R. Villa (Cambridge, 
U.K.; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 143; George Kateb, "Existential Values in Arendt's 
Treatment of Evil and Morality," Social Research 74, no. 3 (2007): 851.  

18 Hannah Arendt, Crises of the Republic: Lying in Politics; Civil Disobedience; On Violence; 
Thoughts on Politics, and Revolution (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1972). Hereafter cited as 
CR. 

19 Despite Arendt’s explicit distinction between morality and politics there is an ethical aspect to 
politics that is implied in Arendt’s theory of action. In the culminating sections of the chapter on action in 
The Human Condition, which deal with forgiving and making promises as the remedies for action’s 
predicaments of irreversibility and unpredictability, she points to an ethical dimension of action. On 
Arendt’s political ethics, see Suzanne Duvall Jacobitti, "The Public, the Private, the Moral: Hannah Arendt 
and Political Morality," International Political Science Review 12, no. 4 (1991): 285-86; Patricia Owens, 
"The Ethic of Reality in Hannah Arendt," in Political Thought and International Relations: Variations on a 
Realist Theme, ed. Duncan Bell (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 105-21; Garrath 
Williams, "Love and Responsibility: A Political Ethic for Hannah Arendt," Political Studies 46, no. 5 
(1998): 937-50. 
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it, especially in the context of revolution and struggles of decolonization. Arendt offers 

an institutional framework in the form of the council system as a participatory alternative 

to representative democracy in which power is constructed horizontally rather than 

vertically. At the same time, Fanon and Gandhi help to shed light on her deliberate or 

implicit neglect of significant factors, among them economic, psychological, religious, 

and racial ones, in her articulation of the primacy of the political. My attempt is then to 

draw out the implications for a theory of violence, political action, and ethics that takes 

its shape from this multifocal debate. 

In the last part of this study, I examine these implications in light of a 

contemporary instance of political struggle. The recent uprisings, movements, and 

revolutions in the Middle East and North Africa that have been called the “Arab Spring” 

or the “Arab Uprisings” remind us that these problems remain relevant. Fanon’s and 

Gandhi’s analyses of oppression and struggles for freedom and the debate among the 

three on political violence can illuminate key dimensions of these events. I examine the 

Egyptian revolution of 2011 and its aftermath in light of their different conceptions of 

violence, freedom, and sovereignty.20 

 

Prospect and Context 

Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt are commonly known both in the scholarly community and in 

the popular imagination as among the most prominent thinkers and activists of the 

twentieth century and as especially relevant to studies of political violence. A revival of 

                                                           
20 See Richard H. King, "Hannah Arendt and the Concept of Revolution in the 1960s," New 

Formations 71 (2011): 30-45; Fred Dallmayr, "On Violence (Again): Arendtian Reflections," Journal of 
Power and Ethics 2, no. 3 (2001): 186-212. 
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the three is attested to by the numerous anthologies, special journal issues, and 

monographs devoted to the exploration of their ideas.21 Yet, there is no book-length study 

of the three, and moreover, there is not enough explication of their contributions to 

philosophy. There are several attempts at comparison that focus on two of the three from 

various perspectives of political theory, history, sociology, media studies, and 

philosophy.22 My study joins this growing field by situating the three in the broader 

                                                           
21 On Gandhi’s legacy and influence on the civil right movement in the United States and activist 

movements around the world, see David Hardiman, "Gandhi’s Global Legacy," in The Cambridge 
Companion to Gandhi, ed. Judith M. Brown and Anthony J. Parel (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2011), 239-57; Judith M.. Brown, "Gandhi As Nationalist Leader, 1915-1948," in The 
Cambridge Companion to Gandhi, ed. Judith M. Brown and Anthony Parel (Cambridge; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 51-68; Gene Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action, 3 vols. (Boston: 
Porter Sargent, 1973); Greg Moses, Revolution of Conscience: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Philosophy 
of Nonviolence (New York: Guilford Press, 1997); Sean Chabot, Transnational Roots of the Civil Rights 
Movement: African American Explorations of the Gandhian Repertoire (Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 
2012). On Fanon’s legacy and influence on struggles of liberation in the Global South and Race Theory, 
see Gordon, Fanon and the Crisis of European Man; Gordon, "Through the Hellish Zone of Nonbeing: 
Thinking through Fanon, Disaster, and the Damned of the Earth;" Nigel Gibson, Living Fanon: Global 
Perspectives (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011); Nigel C. Gibson, Fanon: The Postcolonial 
Imagination (Cambridge, U.K., Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2003); Alice Cherki and Nadia Benabid, Frantz 
Fanon: A Portrait, trans. Nadia Benabid (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2006); Hamid Dabashi, 
Brown Skin, White Masks (London: Pluto, 2011); Walter Mignolo, The Darker Side of Western 
Modernity: Global Futures, Decolonial Options (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011); Elizabeth Hoppe 
and Tracey Nicholls, Fanon and the Decolonization of Philosophy (Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 2010); 
Reiland Rabaka, Forms of Fanonism: Frantz Fanon's Critical Theory and the Dialectics of Decolonization 
(Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 2010). On Arendt’s political theory, see Benhabib, The Reluctant 
Modernism of Hannah Arendt; Kateb, Hannah Arendt, Politics, Conscience, Evil; Maurizio Passerin 
d'Entrèves, The Political Philosophy of Hannah Arendt (London; New York: Routledge, 1994); Margaret 
Canovan, Hannah Arendt: A Reinterpretation of Her Political Thought (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992); Andreas Kalyvas, Democracy and the Politics of the Extraordinary: Max Weber, 
Carl Schmitt, and Hannah Arendt (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Dana R. 
Villa, Arendt and Heidegger: The Fate of the Political (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996); 
Dana R. Villa, "Hannah Arendt, 1906–1975," The Review of Politics 71 (2009): 20-36. 

22 Cf. Frazer and Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence;" Richard J. Bernstein, Violence: Thinking 
without Banisters (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2013); Joan Cocks, "Imperialism, Self-Determination, and 
Violence: Rosa Luxemburg, Hannah Arendt, and Frantz Fanon," in Passion and Paradox (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000), 45-70; Ned Curthoys, "The Refractory Legacy of Algerian 
Decolonization: Revisiting Arendt on Violence," in Hannah Arendt and the Uses of History: Imperialism, 
Nation, Race, and Genocide, eds. Richard H. King and Dan Stone (New York: Berghahn Books, 2007), 
109-29; King, "Hannah Arendt and the Concept of Revolution in the 1960s;" Gail M. Presbey, "Fanon on 
the Role of Violence in Liberation: A Comparison with Gandhi and Mandela," in Fanon: A Critical 
Reader, ed. Lewis R. Gordon, T. Denean Sharpley-Whiting, and Renée T. White (Oxford Cambridge, 
Mass.: Blackwell Publishers, 1996), 283-96; Hira Singh, "Confronting Colonialism and Racism: Fanon and 
Gandhi," Human Architecture: Journal of the Sociology of Self-Knowledge 5 (2007): 341-52; Neelam 
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context of political philosophy. Moreover, although Arendt has been recognized in the 

last decades as an established and original political theorist, her contribution to race 

theory and study of the relations among imperialism, slavery, nationalism, and genocide 

is only at its inception.23 Bringing Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt together to explore the 

question of violence in political contexts of freedom struggles contributes to this newly 

developing area of study that demonstrate the relevance of Arendt to decoloniality, 

postcolonial studies, race theory, and terrorism. 

Engaging Arendt’s political philosophy and theory with the political thought of 

Fanon and Gandhi on the problems of political violence and democratic transition yields 

valuable results for Arendtian studies and political philosophy more generally. The 

research furthers the study of Arendt’s political theory by radically revisiting issues of 

race and caste as well as the affective ramifications of violence in political struggles. 

Moreover, it intersects with the emerging fields of comparative political theory and 

decolonial studies by broadening the canon to include political theory from the Global 

South. 

 

Chapter Summary 

In “Community in Action: Fanon on Violence and Politics” (Chapter 2), I analyze and 

evaluate Fanon’s understanding of violence and the argument he sets forth about the use 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Srivastava, "Towards a Critique of Colonial Violence: Fanon, Gandhi and the Restoration of Agency," 
Journal of Postcolonial Writing 46, no. 3-4 (2010): 303-19; Neil Howard, "Freedom and Development in 
Historical Context: A Comparison of Gandhi and Fanon’s Approaches to Liberation," The Journal of Pan 
African Studies 4, no. 7 (2011): 94-108. 

23 A noteworthy exception to this oversight from a historical perspective is Richard H. King and 
Dan Stone eds., Hannah Arendt and the Uses of History: Imperialism, Nation, Race, and Genocide (New 
York: Berghahn Books, 2007). 
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of violence in struggles of decolonization. I reconstruct his democratic theory and draw 

the connection between his conception of liberation and his radical suggestions for 

decentralized government and economic system. Contrary to the prevailing view, I argue 

that Fanon is not an ardent proponent of violence but a critic of violence, namely, 

colonial violence. He does not advance an instrumental argument for the use of violence 

as the most viable means to the end of liberation and independence from foreign rule. 

Rather, he uncovers the inevitable role of violence in these struggles. He demonstrates 

the inevitability of violence in the colonial situation. Decolonization as the destruction of 

the colonial world is necessarily violent. Despite the compelling analysis, his model bears 

difficulties. His theory succeeds at identifying central problems in the transition from the 

struggle to an independent state but fails to provide a viable solution to prevent the 

deterioration and recurrence of old patterns of violence and domination.  

I then turn to the competing theory in “Gandhi’s Politics: The Power of 

Nonviolent Resistance and Constructive Work” (Chapter 3). Against the dominant 

approach in social science theory,24 I argue that Gandhi does not conceive satyagraha 

(nonviolent resistance) as a strategy for liberation. He rather has a broad conception of 

nonviolence as integral to one’s way of life.25 Furthermore, I argue against the moralist 

reading,26 that Gandhi does not endorse an absolutist rejection of violence.27 I explore 

                                                           
24 See Joan V. Bondurant, Conquest of Violence: The Gandhian Philosophy of Conflict (Princeton, 

N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1988 [1958]); Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action. 

25 See also Mehta, "Gandhi and the Common Logic of War and Peace;" Akeel Bilgrami, "Gandhi: 
The Philosopher," Economic and Political Weekly 38, no. 39 (2003): 4159-65. 

26 See Iyer, The Moral and Political Thought of Mahatma Gandhi. 

27 See also an interpretation of his theory as a moderate version of realism in Karuna Mantena, 
"Another Realism: The Politics of Gandhian Nonviolence," The American Political Science Review 106, 
no. 2 (2012): 455-70. 
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examples of his qualified acceptance of violence and the use of physical force, including 

killing, in relation to his theory of nonviolence. Gandhi’s critique of violence, in Hind 

Swaraj among other writings, is a critique of imperial violence and in a broader sense, a 

critique of the theory and practice of modern Western politics, as well as a critique of the 

indigenous armed resistance against colonial rule. His alternative restores and aims at 

nonviolent politics through two manifestations: resistance struggle and constructive work. 

He demonstrates in his writings and actions how resistance struggle can avoid the use of 

violent methods and formulates his political vision for institutions and policies that will 

restore agency and civil engagement in the Indian society in “Constructive Programme.” 

Despite his challenge to the realist conception, I argue that Gandhi’s theory contains 

major oversights that invite and even perpetuate violence not only in the moment of 

foundation but also in the life of the Indian society thereafter. By formulating key 

national concepts in religious terms of the Hindu tradition and his consistent refusal to 

deplore and dismantle the caste system and despite his continuous effort to unite the 

diverse groups of India, he excludes from his vision of independent India both the 

Muslims and the Dalits28 undermining the very possibility of a nonviolent polity.  

In “Arendt’s Criticism of Violence” (Chapter 4), I assess Arendt’s critique of 

arguments for violent struggle on the one hand and nonviolent stratagems as an 

alternative on the other hand. Against the dominant Western traditions of political 

thought, Arendt conceptually distinguishes between “power” and “violence” and 

challenges the understanding of political relations in terms of command and obedience in 
                                                           

28 Dalit is a self-proclaimed designation of the Scheduled Castes of India, known previously as the 
Untouchables. The literal meaning of Dalit, from the Sanskrit dalita (द�लत), is the broken, crushed, 
depressed, or oppressed. 
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On Violence. Her definition of power, as the potent capacity generated from action in 

concert with plural actors in The Human Condition, defies its reduction to violence that is 

merely instrumental and does not require concerted action. Her understanding of political 

action and political freedom sets further the alternative theory of politics and political 

ethics. Through analyzing her critique of the American and the French Revolutions, her 

conception of genuine revolution as the foundation of spaces for freedom and political 

participation, and her model of the federated council system in On Revolution (1990 

[1963]) and Crises of the Republic (1972), I spell out her solution to the problem of 

liberation and foundation of political community and reply to major objections to her 

theory that concern her conception of political power and action.29 Arendt’s theory of the 

council system received little attention in the secondary literature, despite some notable 

exceptions.30 By situating the theory in relation to the notion of political violence, I 

demonstrate its centrality in Arendt’s political philosophy in general and argue that 

contrary to the claims of her critics, she does not merely theorize exceptional political 

situations and conditions but offers a genuine theory of ordinary politics.31 

                                                           
29 Jurgen Habermas, "Hannah Arendt's Communications Concept of Power," Social Research 44, 

no. 1 (1977): 3-24. The article also published in another translation as Jürgen Habermas, "Hannah Arendt: 
On the Concept of Power," in Philosophical-Political Profiles (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1983), 171-
87. See also Margaret Canovan, "The Contradictions of Hannah Arendt's Political Thought," Political 
Theory 6, no. 1 (1978): 5-26. 

30 Andreas Kalyvas, "The Republic of Councils," in Democracy and the Politics of the 
Extraordinary: Max Weber, Carl Schmitt, and Hannah Arendt (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2008), 254-91; John F. Sitton, "Hannah Arendt's Argument for Council Democracy," in 
Hannah Arendt: Critical Essays, ed. Lewis P. Hinchman and Sandra K. Hinchman (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1994), 307-29; James Muldoon, "The Lost Treasure of Arendt's Council 
System," Critical Horizons 12, no. 3 (2011): 396-417; Shmulik Lederman, "A Lost Treasure: The Citizen 
Councils in Hannah Arendt's Thought" (PhD diss., University of Haifa, 2012) [Hebrew]. 

31 See also Kalyvas, "The Republic of Councils," 254-56. 
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I draw the implications from the analyses of the previous chapters in “Revolution 

and Democracy: From Political Force to Political Power” (Chapter 5). In this 

comparative discussion I examine their respective understandings of violence, the 

relation of ethics to politics in their theories, their critique of sovereignty and their 

alternative conceptions of political freedom and political organization. I challenge 

Arendt’s understanding of violence and nonviolence in terms of instrumentality, drawing 

on Fanon’s and Gandhi’s conceptions of violence and nonviolence respectively. Arendt, 

however, suggests a more explicit critique of sovereignty. I examine her theory of the 

council system as an alternative form of democratic organization that is not based on the 

principle of sovereignty and draw parallels to Fanon’s and Gandhi’s conceptions of 

political organization. All three, I show, suggest the need to rethink political organization 

in terms of horizontal and decentralized associations that enable greater participation and 

freedom. These forms of radical democracy are formulated against the paradigm of 

violence. While the authors’ critiques of sovereignty, in particular sovereign violence, 

received attention in the literature,32 there is less focus on their constructive alternatives 

and revisions of the traditional notion of sovereignty as supreme control and domination. 

In this chapter I spell out and assess such alternatives drawing on my previous 

discussions of their democratic theories. 

                                                           
32 See Andrew Arato and Jean Cohen, "Banishing the Sovereign? Internal and External 

Sovereignty in Arendt," in Politics in Dark Times: Encounters with Hannah Arendt, ed. Seyla Benhabib 
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 137-71; Susan D. Brophy, "Lawless 
Sovereignty: Challenging the State of Exception," Social & Legal Studies 18, no. 2 (2009): 199-220; Peter 
Gratton, "Sovereign Violence, Racial Violence," in Fanon and the Decolonization of Philosophy, ed. 
Elizabeth Hoppe and Tracey Nicholls (Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 2010), 103-14; Mehta, "Gandhi 
and the Common Logic of War and Peace." 
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In the concluding chapter “Closing Remarks: Thinking about the Present” 

(Chapter 6), I examine the conclusions drawn from the comparative theory in light of the 

recent Arab Uprisings. I demonstrate the relevance of their political theories to 

understanding the contest over sovereignty in the world today by examining them in light 

of the 2011 revolution in Egypt. The Arab uprisings triggered vibrant debates in political 

theory and political philosophy. Several studies apply the theories of Fanon, Gandhi, and 

Arendt to examine these events and popular struggles,33 yet there is no comparative study 

of the problem. My research joins this growing scholarship and offers not only a critical 

comparative study of how Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt theorize the relation between 

sovereignty and liberation but also how the implications of this debate help to understand 

political freedom, sovereignty, and revolution at the present time. 

  

                                                           
33 See Dick Howard, "The Resistance of Those Who Desire Not to Be Ruled," Philosophy & 

Social Criticism 38, no. 4-5 (2012): 517-23; Marianne LeNabat, "On Non-Violence: An Arendtian 
Perspective on Recent Political Movements," International Critical Thought 2, no. 4 (2012): 456-71; 
Anthony C. Alessandrini, "Toute décolonisation est une réussite: Les damnés de la terre and the African 
Spring," Journal of French and Francophone Philosophy 19, no. 1 (2011): 11-22; Anna M. Agathangelou, 
"The Living and Being of the Streets: Fanon and the Arab Uprisings," Globalizations 9, no. 3 (2012): 451-
66; Fred Dallmayr, "Radical Changes in the Muslim World: Turkey, Iran, Egypt," Philosophy & Social 
Criticism 38, no. 4-5 (2012): 497-506. 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMMUNITY IN ACTION: FANON ON VIOLENCE AND POLITICS 

 
The outlines and paradoxes of the world stood out in 
sudden sharpness. 

— Frantz Fanon, A Dying Colonialism. 

 
Self-criticism has been much talked about of late, but 
few people realize that it is an African institution 

— Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth. 

 

Introduction 

In this chapter I analyze and evaluate Fanon’s understanding of violence and the 

argument he sets forth about the use of violence in decolonial struggles. I reconstruct his 

democratic theory and draw the connection between his conception of liberation and his 

radical suggestions for a decentralized government and economic system. Contrary to the 

prevailing view, I argue that Fanon is not an ardent proponent of violence but a critic of 

violence, namely, colonial violence. 34 He does not advance an instrumental argument for 

the use of violence as the most viable means to the end of liberation and independence 

from foreign rule. Rather, he uncovers the inevitable role of violence in these struggles. 

Violence, he argues in The Wretched of the Earth, is inherent in the colonial situation, 

which is structured by a Manichean separation of the two worlds of colonizer and 

colonized. Every act of decolonization that aims at eradicating oppositions will 

necessarily be violent since its aim is to disrupt and reject this order for the sake of 

creating an alternative set of political relations. Despite the compelling analysis, his 
                                                           

34 The reading of Fanon’s theory as a glorification of violence is arguably attributed to Arendt and 
Sartre. See Arendt, On Violence; Jean-Paul Sartre, "Preface," in The Wretched of the Earth (New York: 
Grove Press, 1968 [1961]), 7-31. 
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model bears difficulties. His theory succeeds at identifying the main problems in the 

transition from the struggle to creation of an independent state but fails to provide a 

viable solution to prevent the deterioration and recurrence of old patterns of violence and 

domination.  

Writing in the thick of the anti-colonial war in Algeria, Fanon was not only ready 

to recognize violence as viable, effective, necessary, and inevitable in struggles for 

liberation but also articulated the democratic import an active involvement in such armed 

struggle bears.35 In this chapter I seek to understand the different ways Fanon 

conceptualizes violence and its relation to politics, in particular to his idea of popular 

politics. Contrary to his infamous reputation as an apologist of violence, Fanon’s 

argument should be understood not as a glorification of violence but rather as a critique 

of colonial violence and as a response to the reformist tendencies on the part of the 

colonized national parties who promoted nonviolent political approaches. Still, his 

argument contains specific and implicit justifications for violence in decolonial struggles 

in need of critique. Part of the task of this chapter is to elaborate and assess these critical 

and constructive aspects of his account of the relationship of violence to politics. 

My contention in this chapter is that Fanon powerfully demonstrates that violence 

could be political if 1) it leads to national independence – freedom from foreign rule and 

the sovereignty of the nation-state; and 2) it is crucial for transforming the colonized 

people into free and sovereign citizens. However, this way of mobilizing people in 

                                                           
35 I focus in this chapter on Fanon’s argument in The Wretched of the Earth where his political 

theory is most elaborate.  
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popular freedom struggles, which seemingly opens up a possibility of radical 

participatory democracy, threatens this very democratic vision. 

I explore Fanon’s conception of violence and its role in politics first through his 

critical assessment of colonial violence and strategies of nonviolence in national politics 

and second, through his positive justifications for violence in popular politics. I then 

elaborate on his conception of radical democracy, one that consists of sovereignty, 

participatory practices, and decentralized political organization, all aimed at a polity that 

enables exercising freedom, humanity, and dignity. I assess his argument for violence in 

light of his democratic theory and conclude by pointing to the strengths and limitations of 

these justifications. 

 

Critique of Colonial Violence and Nonviolent Stratagems 

Fanon uses the term “violence” in several senses. Violence in his writings refers to 

physical injury but also to psychological and mental harm. It can be instrumental and 

used as a means to achieve a prescribed goal, but it also has a pervasive dimension that 

defines the conditions of living and the very reality of all who are affected by it.36 Fanon 

identifies colonialism with such systemic violence. Violence, he argues, is inherent to the 

colonial situation, structured as a Manichean separation of the two realms of colonizer 

and colonized: “The colonial world is a world cut in two. The dividing line, the frontiers 

are shown by barracks and police stations. In the colonies it is the policeman and the 
                                                           

36 For a discussion of different senses of violence in Fanon’s work, see also Emmanuel Hansen, 
Frantz Fanon: Social and Political Thought (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1977), 116-21; Frazer 
and Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence," 96. For a discussion of psychological violence and the use of 
violence in resistance struggle, see Howard McGary, "Psychological Violence, Physical Violence, and 
Racial Oppression," in Existence in Black: An Anthology of Black Existential Philosophy, ed. Lewis R. 
Gordon (New York; London: Routledge, 1997), 263-72. 
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soldier who are the official, instituted go-betweens, the spokesmen of the settler and his 

rule of oppression” (WE 38). “Decolonization,” he argues, “is always a violent 

phenomenon” since every act of decolonization that aims at eradicating these oppositions 

will necessarily be regarded as violent from the point of view of proponents of the system 

since its aim is to disrupt and reject this order for the sake of creating an alternative set of 

political relations (WE 35). He criticizes the tendency within the nationalist parties in 

Africa to endorse nonviolent methods in the struggle for independence and denounces 

their moralist arguments as supporting the status quo. No strategy that would actually be 

effective in challenging the colonial situation would be perceived as anything but violent, 

regardless of the actual methods used. The following section concerns Fanon’s claim of 

colonialism as a system of violence and his rejection of nonviolence by examining his 

reply to the problems with those policies in the national struggle. 

Colonialism employs violence to establish its domination and to maintain it. It is a 

system of oppression, exploitation, and plunder that deprives the colonized of humanity 

and reality: “At times this Manicheism goes to its logical conclusion and dehumanizes 

the native, or to speak plainly, it turns him into an animal” (WE 42). The colonized 

experience violence in every dimension of their lives: “All that the native has seen in his 

country is that they can freely arrest him, beat him, starve him: and no professor of ethics, 

no priest has ever come to be beaten in his place, nor to share their bread with him” (WE 

44). In this static world only the settler is an agent: “The settler makes history; his life is 

an epoch, an Odyssey. He is the absolute beginning: ‘This land was created by us’; he is 

the unceasing cause: ‘If we leave, all is lost, and the country will go back to the Middle 

Ages’” (WE 51). Colonialism dismantles unities and instigates fragmentation, internal 
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conflicts, and tribal warfare as means of control and deprives the colonized of morality 

and culture. It is not only domination of the present reality but also a shattering of the 

pre-colonial past: “By a kind of perverted logic, it turns to the past of the oppressed 

people, and distorts, disfigures, and destroys it” (WE 210). 

The inevitable reaction to this systemic violence and the only effective way to 

overthrow this repressive order, according to Fanon, is violence exercised by the 

colonized. How does he respond then to the decision of many of the national leaders to 

denounce violence in favor of strategic negotiations and seeking other nonviolent ways to 

arrive at independence? Fanon’s answer is that this strategy is not conducive to liberation 

because the latter can be achieved only by a complete break with colonialism and the 

transformation of the consciousness of the colonized people, which is possible only if 

they fight for their freedom. He argues that the nationalist reformist tendency embodied 

in peaceful and reasonable deliberation and nonviolent practices, such as “mass 

demonstrations” and “boycotting of buses or of imported commodities,” meant to pacify 

the public and “allow the people to work off their energy” but this “practice of therapy by 

hibernation, this sleep-cure” that “may sometimes be successful” ultimately leaves the 

colonial power relations intact (WE 66-67). 

 Moreover, these strategies do not reflect the will of the people who call for armed 

struggle and thus there is a break between the moderate leadership and the people, which 

renders the action of the national parties undemocratic. By seeking compromised 

solutions, the national parties betray the national cause by promoting their political and 

material interests for an uninterrupted transition from colonial rule to their own seizing of 

power and benefits. The nonviolence of the nationalist parties is complicit with 
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colonialism in the sense that it serves to secure the existing power structure.37 This course 

of action is not conducive to national liberation since it perpetuates the dependency of the 

emergent nation on the former colonial state, reproducing structures of oppression and 

alienation, and leading to corrupted centralized government. Fanon calls on the national 

leaders instead to join the people and take part in the liberatory-armed struggle. 

 

Arguments for Violence 

Fanon, as Hannah Arendt correctly observes, was more ambivalent and cautious about 

violence than his admirers.38 One of the debates regarding his argument about violence is 

whether he suggests an instrumental justification for the use of violence according to 

which violent struggle is the only effective means for achieving the goal of national 

liberation. Another question is whether he advocates violence as a necessary means for 

liberation, or, the more modest claim that he simply does not reject the use of violence 

where it may prove relevant.39 Against the instrumental reading there is the claim that 

Fanon recognizes an intrinsic value in violence itself, or the critique that the very 

question of justification misses the point that Fanon describes rather than prescribes the 

                                                           
37 Frazer and Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence," 94-95. 

38 In discussing The Wretched of the Earth in On Violence, Arendt writes: “I am using this work 
because of its great influence on the present student generation. Fanon himself, however, is much more 
doubtful about violence than his admirers. It seems that only the book's first chapter, ‘Concerning 
Violence,’ has been widely read. Fanon knows of the ‘unmixed and total brutality [which], if not 
immediately combated, invariably leads to the defeat of the movement within a few weeks’” (OV 14, n. 19; 
WE 147). This comment may refer as well to Sartre’s Preface to The Wretched of the Earth. See also Jean-
Paul Sartre, Colonialism and Neocolonialism (London; New York: Routledge, 2006), 75-86. Fanon 
discusses the difficulties in the decision to use terrorism (DC 54-56) as well as the mental injuries of using 
violence, terror, and tortures in both sides of the Algerian War in the chapter “Colonial War and Mental 
Disorders” (WE 249-310).  

39 See Gordon, Fanon and the Crisis of European Man, 79. 
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unavoidability of violence in a reality that is already saturated with violence. In such 

circumstances, it is suggested, there is no option to choose between violence and 

nonviolence since in both violent and nonviolent struggles the actions of the colonized 

are only deemed nonviolent when there are no white or colonial casualties.40 

Fanon’s argument for violence works at several levels. He does debate the 

question of the most effective means to achieve national liberation and in this sense he 

advances an instrumental justification for violence as a means to the end of liberation. He 

describes the arguments of the people involved in the struggle in instrumental terms when 

he argues for example that “[t]he colonized man finds his freedom in and through 

violence. This rule of conduct enlightens the agent because it indicates to him the means 

and the ends” (WE 86). He also replies to objections by the national parties regarding the 

ineffectiveness of violence. Yet he understands violence as constitutive of the colonial 

situation, though not of politics in general. The evidence is in his depiction of political 

institutions and relations when genuine decolonization is realized as I discuss in the next 

section. 

While Fanon indicates that in some cases different approaches to national 

struggles led to similar results, that is, supposed nonviolent political negotiations have 

also brought about independence, he turns to the case of the Algerian revolution as an 

instance in which this could be achieved only in violent struggle. Armed struggle already 

contributed “in leading [the people] toward consciousness of themselves” (WE 193) and 

                                                           
40 Frazer and Hutchings discuss Fanon’s justificatory arguments for both violence’s intrinsic value 

and instrumentality in Frazer and Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence," 94-98; Elizabeth Frazer and 
Kimberly Hutchings, "Argument and Rhetoric in the Justification of Political Violence," European Journal 
of Political Theory 6, no. 2 (2007): 180-99. 
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bringing together the intellectuals and the masses (WE 188). It is necessary and effective 

for several reasons. In contrast to reformist efforts, it is the only way to remove the hold 

of the oppressive system of colonialism. Colonialism, he condemns, is “violence in its 

natural state and will only yield when confronted with greater violence” (WE 61). Active 

involvement in the struggle, he argues, also has therapeutic value that is instructive in 

overcoming the traumatic residues of the colonial experience: “At the level of 

individuals, violence is a cleansing force. It frees the native from his inferiority complex 

and from his despair and inaction; it makes him fearless and restores his self-respect” 

(WE 94).  

The armed struggle is also instrumental in unifying the nation and shaping 

national consciousness. National consciousness does not reside in some lost authentic 

identity in the pre-colonial past. The identity and unity of the nation are made in and 

through struggle. This is not only the question of liberating the nation from colonial rule 

but also of how this liberation was achieved. Only liberation that was gained through 

struggle and not merely bestowed can be a true liberation at the collective and individual 

levels. Active participation and direct experience are essential for restoring dignity and 

developing sovereign citizens. This experience teaches them how to collaborate in 

collective action and to fight for their common cause. Yet, the work is not done by 

achieving independence. It continues into fighting the internal problems necessary to 

reconstruct the nation: “During the colonial period the people are called upon to fight 

against oppression; after national liberation, they are called upon to fight against poverty, 

illiteracy, and underdevelopment. The struggle, they say, goes on” (WE 93-94). 
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Fanon’s justification of violence is not exhausted by instrumental considerations. 

Violence is not only effective but also inevitable in the fight against colonialism. 

Elizabeth Frazer and Kimberly Hutchings point to two ways in which Fanon executes this 

argument. First it is a structural or dialectical argument according to which colonial 

violence inevitably implies the violence of the colonized. The violence of the colonized is 

thus a reactive counter-violence: “On the logical plane,” he argues, “the Manicheism of 

the settler produces a Manicheism of the native … But it so happens that for the 

colonized people this violence … has surged upward in reaction to the settler's violence 

in the beginning. The groups recognize each other and the future nation is already 

indivisible” (WE 93). Second, in the sense that violence is embedded in the colonial 

reality, violence becomes less a matter of what you do and more a part of your being; it is 

embodied in the life of all parties involved. In other words, violence is not exactly a 

method or a tool that can be picked or withdrawn at will when it is embedded in one’s 

environment and in oneself as such.41 Following this observation Frazer and Hutchings 

articulate what they see in Fanon as an argument from naturalness according to which 

violence is the natural process of channeling energy and as such is unavoidable. Counter-

violence is not only the consistent reaction to violence but also an expression of libidinal 

energy, which, if channeled through education, can result in political liberation.42 

Violence has a vital energy and organic dynamic; it “invests their characters with positive 

and creative qualities” and is constitutive for the future nation: “The mobilization of the 

                                                           
41 Frazer and Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence," 98. For a further discussion of the difference 

between instrumental violence and constitutive violence and the notion of colonialism as a system of 
violence in Fanon, see James Dodd, Violence and Phenomenology (New York: Routledge, 2009), 73-76. 

42 Frazer and Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence," 93-94, 102. 
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masses, when it arises out of the war of liberation, introduces into each man's 

consciousness the ideas of a common cause, of a national destiny, and of a collective 

history. In the same way the second phase, that of the building-up of the nation, is helped 

on by the existence of this cement which has been mixed with blood and anger” (WE 93). 

Thus the intrinsic account of violence works in tandem with the instrumental justification 

for violence. I hesitate to identify such a naturalistic argument in Fanon, however, since it 

reduces violence, which is a matter of human agency for him, to a natural necessity or an 

automatic reflex. I do agree, though, with their observation that the very embedded and 

embodied nature of violence renders difficult, if not impossible, the isolation of violence 

in life under colonial conditions as a distinct tool or instrument. In any case, both 

arguments lead to rejection of nonviolence under these conditions: “Within this context 

nonviolence is not an option, since such non-violence simply sustains the violence of the 

colonizers.”43 In other words, not to act, or to undertake reformist action, does not make 

one innocent of the charges of violence either. 

Lewis Gordon argues in a similar vein that violence is inevitable since for the 

colonizers it is the threat of social change by the colonized and, for the latter, violence is 

already the reality of living. Nonviolence, which is the preferred solution for the settler, 

“amounts to the preservation of colonialism, or at least a transformation of colonialism 

into a condition that he will prefer, which amounts to a form of neocolonialism.”44 

Fanon’s discussion of violence concerns another ethical justification or at least 

relevant ethical dimension to the extent that it raises the question of the necessity of 

                                                           
43 Frazer and Hutchings, "Argument and Rhetoric," 186. 

44 Gordon, Fanon and the Crisis of European Man, 78. 
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conflict for mutual political and ethical recognition. He turns to Hegel’s discussion of 

lordship and bondage in the Phenomenology of Spirit in the last chapter of Black Skin, 

White Masks in his account of the problem of human relations in racist societies (BSWM 

216-222). The master-slave dialectic transforms into a political conflict in The Wretched 

of the Earth, where Fanon sets the dramatic struggle between the settler and the 

colonized:  

Decolonization is the meeting of two forces, opposed to each other by 
their very nature, which in fact owe their originality to that sort of 
substantification which results from and is nourished by the situation in 
the colonies. Their first encounter was marked by violence and their 
existence together--that is to say the exploitation of the native by the 
settler--was carried on by dint of a great array of bayonets and cannons. 
The settler and the native are old acquaintances. (WE 36) 

The conflict, a violent conflict according to Fanon, is inescapable but it is also necessary 

for constituting a consciousness of freedom and mutual recognition. In their readiness to 

fight and their loss of the fear of death, the colonized recognize their concrete equal status 

and gain their agency: “The well-known principle that all men are equal will be 

illustrated in the colonies from the moment that the native claims that he is the equal of 

the settler. One step more, and he is ready to fight to be more than the settler. … it is a 

whole material and moral universe which is breaking up. … All the new, revolutionary 

assurance of the native stems from it” (WE 44-45). The conflict becomes necessary not 

only politically but also ethically, because the colonized people regain their humanity by 

virtue of the struggle: “the ‘thing’ which has been colonized becomes man during the 

same process by which it frees itself” (WE 36-37).  

The violent conflict between the settler and the colonized is tragic, Gordon 

argues, since it is a clash between two competing rights. Both see their rights to the 
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territory as just. Violence is indispensable because the two rights are exclusive. The fight 

cannot be reconciled unless one eradicates the other.45 Taking these arguments together, 

it appears that rather than looking for ethical justification for violence in the form of 

fighting for justice, Fanon posits violent political struggle as a necessary prerequisite for 

ethical life. Ethical relations cannot be constituted without first restoring and trusting the 

conscious of one’s dignity and sovereignty. This is true also at the international level. 

Only free and sovereign nations can develop international relations: “Far from keeping 

aloof from other nations, therefore, it is national liberation which leads the nation to play 

its part on the stage of history. It is at the heart of national consciousness that 

international consciousness lives and grows” (WE 247-248).  

More than prescribing violence as the means necessary for independence, Fanon 

recognizes the already existing forces of violence in the masses, especially in the rural 

areas, and the healing force of taking action and participating in the struggle for liberation 

that is essential for constituting a genuine liberated people at the individual and national 

level. He argues that violence of a variety of kinds is ongoing but at least in anti-colonial 

struggles it is directed at its proper target, the cause of the misery, rather than being 

displaced. If there is a prescriptive underpinning it is found in his call for invention and 

creation of new values and concepts, independent from the European legacy; ones that 

can emerge from the work of people who act together for their freedom. The newly free 

and former colonized countries have to contribute and recreate these new ideas. He 

therefore ends The Wretched of the Earth with these words: “For Europe, for ourselves, 

                                                           
45 Ibid., 77-83; Lewis R. Gordon, What Fanon Really Said (New York: Fordham University Press, 

Forthcoming 2015), 155-56.  
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and for humanity, comrades, we must turn over a new leaf, we must work out new 

concepts, and try to set afoot a new man” (WE 316). National freedom would not only 

restore dignity of individuals and bring about the unity of the nation but it is also a 

prerequisite for ethical relations of recognition. The struggle ought to change the relations 

of injustice and lead to a new form of humanism.  

Fanon’s conception of the politics after independence is of democratic and 

participatory politics that is radically different from the one of the colonial situation. 

Nevertheless, he foresees the shortcomings and the pitfalls that are waiting if violence is 

not channeled through education and if power and wealth are not distributed and 

decentralized. I turn next to this conception of politics. 

 

Popular Politics 

Attaining national liberation, that is freedom from colonial rule and recognition of the 

sovereignty of the independent nation-state, is the first stage of decolonization according 

to Fanon. It is necessary in order to constitute unalienated politics in which a new type of 

relations can exist but not sufficient without sovereign citizens. The second stage or 

process of decolonization consists in freedom from the old patterns of domination and 

oppression. The point that I want to stress in Fanon’s argument is that the desired model 

and practices of popular democratic politics are shaped and cultivated in the first stage of 

the fight for national independence and they are crucial for the implementation of radical 

democracy in the independent state. 

Fanon does not elaborate a straightforward blueprint of how best to organize 

politically. He speaks to his own contemporaries and leaves it to future generations to 
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devise new concepts through which to confront their problems in their own relevant ways 

(WE 206). His own vision of politics can be reconstructed, as Emmanuel Hansen 

suggests, through his negative critique of the proceedings of the national parties and 

leaders during the national struggles and in the newly independent countries, mainly in 

Africa but also in other places in the world including South America.46 His criticisms of 

the way these countries organized politically and his warning of these trajectories into 

stagnation or corruption and dictatorship of single-party or military rule can shed light on 

the alternative of democratic, participatory, and decentralized politics. Yet his political 

theory is revealed also in his positive assessment of the spontaneous grassroots 

organization and active involvement of the masses in the struggle for national liberation. 

Given these preliminary reservations, I proceed to delineate his political vision. 

Fanon advocates a democratic government, by and for the people, participatory, 

decentralized, and accountable, with dimensions of a socialist economy, one that allows 

each citizen to express and exercise his or her dignity and participate in the construction 

of popular, legitimate sovereignty – as diametrically opposed to the domination and 

dehumanization of colonial rule: 

The national government, if it wants to be national, ought to govern by the 
people and for the people, for the outcasts and by the outcasts. No leader, 
however valuable he may be, can substitute himself for the popular will; 
and the national government, before concerning itself about international 
prestige, ought first to give back their dignity to all citizens, fill their 
minds and feast their eyes with human things, and create a prospect that is 
human because conscious and sovereign men dwell therein. (WE 205) 

                                                           
46 Hansen, Frantz Fanon, 177-78. 
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The echoes of Rousseau in this passage are not accidental. Several scholars 

interpret Fanon’s political theory along the lines of Rousseau’s theory.47 Building on 

these observations, I want to focus on the significance of sovereignty and the will of the 

people as the general will in his advocacy of national popular politics. Similar to 

Rousseau, Fanon articulates a form of popular sovereignty in which politics is expression 

of the people’s will and what can be shown to benefit everyone. But whereas it is 

debatable to what extent the theory of Rousseau implies democratic commitment, Fanon 

insists on democratic politics.48 In a passage that recalls the formation of the general will 

in Rousseau not from the accumulation of the wills of all but as a mediation of all for the 

common good, Fanon explains how the active involvement of the people in the national 

struggle develops a sense of unity and prepares them to take part in the task of building 

the nation: 

Individual experience, because it is national and because it is a link in the 
chain of national existence, ceases to be individual, limited, and shrunken 
and is enabled to open out into the truth of the nation and of the world. In 
the same way that during the period of armed struggle each fighter held 
the fortune of the nation in his hand, so during the period of national 
construction each citizen ought to continue in his real, everyday activity to 
associate himself with the whole of the nation, to incarnate the continuous 
dialectical truth of the nation and to will the triumph of man in his 
completeness here and now. (WE 200) 

The struggle, as implied above, plays a central role in the transition from the periods 

before and after independence. The transition is from the subjection under colonial rule to 
                                                           

47 See Jane A. Gordon, Creolizing Political Theory: Reading Rousseau through Fanon (New 
York: Fordham University Press, 2014); Jane A. Gordon, "Of Force, Power, and Will: Rousseau and Fanon 
on Democratic Legitimacy," in Living Fanon: Global Perspectives, ed. Nigel Gibson (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2011), 201-11; Jane A. Gordon and Neil Roberts, "Introduction: The Project of Creolizing 
Rousseau," The C.L.R. James Journal: A Review of Caribbean Ideas 15, no. 1 (2009): 1–16; Hansen, 
Frantz Fanon, 191, 94, 98; Hussein M. Adam, "Fanon as a Democratic Theorist," in Rethinking Fanon: 
The Continuing Dialogue, ed. Nigel C. Gibson (Amherst, N.Y.: Humanity Books, 1999), 121-22. 

48 Gordon, Creolizing Political Theory, 124-25. 
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the national construction after independence. The construction of the new nation, the 

nature of politics, the leadership, and the self-understanding of the people and their 

political capacities and contribution will be affected by the way independence was 

attained. It matters whether it was a result of negotiations between the national leaders 

and the colonialists, bestowed by the colonialists who left the region, or the outcome of 

armed struggle. Violent struggle becomes crucial as a means of transformation for the 

individuals and society at large and a preparation for democratic politics as it leads from 

the violent oppressive reality and corrupted and petrified national politics to nonviolent 

participatory politics in the free nation of sovereign citizens: 

When the people have taken violent part in the national liberation they will 
allow no one to set themselves up as "liberators." They … take good care 
not to place their future, their destiny, or the fate of their country in the 
hands of a living god. Yesterday they were completely irresponsible; 
today they mean to understand everything and make all decisions. 
Illuminated by violence, the consciousness of the people rebels against 
any pacification. From now on the demagogues, the opportunists, and the 
magicians have a difficult task. (WE 94-95) 

He reflects on the Algerian people: 

This community in action, renovated and free of any psychological, 
emotional, or legal subjection, is prepared today to assume modern and 
democratic responsibilities of exceptional moment. (DC 179) 

The initial solidarity cannot grow into national consciousness on the basis of the 

fight against a shared enemy alone. Though enmity and hatred fuel and unify diverse 

groups into fights for a common cause they should be channeled through political 

education by responsible leaders and intellectuals who emerged from the people or joined 

them (WE 133-136). This consists in a model of accountability from the heads of the 

party to the people and taking part in the public business that should continue into the 

political life after independence. We can recognize in Fanon’s discussion a tension 
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between advocacy for leadership that gets its legitimation from the formation of unified 

identity of the nation and the wish to leave the responsibility in the hands of the people 

themselves. The party should be at the service of the people and not dominate them: “For 

the people, the party is not an authority, but an organism through which they as the 

people exercise their authority and express their will” (WE 185).  

Fanon’s solution is a decentralized model of politics, as he claims, “[t]he party 

should be decentralized in the extreme” (ibid.), in which the decision-making process and 

the proceeding of everyday life are not controlled by the capital center but trusted in the 

hands of the people in the villages and the countryside.49 To execute this model, the 

political power should not be centered in the towns and the capital, which Fanon suggests 

should be altered on the basis of rotation, and representatives of the party should live in 

the countryside not to dictate policies but to engage with the needs and concerns of the 

people (ibid.). Opposing the tendency “to establish national organizations at the top and 

always in the capital” he argues that the “masses should be able to meet together, discuss, 

propose, and receive directions” and praises the “branch meeting and the committee 

meeting” as “liturgical acts” and “privileged occasions given to a human being to listen 

and to speak“ (WE 195). 

Similarly, the economy should be decentralized. Fanon advises nationalization of 

the intermediary sectors which he sees as most necessary in the underdeveloped 

countries. By this he does not mean a state-controlled economy, however, but democratic 

cooperatives. Nationalization means, he writes, “organizing wholesale and retail 

cooperatives on a democratic basis; it also means decentralizing these cooperatives by 
                                                           

49 See also Hansen, Frantz Fanon, 178-82. 
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getting the mass of the people interested in the ordering of public affairs” which requires 

a government that wants “to govern with the people and for the people. It ought not to 

speak a language destined to camouflage a bourgeois administration” (WE 180). He 

professedly advocates a socialist economy, which he sees as more democratic and human, 

over capitalist alternatives: “Capitalist exploitation and cartels and monopolies are the 

enemies of underdeveloped countries. On the other hand the choice of a socialist regime, 

a regime which is completely orientated toward the people as a whole and based on the 

principle that man is the most precious of all possessions, will allow us to go forward 

more quickly and more harmoniously, and thus make impossible that caricature of 

society where all economic and political power is held in the hands of a few who regard 

the nation as a whole with scorn and contempt” (WE 99). However, Fanon does not see 

socialism as meaning one particular approach developed in the USSR, instead he means 

combining the priorities of socialism with an openness to how they might be locally 

realized. 

It is debatable whether Fanon advocates a single-party state or a party system with 

oppositions of diverse parties.50 He was critical of the way single-party states deteriorated 

into dictatorships in Africa but at the same time he identifies the shortcomings of the 

parliamentary system in the west (cf. WE 164-165). To avoid the degeneration of the 

party into a single-party dictatorship, and the growing of “an inequality in the acquisition 

of wealth and in monopolization,” “opportunism,” in which “corruption triumphs, while 

                                                           
50 Hansen argues that the party system Fanon assumes is a single-party system, Ibid., 184-92. 

Similar claim is found in Samuel Farber, "Violence and Material Class Interests: Fanon and Gandhi," 
Journal of Asian and African Studies 16, no. 3 (1981): 198-200. Adam denies Hansen’s reading and agrees 
with the claim that the question of the exact nature of the party system was secondary, Adam, "Fanon as a 
Democratic Theorist," 129-30. 
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morality declines” in which the party becomes “more clearly anti-democratic, an 

implement of coercion” and “a dictatorship of the national-socialist type” (WE 171-172), 

Fanon advises a separation of powers between the party and the government. He does not 

give, however, as Hansen indicates, any detailed model to explain how the relation, 

decision-making process, and coordination between the two, or between the decentralized 

districts and the government, should be conducted to avoid conflicts of interest that could 

render the government nonfunctional.51 

In an effort to promote unity in a society that was dismantled by colonialism that 

uses factions and tribal conflicts as regular means of controlling the colonized population, 

Fanon does not addresses the internal tensions among groups at length. He does 

recognize the stratified structure of the colonized society and identifies four main groups: 

the national elites and bourgeoisie, a minor working class in the cities, the majority of 

peasantry in the countryside, and the lumpenproletariat or the unemployed, petty-thieves 

and criminals at the fringe of the cities. He describes the role and responsibility of each of 

the classes in the national struggle and after, but, in his stress on the need of the 

identification of the individual with the community, he does not account for other 

differences within each group, such as ones of ethnicity or religion, which should be 

accommodated in the independent nation.52 

                                                           
51 Hansen, Frantz Fanon, 198. 

52 Hansen argues that Fanon does not suggest a model of representative democracy and encourages 
what seems to be direct democracy but the problem of this radical decentralization is that the identification 
of individual with community would bring to localism unless there is a consensus in the entire nation. Ibid., 
195. Yet, as Jane A. Gordon argues, the idea of the national consciousness is suggested as mediation 
between the various differences that require a constructive and ongoing work: “For Fanon, doing justice to 
the risks taken and lives lost in revolutionary battle required ongoing, dialectical constructive work of 
cultivating a unique scope of political identity, that of the nation, which would necessarily mediate among 
class, regional, tribal, ethnic, and racial differences, insisting that all shared in a past and future in which all 
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Fanon offers a radical vision of democracy in which economic and political 

organization are decentralized in order to enlarge and promote the participation of the 

people in the political decision-making process through which their popular sovereignty 

is constituted. This is a form of politics that is delineated in sharp contrast to both the 

dehumanizing domination of colonialism and the corrupted and oppressive forms of 

neocolonialism practiced by the formerly colonized national elites. The achievement of 

this would embody the end of colonial relations. In the following section I assess Fanon’s 

arguments for violence in relation to this vision of popular politics. 

 

Violence and Popular Freedom Struggles 

Fanon underscores the structural, embedded, and pervasive nature of colonial violence 

and the productive and constructive as well as destructive dimension of violence, as well 

as its utility and necessity when exercised by the colonized population in their struggle 

for liberation. With regard to the question of the relations between violence in popular 

struggles for freedom and politics, Fanon’s answer is positive: violence is political action 

that, under certain circumstances, not only unifies the people, fosters national 

consciousness, and psychologically liberates them, it also empowers and initiates them 

into democratic norms by experience of their agency through participation in and taking 

decisive action as part of a collectivity. The fact that they liberated themselves and are 

not saved by others is crucial for their future democratic participation, and the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
were mutually implicated. Securing such sensibilities did not only require prioritizing their cultivation but 
linking legitimate political activity to the project of evenly distributed economic and political 
development.” Jane A. Gordon, "Revolutionary in Counter-Revolutionary Times: Elaborating Fanonian 
National Consciousness intothe Twenty-First Century," Journal of French and Francophone Philosophy 
19, no. 1 (2011): 43. 
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establishment of a genuine democracy. Politically and ethically, his main claim is that the 

struggle leads to transformation of consciousness that is a prerequisite of the constitution 

of popular and legitimate sovereignty. It is truly revolutionary and an essential condition 

for political community, adult citizenship, liberation and detachment from the colonial 

state.  

Still, Fanon is aware of the limitations and risk of violence and of the instability 

of instrumental reasoning or possibility that the purpose or end for which it is employed 

can be overwhelmed by the means. As a psychiatrist he is aware of the inevitability of the 

continuation of violence in trauma. In the penultimate chapter of The Wretched of the 

Earth, “Colonial War and Mental Disorders,” Fanon documents the irreversible harm that 

resulted in exercising violence on both sides of the war. This suggests more sober 

implications and raises doubts about whether it is possible to transcend the circle of 

violence.53 It seems that the remedy can be found in the trust in the future generation, as 

Jane Gordon suggests, “But the challenge of fighting for the emergent nation was not 

without costs. The brutality of a reversed Manichaeism left scars, some of which could 

not be undone. One did not want those traumatized by the battles now empowered to run 

the country. One would need to be able to honor them as appropriate and deserved while 

turning to the next generation to develop new models for collective living that grew 

indigenously out of their shared situation.”54 Only the next generation, released from the 

trauma of violence, can actually be free in ways that are necessary to leading the newly 

independent nation. 

                                                           
53 See Frazer and Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence," 98, 107. 

54 Gordon, Creolizing Political Theory, 113-14. 
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It seems, however, that there is a missing link in the transition from the fighters to 

the democratic leadership of the future generation. If only taking part in the violent 

struggle can educate politically for self-governance and authority, how can a generation 

that lacks the transformative experience of liberating oneself lead the nation after 

independence? The answer is found in the significance Fanon gives to the constitution of 

unalienated political institutions and political education. Some of this political education 

is deliberately created but some of it is also part and parcel of what it is to be born into a 

situation of revolutionary struggle and its immediate aftermath, that is, to feel and know 

its values and priorities as those with which one was raised.  

Fanon also demonstrates that violence is not only necessary but also inevitable. 

But his argument is not conclusive. As Frazer and Hutchings argue, his argument poses 

what seems to be a false dilemma between narrow alternatives of either oppressive and 

destructive violence of colonialism on one hand or virtuous and creative anti-colonial 

violence on the other. His argument, in other words, disqualifies any alternative mode of 

action.55 Although he indicates other ways to arrive at independence, including 

nonviolent political action, in the end, it is either violent struggle or the impossibility of 

genuine decolonization. Nonviolence is not only a “practice of therapy by hibernation” 

that does not constitute real action but also renders the newly emergent country a form of 

neocolonialism. Decolonization can be achieved according to him only if people fight 

actively for their liberation. But in this claim he excludes other modes of struggle and 

ignores the ways in which conflict, resistance, and struggle can take the form of 

nonviolence. Against this background I will pose in the next chapter the theory and 

                                                           
55 Frazer and Hutchings, "Argument and Rhetoric," 193-95. 
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practice of Gandhi who shares Fanon’s concern for human dignity, national and personal 

freedom, but suggests alternative forms of nonviolent resistance.56 

Although Fanon foresees the challenges and the continuous effort needed after 

independence, he argues that violent struggle should lead to a reality in which violence 

generally recedes and a new set of relations replaces the oppressive rule of domination. 

His formulation of politics in terms of popular sovereignty (of the emergent independent 

state), however, carries internal tensions that act against his radical democratic vision and 

moreover may necessitate violence. Sovereignty in its traditional sense is constituted on a 

model of domination of ruler-ruled relations; the ruled who give legitimacy and the ruler 

who uses this legitimacy to rule. Popular sovereignty seems to bypass the asymmetrical 

relation if the people are the ones who, so to speak, govern themselves through authoring 

the power of those who mediate between the people in their capacities as subjects and as 

citizens. The etymology of democracy, with which the idea of popular sovereignty is 

deeply connected, is the rule of the people.57 Yet, the idea of sovereignty, Arendt argues, 

preserves the initial sense of domination that carries with it inevitable elements of 

coercion and violence (CR 107-08). There is a tension also between the unity and 

uniformity implied in the ideal of the people as an abstract collective, a unity needed for 

ruling, control, and self-governance and the plurality, diversity, multitude, and 

unpredictability of the many implied by the people as it consists in the concrete, diverse, 

                                                           
56 Gandhi, similarly to Fanon, acknowledges the intrinsic violence in the colonial situation and 

argues for the transformative power and ethical import of struggle and collective action. But for Gandhi this 
struggle should be fought through nonviolent means. Martin Luther King may be seen as offering a 
mediation of Fanon’s and Gandhi’s positions. Inspired by Gandhian methods, he employed nonviolence to 
reveal the violence of the antiblack racism of the U.S. 

57 See Dani Flic, "People’s Sovereignty," Mafte’akh: Lexical Review of Political Thought 4 
(2011): 191-212 [Hebrew]. 
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and particular peoples in specific times and places. This is also the tension between the 

diverse and competing wills and interests of the people and the general will and common 

good of the nation. The potential of violence exists in the very idea that sovereignty is 

exclusive and demarcates marginalized populations that do not belong to the unity of the 

people.58 

Fanon is aware of these tensions. He points out, for example, how quickly urban 

dwellers collapse into seeing the peasantry in terms similar to those of the colonists and 

he aims to address these problems through the structure of governance and ongoing 

practical interventions. His normative ideal of national consciousness should be 

understood as distinct from narrow and chauvinist nationalism or the substitution of one 

“authentic” model for all. It is a unifying and mediating entity between the differences 

rather than one that eliminates them. The unity of the nation is a political achievement 

that must be constantly nurtured and forged in ways that empower the people. This is 

why he calls for “decentralization in the extreme” that aims “to incarnate the people” 

(WE 197-198). He describes “the branch meeting and the committee meeting” as 

“liturgical acts” (WE 195) since they are significant in working unity from differences 

without excluding. These meetings go on between and among the people themselves so 

that they maintain a sense of common cause and develop a more nuanced sense of what 

preserving that will entail. His response to the potential repressive force of the unity and 

absolutism of sovereignty, which is different from the then emerging discourse of human 

                                                           
58 See Ibid.: 191-94. 
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rights and the circumscription of sovereignty through international covenants,59 is found 

in the republican idea of active (rather than passive) right of participation in the 

government. Participatory and decentralized politics can guarantee expression of the will 

of the people and their involvement in decisions and actions concerning issues that bear 

significance to their lives.  

Yet the need for decentralization and constant, mutual exchange between the 

government and the people still consists, to use a spatial metaphor, in vertical relations: 

“The movement from the top to the bottom and from the bottom to the top should be a 

fixed principle, not through concern for formalism but because simply to respect this 

principle is the guarantee of salvation” (WE 198). Vertical relations, even if dialectic and 

reciprocal, still preserve the sense of domination of rulers-ruled relation rather than 

horizontal relations between peers. The full import of this difficulty, however, will be 

elaborated in the continuing chapters and against Arendt’s theory of political action and 

violence (CR 231-33). 

 

  

                                                           
59 See Dan Philpott, "Sovereignty," in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. 

Zalta (Summer 2010 Edition), http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2010/entries/sovereignty/. 

http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2010/entries/sovereignty/
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CHPATER 3 

GANDHI’S POLITICS: 

THE POWER OF NONVIOLENT RESISTANCE AND CONSTRUCTIVE WORK 

 
Strictly speaking, no activity and no industry is 
possible without a certain amount of violence, no 
matter how little. Even the very process of living is 
impossible without a certain amount of violence. What 
we have to do is to minimize it to the greatest extent 
possible.  

— M.K. Gandhi, Harijan. 

 

Introduction 

My aim in this chapter is to examine Gandhi’s critique of political violence and his 

alternative nonviolent politics. Against the dominant approach in social science theory,60 

I argue that Gandhi does not conceive satyagraha (nonviolent resistance) as a strategy for 

liberation. He rather has a broad conception of nonviolence as integral to one’s way of 

life.61 Furthermore, I argue against the moralist reading,62 that Gandhi does not endorse 

an absolutist rejection of violence. Gandhi allows qualified uses of violence and took part 

in war and violent conflicts even if in many places he understands nonviolence as a 

universal ideal.63 I explore examples of his qualified acceptance of violence and the use 

                                                           
60 See Bondurant, Conquest of Violence; Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action. 

61 See also Mehta, "Gandhi and the Common Logic of War and Peace," 134-56; Akeel Bilgrami, 
"Gandhi, the Philosopher," Economic and Political Weekly 38, no. 39 (2003): 4159-65. 

62 See Iyer, The Moral and Political Thought of Mahatma Gandhi. 

63 Such critique takes issue in particular with the Kantian reading of Raghavan Iyer. Karuna 
Mantena situates Gandhi in the debate between political moralism and realism. She puts forth an argument 
for understanding his politics of nonviolence (satyagraha) as a form of moderate realism. She writes: “I 
contend that Gandhi’s understanding of politics was fundamentally realist, and it is this underlying realism 
that renders nonviolence a plausible practical orientation in politics and not purely a moral proposition, 
ethical stance, or standard of judgment. … What distinguishes Gandhi’s realism from other moderating 
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of physical force, including killing, in relation to his theory of nonviolence. Gandhi’s 

critique of violence, in Hind Swaraj (2009 [1909]) among other writings, is a critique of 

imperial violence and in a broader sense, a critique of the theory and practice of modern 

Western politics, as well as a critique of the indigenous armed resistance against colonial 

rule.64 His alternative aims at nonviolent politics through two manifestations: resistance 

struggle and constructive work. He demonstrates in Satyagraha in South Africa 1961 

[1928] and other writings how resistance struggle can avoid the use of violent methods 

and formulates his political vision for institutions and policies that will restore agency 

and civil engagement in the Indian society in “Constructive Programme” (1999 [1941]). 

Despite his challenge to the realist conception, I argue that Gandhi’s theory contains 

major oversights that invite and even perpetuate violence not only in the moment of 

foundation but also in the life of the Indian society thereafter. By formulating key 

national concepts in religious terms of the Hindu tradition and his consistent refusal to 

deplore and dismantle the caste system and despite his continuous effort to unite the 

diverse groups of India, he excludes from his vision of independent India both the 

Muslims and the Dalits thereby undercutting the very possibility of a nonviolent polity. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
realisms is its ability to blend a negative, even conservative, orientation against violence with a progressive 
program of sociopolitical transformation.” Mantena, "Another Realism: The Politics of Gandhian 
Nonviolence," 457.  

64 On the Gandhian critique of modernity and in particular, Western modernity, see Ashis Nandy, 
"From Outside the Imperium: Gandhi's Cultural Critique of the 'West'," Alternatives 7, no. 2 (1981): 171-
94; Bhikhu C. Parekh, Gandhi's Political Philosophy: A Critical Examination (Notre Dame, Ind.: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1989), 11-35; Bhikhu C. Parekh, Gandhi (Oxford, [England]; New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1997), 63-74; Ronald Terchek, Gandhi: Struggling for Autonomy (Lanham, MD: 
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 1998), 77-105; Karuna Mantena, "On Gandhi's Critique of the State: 
Sources, Contexts, Conjunctures," Modern Intellectual History 9, no. 03 (2012): 535-63; Mehta, "Gandhi 
and the Common Logic of War and Peace," 134-56. 
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Gandhi’s Critique of Violence 

Gandhi’s critique of imperial violence has much in common with anticolonial thinkers 

and political actors of his time. Yet, in contrast to certain militant and radical streams, his 

critique rejects armed resistance and violent means against colonial rule. This is not to 

say that he rejects violence per se. As several authors argue, although he was sympathetic 

to this stand, Gandhi himself was not a pacifist. He did allow a certain qualified use of 

violence and he participated in armed conflict and supported the British in World War 

I.65 Review of the different strands in his critique – critique of Western political violence, 

critique of the militant response to this violence, and critique of absolute rejection of 

violence – will provide an informed understanding of Gandhi’s multifaceted conception 

of violence.  

Gandhi’s critique of violence should be understood as part of his critique of 

modernity whether he is criticizing British colonialism or the militant strand within 

India’s national movement. He criticizes structural violence in the sense that colonialism 

sets forth a political system that deprives some from full realization of their human 

potential – limiting their possibilities of dignified livelihood as well as the prosperity of 

their community and the development of their traditional ways of life, association, law, 

familial and communal practices and customs, along with depriving them of political 

rights and opportunities for political participation.66 To fight these practices of 

                                                           
65 On Gandhi’s qualified acceptance of violence, see R. Rajmohan, "Gandhi on Violence," Peace 

Research 28, no. 2 (1996): 27-38; Richards, "Gandhi's Qualified Acceptance of Violence," 5-16. 

66 Jürgen Habermas defines structural violence in the West as consists of “unconscionable social 
inequality, degrading discrimination, pauperization, and marginalization.” See Jacques Derrida and Jürgen 
Habermas, Philosophy in the Time of Terror, 35. Structural violence is understood also in terms of social 
injustice that is institutional, see Johan Galtung, "Violence, Peace, and Peace Research," Journal of Peace 
Research 6, no. 3 (1969): 167-91; Johan Galtung, "Cultural Violence," Journal of Peace Research 27, no. 3 
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discrimination and oppression, Gandhi acted in several channels simultaneously. Against 

economic repression in the form of taxation, monopoly on the means of production, 

exploitation and lack of equal opportunity he led campaigns of noncooperation and 

boycott and encouraged disassociation and independency from the British economy by 

manual self-production and village industries. These actions were aimed against British 

oppression on the one hand and at internal reform and development of economy of the 

Indian society, on the other. In many cases, however, he left open the political channels 

and continued the dialogue with British authorities and advanced the solidification of 

political rights and delegated representation in the Indian parliament under the British. 

His internal critique aimed against the middle class’s adherence to forms of 

violence that he associated with modernity and the limit of its political imagination that 

aimed to replace the current order with a local one that would inevitably continue the 

pattern of former oppression if a real reform and break from the modern Western 

mentality would not ensue. Similarly to Fanon, Gandhi warns against the creation of a 

neo-colonial class that would replicate the pattern of oppression without enabling genuine 

liberation. Gandhi’s critique was directed at the same time against the local Indian 

organizations that supported armed resistance as well as the violence of the masses that 

lacked direct and intentional organization. While he endeavored to dismantle both in his 

speeches and written work and in his day-to-day encounters and journeys across the 

country, another form of response were his several fasts.67 

                                                                                                                                                                             
(1990): 291-305; Trudy Govier, "Violence, Nonviolence, and Definitions: A Dilemma For Peace Studies," 
Peace Research 40, no. 2 (2008): 61-83; Mark Vorobej, "Structural Violence," Peace Research 40, no. 2 
(2008): 84-98. 

67 See the discussion of the meaning of coercion in Gandhi’s work in Bondurant, Conquest of 
Violence, 9-11. Judith Brown challenges the idea of satyagraha as a form of coercion and suggests to 
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In his writings and speeches Gandhi challenges violence as an effective means in 

itself. He points to the limitation of violence in achieving goals and the escalation it 

invites that might prevent any achievement. He rejects violence as a means for resolving 

conflict between states, antagonist parties within state or non-state organizations and 

individual agents. Violence cannot alter the stance of the opponent but only put pressure 

and the result would be more likely violent response or settlement of the conflict based 

on the power hierarchy and not on equal terms. He also criticizes violence as corrupting 

force and morally questionable. Not only does violent struggle lead to perpetuation of 

violence in the future political community, it also erodes the character and instills limited 

set of possibilities for productive relations in the future within the Indian nation and in 

international relations. 

Yet, nonviolence was conceptualized by Gandhi as more than a mere strategic 

means or instrument for fighting against violence and injustice. Nonviolence, for Gandhi, 

is a way of life and it aims not only against an enemy but also internally to reform Indian 

society. It is part of a large reform of the village and community life and it aims as well 

against structural violence against internal minorities. 

 

Imperial Violence 

Violence, for Gandhi, is not exhausted in the actual use of lethal or physical weapons to 

enforce control in the colonies. Rather, he understands violence in a broad sense that 
                                                                                                                                                                             
understand it as “a theory and practice of moral growth (rather than as a strategy for exerting pressure on 
the opponent)” in terms of duties rather than human rights. Judith M. Brown, "Gandhi and Human Rights: 
In Search of True Humanity," in Gandhi, Freedom, and Self-Rule, ed. Anthony J. Parel (Lanham, Md.: 
Lexington Books, 2000), 95. 
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includes also modern Western technology and medicine and the disenfranchisement of 

subjects in the colonies. Violence is inherent in the bureaucracy of the colonial regime, in 

its racism and discrimination, in oppression and suppression of indigenous industries, 

ways of life, and organization. This is a critique against structural violence or violence 

that is not a result of particular decisions to use force, or the use of it in an individual 

situation of conflict or crisis. It is systematic and institutional as it stands in the 

foundation of and enables colonial rule or other forms of illegitimate political control. In 

the draft for the “Declaration of Independence (Purna Swaraj)” (1930) he elaborates on 

the economic, political, cultural and spiritual dimensions of imperial violence: 

The British Government in India has not only deprived the Indian people 
of their freedom but has based itself on the exploitation of the masses, and 
has ruined India economically, politically, culturally and spiritually. We 
believe therefore that India must sever the British connection and attain 
purna swaraj or complete independence. 

India has been ruined economically. … Village industries, such as hand-
spinning, have been destroyed, leaving the peasantry idle for at least four 
months in the year, and dulling their intellect for want of handicrafts … 
Politically, India’s status has never been so reduced as under the British 
regime. … Culturally, the system of education has torn us from our 
moorings and our training has made us hug the very chains that bind us. 
… Spiritually, compulsory disarmament has made us unmanly and the 
presence of an alien army of occupation, employed with deadly effect to 
crush in us the spirit of resistance, has made us think that we cannot look 
after ourselves or put up a defence against foreign aggression, or even 
defend our homes and families from the attacks of thieves, robbers and 
miscreants. (CWMG 48: 214)68 

                                                           
68 Purna Swaraj is translated “complete independence.” Purna (पूणर) in Sanskrit means “complete” 

or “full” from the reflexive prefix sva (स्), “of self” or “own” and rāj (राज)्, “rule or sovereign,” is 
translated “self-rule.” 
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Gandhi’s arguments against colonial violence and the violence inherent in the 

Western political culture are famously put forth in Hind Swaraj (1909).69 In his 

constructed dialogue with the reader, Gandhi deplores the use of railways and other 

technologies.70 I contest the mistaken understanding of Gandhian politics and specifically 

this text as advocating backlash traditionalism when I discuss Gandhi’s constructive 

program for village organization below.71 The point at this stage is to understand these 

arguments as directed against what Gandhi understood as the inherent violence of these 

colonial projects.  

Gandhi’s critique targets not only the British rule in India and South Africa but 

also the premises and the foundations of the theory and practice of politics in the modern 

West. One can construe this critique as applying to Western modernity at large but I will 

focus here in Gandhi’s critique of political thought and practice. This is a critique of the 

use of force in the modern sovereign state and the place that violence or the threat of 

violence plays in international relations.72  

In an illuminating argument, Uday Mehta shows how the Gandhian critique of 

Western political thought is also a critique of the very idea of peace. Peace in Gandhian 

                                                           
69 The English title is “Indian Home Rule” (HS 1).  

70 Cf. “Railways, lawyers and doctors have impoverished the country so much so that, if we do not 
wake up in time, we shall be ruined,” "Hind Swaraj," CWMG 10: 267.  

71 For an example of such critique from a Marxist perspective, see Hardiman, "Gandhi’s Global 
Legacy," 248-49. Gandhi’s adherence to the village form of communal life, Mantena claims, is an 
alternative to the sovereign state: “At stake was something more than a simple traditionalism or revivalism. 
Rather, the village implied a rival form of association, an alternative to the modern state.” See Mantena, 
"On Gandhi's Critique of the State," 541. Nandy defines Gandhi’s stance as “critical traditionalism” Nandy, 
"From Outside the Imperium: Gandhi's Cultural Critique of the 'West'," 186. 

72 See Parekh, Gandhi's Political Philosophy, 11-35; Anthony J. Parel, "Gandhi and the State," in 
The Cambridge Companion to Gandhi, ed. Judith M. Brown and Anthony Parel (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2011), 155-61. 
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politics is not based on nonviolence or supported by arguments for nonviolence. He 

argues that Gandhi rejects the essential aspects of the tradition of modern political 

thought: “He firmly abjures the idea of a secular teleology of progress and the 

accompanying valorization of politics and the state. His commitment to non-violence can 

only be understood by acknowledging that he did not view the world solely or even 

primarily in political terms. Non-violence for Gandhi is not a cognate of peace. It does 

not refer, as it does in the tradition of political thinking I have been referring to, as a 

condition of public order secured through the surrounding proximity of fear, punishment 

and power.”73 Mehta goes as far as to depict Gandhi as “a deeply antipolitical thinker” or 

“an antipolitical activist” even if his actions actually “transformed the political 

landscape.”74 Gandhi, he claims, rejects political idealism to the extent that the aim to 

change the world focuses in the future rather than the present and is prone to legitimate 

violent means. Yet the rejection of such traits of politics and political thought do not 

necessitate a rejection of politics altogether. Arendt would agree with some of these 

critiques and argue for an alternative understanding of politics and political action.  

Armed Struggle 

Gandhi developed the theory and practice of nonviolent resistance (satyagraha) in part as 

a response to the strand in the Indian national movement that supported and practiced 

armed resistance against the British. He wrote Hind Swaraj on his sailing voyage back to 

South Africa from London after the assassination of Sir William Curzon-Wyllie, the aide-

de-camp to the Secretary of State for India on July 1st, 1909 by Madan Lal Dhingra (c. 
                                                           

73 Uday Singh Mehta, "Gandhi on Democracy, Politics and the Ethics of Everyday Life," Modern 
Intellectual History 7, no. 02 (2010): 364. 

74 Mehta, "Gandhi and the Common Logic of War and Peace," 149. 
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1887-1909), a young revolutionary student and following his meeting and debate with 

prominent figures in the nationalist revolutionary movement, India House, such as V. D. 

Savarkar (1883-1966).75 The dialogue in the book is between the figure of the editor 

through whom Gandhi voices his stands and the young nationalist who supports militant 

and armed struggle. Gandhi elaborates his rejection of violent struggle as a means to fight 

the colonial rule mainly in chapter XVI on “Brute Force,” a term that repeats in his 

writing when he refers to political violence. Gandhi’s critique is based on understanding 

violence as instrumental and on denouncing the efficiency of violent means. He 

challenges the claim that one should use all means, including violent means, to fight 

British imperialism for Indian independence and home rule.76 He shifts the discussion 

from the political struggle to a principled claim about the relation between means and 

ends by using a more circumscribed example of the possible ways to react to theft. His 

aim is to show the significance of the means one chooses. Focusing only on the end, in 

this example, driving away the thief and preventing further assault, conceals the way in 

which different means would actually lead to different ends. He lays down the different 

possible ways to respond to the theft and the result to which each can lead. He shows that 

aggression would cause escalation and risk not only to the defender but also to their 

neighbors and the situation would deteriorate further when the thief would bring his own 

support. His alternative seems naïve but it reveals his nonviolent creed. Instead of 

fighting back the thief and his gang, he suggests examining what would ensue if you were 
                                                           

75 Another figure in the nationalist revolutionary strands is Shyamji Krishnavarma (1857–1930) 
who founded India House (1905) and the monthly The Indian Sociologist (1905) in London. See Anthony 
J. Parel, "Editor’s Introduction," in Hind Swaraj and Other Writings, ed. Anthony J. Parel (Cambridge, 
[England] ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997), xxiv-xxvii.  

76 Cf. M. K. Gandhi, “Government’s Power v. People’s Power (19-8-1928),” CWMG 42: 390-1. 
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to leave your house unlocked. This would surprise the thief since it would be unexpected. 

Defense and aggression would be the automatic expected reaction. Even if in the 

beginning this would not stop the thieves from continuing to steal, eventually this 

unexpected response would stir their curiosity and they would become curious to learn 

more about the home owner’s behavior. This could then initiate a connection between 

owner and thief, one that eventually would lead to withdrawing from the cycle of 

repeating attacks. Whether this scenario is plausible or not, Gandhi’s point is to focus on 

the possibility of the “conversion” of the aggressor. A change of heart can follow, he 

contends, if one breaks what is an otherwise automatic exchange of hostility and 

violence. Instead of answering assault with assault that would only continue the unending 

chain of violent reactions, Gandhi suggests a way to break it by withdrawing to 

nonviolence and hospitality. Nonviolence has the power to convert not only the one who 

practices it but “the tyrant” as well (CWMG 41:106; 34: 282; 33: 74). The offender who 

breaks into your house and steals your property stands for the British. While the 

appropriate means that would break the circle of violence and convert the offender is the 

way of nonviolent resistance. Gandhi insists that if we are concerned with the nature of 

the means, the end will follow: “If we take care of the means we are bound to reach the 

end sooner or later.”77 

The weakness of this argument lies not so much in its naiveté or optimism in the 

belief that such behavior would in fact affect and change the offender’s behavior. It is 

rather in the fact that as human action, there is no guarantee of the effects that would 

                                                           
77 M. K. Gandhi, Yeravda Mandir (Ahmedabad: Navajivan Press, 1937), 13 quoted in Mahatma 

Gandhi, The Essential Gandhi: An Anthology of His Writings on His Life, Work, and Ideas, ed. Louis 
Fischer (New York: Vintage Books, 2002), 174. Hereafter cited as EG. 
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ensue since each action, as Arendt claims, is undertaken in a human world of plurality 

that does not remain in control of any one agent since its effects continue in chains of 

unforeseen reactions. This nevertheless strengthens the choice of nonviolent means that 

Gandhi champions, since while both actions can entail, in principle, violent reaction, it is 

more plausible that violent action will result in violent reaction and escalation of the 

situation to greater violence. As Arendt claims, “The practice of violence, like all action, 

changes the world, but the most probable change is to a more violent world” (OV 80). 

The next chapter of Hind Swaraj, “Passive Resistance,” lays down Gandhi’s alternative 

of nonviolent resistance but before continuing to discuss his nonviolent politics, I want to 

examine the arguments and cases where Gandhi accepted the use of physical violence 

and took part in violent enterprises. This examination of his qualified use or justification 

of violence is not meant to demonstrate his inconsistencies or double standards, but 

instead to reveal the complexities of his thought and the informed realistic position he 

took as a political leader. 

 

Qualified Violence 

Gandhi’s novelty lies in his incorporation of nonviolence into politics and in particular, in 

political struggles and struggles of resistance. He was not the first to promote nonviolent 

disobedience but he was one of the first to develop and practice it in wide-scale popular 

action. His influence on Martin Luther King, Jr. and the U.S. civil rights movement, for 

instance, are well known and demonstrate the power and viability of his contribution.78 

                                                           
78 Cf. Hardiman, "Gandhi’s Global Legacy," 239-57; Brown, "Gandhi As Nationalist Leader, 

1915-1948;" Moses, Revolution of Conscience: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Philosophy of 
Nonviolence; Sharp, The Politics of Nonviolent Action. 
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Yet Gandhi’s advocacy for nonviolence was not a form of pacifism or absolute rejection 

of killing. Gandhi, as we saw above in Mehta’s reading, was critical of the very notion of 

peace as it is conceptually and practically intertwined with war. This is one way to 

understand why it would be mistaken to understand him as a pacifist. Another way would 

be to present him, as Karuna Mantena does, not as an absolutist who would adhere to an 

ultimate principle of nonviolence, but more as a realist or even pragmatist leader that 

would consider the use of violence critically in light of the situation in which he finds 

himself.79 Gandhi refers to such situations in his writing whether in an apologetic reply to 

critics or in reflection on his past actions.80  

Gandhi participated in two of the battles of the British in South Africa, the second 

Boer War (1899-1902) and the suppression of the Bambatha Uprising in Natal (1906) and 

                                                           
79 See Mantena, "Another Realism: The Politics of Gandhian Nonviolence." Farah Godrej claims 

similarly that “Gandhian politics goes far beyond the simple prohibition of violence, or ‘abstention from 
causing physical hurt.’ […] Even in its broadest sense, nonviolence is not used as an all-encompassing 
prohibition on violence: ‘You would not understand me to mean ... that I regard all taking of life as wrong 
in every possible circumstance; for I do not think that there is any ethical principle ... that can be regarded 
as absolute and admitting of no exception whatever." In fact, there are several instances in which Gandhi 
condones violence as the dutiful action for that particular case,” Farah Godrej, "Nonviolence and Gandhi's 
Truth: A Method for Moral and Political Arbitration," The Review of Politics 68, no. 2 (2006): 294-95. 
Rajmohan distinguishes Gandhian ahimsa from Jain ahimsa: “Gandhi shares this basic conception of 
unavoidable violence with the Jains. However, the main difference between Gandhi's concept of 
unavoidable violence and that of the Jains is that the latter claim that any form of violence, including 
unavoidable violence, is morally unacceptable. […] Thus the most observant sect of Jains take every 
precaution to avoid killing insects and micro - organisms by wearing masks over their mouths and noses 
and by sweeping the ground before they step on it. Gandhi's more pragmatic position was not to advocate 
such absolutism, but to accept unavoidable violence as regrettable, but inevitable.” He also continues and 
discusses Gandhi’s criticism of the hypocrisy in the Jain practice to “paying other people to provide food 
for them and perform other life-sustaining services which require some degree of himsa,” Rajmohan, 
"Gandhi on Violence." 

80 The reading of Mantena is helpful to the extent that she distances Gandhi from a principled 
ethics or ethics that is based on principles and allows to understand the more realist strand in his thought. 
The question is what would be the place or character of ahimsa and satya if they are not principles as Iyer 
for instance understands them. Mantena, "Another Realism: The Politics of Gandhian Nonviolence."  
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contributed to the British forces in World War I.81 It is true that his contribution to the 

above was fairly limited: he led an ambulance force and provided home front aid and was 

not directly involved in the fight. Yet Gandhi does not spare himself of the responsibility 

for having participated and sees these involvements as a support to the war’s violent 

battle: “There is no defence for my conduct weighed only in the scales of ahimsa. I draw 

no distinction between those who wield the weapons of destruction and those who do red-

cross work. Both participate in war and advance its cause. Both are guilty of the crime of 

war.”82 How does he explain this? How does this support coincide with the doctrine of 

satyagraha that he already practiced in that period? Why did he not offer the British the 

same support in the Second World War?  

Throughout the years in South Africa Gandhi saw himself as a subject of the 

British Empire and felt that it was his duty to serve the regime and its security interests. 

This was not a part of satyagraha but service to the government. His struggles were 

aimed at reform and protest against discrimination and infringement of the rights of the 

Indians as citizens of the Empire. The situation was different in the Second World War 

when he refused to support the British war effort.83 Anthony Parel claims that Gandhi 

                                                           
81 Gandhi organized the Indian Ambulance Corps in the second Boer War at 1899 and helped to 

organize Field Ambulance Training Corps for Indian students in London in the outbreak of First World 
War, see Judith M. Brown, "Chronology," in Mahatma Gandhi: The Essential Writings, ed. Judith M. 
Brown (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), xxxviii-xxxix. Jerald Richards examines 
Gandhi’s writings on situations when he was directly or indirectly involved in violence and his reflections 
on the limit and possibility of violence. See Richards, "Gandhi's Qualified Acceptance of Violence," 5.  

82 “My Attitude Towards War (13-9-1928),” CWMG 43: 14.  

83 In October 1939 the Indian National Congress withdrawn from cooperation in provincial 
government after it became the government in seven provinces in British India following the election in 
1937 and the Government of India Act from 1935 for provincial autonomy. Their withdrawal reflects 
according to Judith Brown, Gandhi’s wishes and he became central again in Congress politics. See Brown, 
"Chronology," xli. In October 1940 Gandhi lunched “individual satyagraha by handpicked volunteers to 
protest against cooperation in the war effort.” Ibid. xlii. Despite the offer of the British to secure a status of 
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recognizes the right of states to self-defense by military means. In two Bulletins from 

1918, he supported enlisting in the army in order to prepare for self-rule and to acquire 

skills for national self-defense.84  

Gandhi explicitly supported violence if the alternative was cowardice. The 

superiority of violence over cowardice is brought as justification for his involvement in 

war and his acknowledgment of armed struggle. He goes as far as to identify the cases 

when violence is necessary when he discusses the question of his son, following the 

attempt to assassinate him in 1910. Considering whether his son should defend him even 

if that would have meant using violence, Gandhi replies positively that this is his duty: 

I do believe that where there is only a choice between cowardice and 
violence I would advise violence. Thus when my eldest son asked me 
what he should have done, had he been present when I was almost fatally 
assaulted in 1908, whether he should have run away and seen me killed or 
whether he should have used his physical force which he could and 
wanted to use, and defended me, I told him that it was his duty to defend 
me even by using violence. Hence it was that I took part in the Boer War, 
the so-called Zulu rebellion and the late War. Hence also do I advocate 
training in arms for those who believe in the method of violence. I would 
rather have India resort to arms in order to defend her honour than that she 
should in a cowardly manner become or remain a helpless witness to her 
own dishonour.85  

Gandhi reveals here the emotive impact of violence and places the value of courage, 

similarly to his notion of “self-sacrifice,” higher than cowardice. Neelam Srivastava 

points to the moral weight this distinction bears: “Even Gandhi claimed that it would be 

                                                                                                                                                                             
dominion to India after the war, the Congress and the Muslim League did not cooperate with the war effort. 
The Congress lunched in August 1942 the “Quit India” movement of civil disobedience that was declared 
“an unlawful organization” and led to wave of arrests of the leadership. Gandhi was imprisoned from 
August 1942 to May 1944. Ibid. For a discussion of Gandhi’s response to WWII, see also Richards, 
"Gandhi's Qualified Acceptance of Violence," 6, 8, 13-14. 

84 Parel, "Gandhi and the State," 165. 

85 “The Doctrine of the Sword (11-8-1920),” CWMG 21: 133. 
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better to kill than show cowardice, which implied a moral failure greater than 

violence.”86 Similarly, Mehta explains how for Gandhi moral action motivates courage 

and self-sacrifice and can take place in sites of war: “Courage, while it blunts the motive 

for political society, also extends the ambit of moral action to everyday life. One must, 

for Gandhi, always be prepared to sacrifice one’s life for the sake of moral action. This is 

why for Gandhi the scene of battle, be it the fratricidal war at the heart of the 

Mahabharata, the Boer War, the First World War or the Jewish predicament in the 

Second World War, all constitute exemplary sites for moral action. He was drawn to the 

battlefield, because it exemplified something commonplace for him.”87  

In addition to the response to these events, Gandhi discusses the nature of 

violence and actual or hypothetical situations when some use of violence is warranted. 

His discussion of the reaction to the snake might support an absolute reading since he 

writes there that his death is preferred to the act of killing the snake.88 Yet he discusses 

other cases where the use of violence is necessary. He writes about the suffering calf in 

his ashram as one such case. The calf was suffering due to its disease and Gandhi had to 

                                                           
86 Srivastava, "Towards a Critique of Colonial Violence: Fanon, Gandhi and the Restoration of 

Agency," 317. See also Richards, "Gandhi's Qualified Acceptance of Violence," 10-11. 

87 Mehta, "Gandhi on Democracy, Politics and the Ethics of Everyday Life," 364. See also 
Norman G. Finkelstein, What Gandhi Says: About Nonviolence, Resistance and Courage (New York: OR 
Books, 2012). 

88 He writes, “I do not want to live at the cost of the life even of a snake. I should let him bite me 
to death rather than kill him,” but then he continues and acknowledges the difficulty in such situation and 
the probability of the triumph of the inclination and self-defense, “But it is likely that if God puts me to that 
cruel test ... I may not have the courage to die but the beast in me may assert itself and I may seek to kill the 
snake in defending this perishable body. I admit that my belief has not become so incarnate in me as to 
warrant my stating emphatically that I have shed all fear of snakes so as to befriend them as I would like to 
be able to do” (EG 188). 
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kill it to put an end to its misery. Taking the life of the calf is obviously a violent act even 

if it is justified, yet Gandhi takes this and other similar acts as instances of nonviolence:  

The calf was in great pain. It had been under doctors’ treatment and they 
had given up all hopes. We could give it no help. Four or five men were 
required to turn it on its side, and even then this caused it pain. In this 
condition, I thought that dharma lay in killing it. […] (I) It is ignorance to 
believe that every act of killing is violence. (2) As there is violence in 
killing, so also there is violence in inflicting what we regard as lesser 
suffering. (3) Violence and non-violence are mental attitudes, they 
concern the feelings in our heart. A slap given through anger is pure 
violence, whereas a slap given to a person bitten by a snake to keep him 
awake is pure non-violence.89 

One can argue that these are not examples of violence since they are done from a 

motivation to ease the pain of the suffering. Gandhi himself introduces them as examples 

where a measure of physical force, hurting sentient beings, or even killing and is 

inevitable. In Hind Swaraj he qualifies these uses of physical force as of a different moral 

order. He responds to the case of using force to prevent someone from hurting him- or 

herself, as in the example of a child running toward flames. This would not count as a use 

of brute force since it would be an act motivated by caring and compassion rather than 

self-interest. 

These examples shed light on Gandhi’s complex understanding of violence. When 

he rejects violence (hiṃsā), he rejects it as a form of settling conflict and disagreement or 

responding to grievance, or injustice. He identifies the violence inherent in the colonial 

rule but rejects the call to fight this violence with violence. This is not a withdrawal from 

violence whatsoever. He recognizes, not unlike the greatest realists like Hobbes and 

                                                           
89 “Letter to Bhogilal (22-9-1928),” CWMG 43: 43-44. See also “When Killing May Be Ahimsa,” 

in “The Fiery Ordeal (30-9-1928),” CWMG 43: 57-60. The example is discussed in Rajmohan, "Gandhi on 
Violence." 
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Weber, the necessary and even legitimate use of violence by the state, such as the use of 

violence in the forces of the army and the police.90 He criticizes this understanding of 

politics nevertheless, and as I discuss below, he argues for alternative formation of 

politics whether at the level of the state, in the form of an alternative to the centralized 

nation state, when he writes about the nature of genuine swaraj or at the level of the 

satyagraha struggle against the British. 

 

Gandhi’s Nonviolent Politics 

In the examination of Gandhi’s alternative vision and practice I will provisionally 

distinguish between the notion of nonviolent resistance (satyagraha) that he developed in 

South Africa and put into practice later in the mass campaigns in India and his idea of 

constructive work that he developed later in life but intended to be practiced in tandem 

with and as a complement to the continued struggle of India after independence. While 

both stem from shared presuppositions or principles of nonviolence (ahiṃsā) and truth 

(satya), this distinction will help to shed light on their difference in goals and actions and 

on what can be understood as the negative and positive aspects of his theory of 

nonviolence.91 

                                                           
90 “The State,” according to him, “represents violence in a concentrated and organized form. The 

individual has a soul, but as the State is a soulless machine, it can never be weaned from violence to which 
it owes its very existence.” “Interview to Nirmal Kumar Bose (17-10-1935),” CWMG 65: 318. See also 
Parel, "Gandhi and the State," 154-72; Mantena, "On Gandhi's Critique of the State," 559-60.  

91 See also Mantena’s discussion of “Destructive and Constructive Satyagraha”: “Destructive 
satyagraha revolves around the tactics of civil disobedience and noncooperation. It is a mode of militant 
and direct political action against unjust laws or an unjust political order, an order with which you are in, or 
place yourself in, an antagonistic relationship. By contrast, constructive nonviolent action is driven less by 
an urgency to resist, withdraw, or undo existing political authority than by the need to create political bonds 
and forms of association and authority on a voluntary and noncoercive basis. Constructive action can also 
function as a form of political judgment, linked to an ethics of effective leadership, of how to make 
alliances and coalitions, overcome divisions, and solve political disagreement. In constructive satyagraha, 
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Gandhi’s nonviolent politics consists in the nonviolent resistance of satyagraha 

and his programmatic constructive work. While the two can be understood as 

complementary components that he developed in different periods,92 I want to understand 

his conception of constructive work as stemming from his understanding of satyagraha. 

Satyagraha, the term he coined for the nonviolent practices of resistance and struggle in 

South Africa that include demonstrations, marches, and public acts of noncooperation 

meant literally grasping upon or adherence (āgraha) to truth (satya). Gandhi terms it 

soul-force or truth-force in English. Satyagraha bears in a nascent form the later theory 

and practice of constructive work, a term that Gandhi uses to refer to various practices of 

rehabilitation and development in daily life and especially in the villages that range from 

the union between Hindu and Muslim and the removal of untouchability, to school 

education, prohibition, sanitation, and health reform. In 1941 he laid out these principled 

practices in the pamphlet entitled “Constructive Programme–Its Meaning and Place,” yet 

these ideas were recurring themes in his writings long before. He repeatedly stressed the 

three issues of removal of untouchability, the Hindu-Muslim union, and universal 

spinning as necessary for a genuine swaraj.93 The Constructive Programme also contains 

practices and principles that were implemented in his ashrams in Ahmedabad, Gujarat 

                                                                                                                                                                             
we see most clearly how nonviolence was not merely a negative recipe for resistance but the grounds for 
generative political action.” Mantena, "Another Realism: The Politics of Gandhian Nonviolence," 465. 
Similar stress on the complementary aspects of nonviolent resistance and constructive work is made in 
Ramin Jahanbegloo, The Gandhian Moment (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2013), 
31-32. 

92 Cf. “Civil disobedience is a powerful weapon. But for employing it, we must fulfill the thirteen-
point constructive programme1 which I have outlined. Till then this weapon cannot be effective.” “Speech 
at Sevagram (12-10-1941),” CWMG 81: 191. 

93 Cf. his support of “satyagraha in Vaikom, Trvancore, to allow untouchables to use roads around 
Temples” and his “three-week fast for Hindu-Muslim unity” in 1924, Brown, "Chronology," xl.  
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and in Sevagram, Maharashtra, and in the Tolstoy Farm and the Phoenix Settlement in 

South Africa. The key to understanding how the constructive practices are already found 

in the early developments of satyagraha is Gandhi’s idea that taking part in satyagraha 

struggle requires prior preparation and training that habituate practices of diet and mental 

work into one’s daily life. In this way, satyagraha cannot be reduced to a political 

strategy or collection of methods and techniques of struggle that can be applied at wish to 

specific cause. It is rather a way of life that requires long processes of cultivation of 

habits and practices. The sense in which to be a practitioner of satyagraha (satyagrahi) 

requires training and habituation was rethought and stressed by Gandhi especially after 

the violent eruption in Chauri Chaura in February 1922 where an enraged crowd set fire 

to a police station, killing twenty-two policemen that were locked inside. This massacre 

led him to halt the nationwide civil disobedience of the non-cooperation movement that 

spread for almost two years.94 He reflected on the deterioration of the struggle to violence 

and concluded that it was perhaps not suited for mass participation. His depiction of the 

satyagrahi’s traits of readiness for self-sacrifice and suffering, patience and resolution 

and the preparation that needs to be undertaken in organizing a satyagraha act are 

evidence as well for the claim that satyagraha is not merely an instrumental method that 

can be taken or abandoned at will but requires assimilation into a certain way of life.95 

                                                           
94 Ibid. 

95 Cf. “Who Can Offer Satyagraha? (29-5-1909),” CWMG 9: 339-342. On the figure of the 
Satyagrahi in Gandhi’s ethics, see Bilgrami, "Gandhi, the Philosopher," 4159-65. See also “Chapter XVII: 
Passive Resistance,” (HS 96-99); Bondurant, Conquest of Violence, 36-41 . 
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In examining the twofold politics of satyagraha and constructive work, I will 

explicate Gandhi’s conceptions of political action and freedom and the moral dimension 

he ascribes to politics. 

 

Satyagraha: Nonviolent Resistance 

Gandhi conceptualizes satyagraha as a form of nonviolent popular political action, that 

is, a political action exercised by the people in their struggle against injustice inflicted by 

the government. The interlocutor in Hind Swaraj attempts to define it as a third option 

beyond the two opposing reactions to the British rule of moderate reaction through 

petitions and parliamentary action and the armed struggle of the militants. Gandhi, in the 

voice of the editor, refuses to see it as a third way of struggle, claiming that he is in the 

service of both. He sees it as a form of resistance struggle that requires engaged, 

committed and active involvement. Although at the beginning of his career satyagraha 

was translated as “passive resistance,”96 he rejected it later as the adjective “passive” is 

misleading and obscures the active character of satyagraha. He preferred the terms “soul-

force” or “true-force” instead. While refusal to cooperate with unjust decrees is not to 

take part in their implementation, it is, in itself, according to Gandhi, a form of action. He 

refuses to see satyagraha as “the weapon of the weak,” a description that was commonly 

attributed to struggles of “passive resistance” since in contrast to struggles of passive 

resistance, such as the one of the suffragists in England, that in principle do not hesitate 

                                                           
96 See Gandhi’s own translation to English of the title of chapter XVII of Hind Swaraj to “Passive 

Resistance,” though even there he admits that “love-force” or “soul-force” may be described “more 
popularly but less accurately, passive resistance” (HS 85). He uses the title satyagraha beginning from 
1908, see Brown, "Chronology," xxxviii. 
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to use brute force when it is possible and see passive resistance as a preparation for a 

more militant struggle, the Indian in South Africa were perhaps weak politically in the 

sense that they lacked the franchise and were a minority, but the choice of employing 

satyagraha was not a compromise. It was not due to their lack of force or strength but an 

outgrowth of a principled position. Contrary to the passive resisters, they would not turn 

to the use of violence and brute force even if they could. He writes that if the Indian were 

granted an equal right and had control of means of violence they might not turn to 

satyagraha but their situation in that case was different because their right would not be 

violated in the first place and when one possesses such force, there are fewer 

opportunities to exercise satyagraha.97  

The stress on the active dimension of satyagraha is significant in order to 

understand it in terms of political action. Gandhi conceptualizes political action as more 

than just a method or a means to an end. It was conceived as an expression and part of a 
                                                           

97 Cf. “This is not to say, that the Indians would have taken to Satyagraha even if they had 
possessed arms or the franchise. Probably there would not have been any scope for Satyagraha if they had 
the franchise. If they had arms, the opposite party would have thought twice before antagonizing them. One 
can therefore understand, that people who possess arms would have fewer occasions for offering 
Satyagraha. My point is that I can definitely assert that in planning the Indian movement there never was 
the slightest thought given to the possibility or otherwise of offering armed resistance.” “Chapter XIII: 
Satyagraha v. Passive Resistance” in Gandhi, Satyagraha in South Africa, 113. He set the distinction 
between passive-resistance and satyagraha as the following: 

While in passive resistance there is a scope for the use of arms when a suitable 
occasion arrives, in Satyagraha physical force is forbidden even in the most favorable 
circumstances. Passive resistance is often looked upon as a preparation for the use of 
force while Satyagraha can never be utilized as such. Passive resistance may be offered 
side by side with the use of arms. Satyagraha and brute force, being each a negation of 
the other, can never go together. Satyagraha may be offered to one's nearest and dearest; 
passive resistance can never be offered to them unless of course they have ceased to be 
dear and become an, object of hatred to us. In passive resistance there is always present 
an idea of harassing the other party and there is a simultaneous readiness to undergo any 
hardsh1ps entailed upon us by such activity; while in Satyagraha there is not the remotest 
idea of injuring the opponent. Satyagraha postulates the conquest of the adversary by 
suffering in one's own person. (Ibid., 114) 

See also in “Satyagraha in South Africa,” CWMG 34: 94-98. 
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broader conception of a way of life. Gandhi and the people that took part in the struggles 

in South Africa indeed practiced various actions of civil disobedience such as 

noncooperation, demonstrations, marches, and protests in direct response to British 

policies. Yet, when Gandhi reflects upon these actions and attempts to define satyagraha, 

he sees it as an expression and continuation of a certain form of life. A prominent critique 

of the instrumental understanding of Gandhi’s satyagraha in works such as Gene Sharp’s 

is in Uday Mehta’s radical reading of Gandhi’s rejection of instrumentality as an 

antipolitical thinker.98 Satyagraha is not an instrument to achieve a political goal: 

“Gandhi's nonviolent practices were not meant to be redemptive instruments for groups 

or for the realization of political ideals, and they were certainly not understood in the 

language of strategy or tactics. Rather, for Gandhi, nonviolence is a form of individual 

being that is scrupulously attentive to the materiality of everyday life. Actions acquire 

their ethical substance by resisting an incorporation into a broader collective calculus of 

harms and benefits. Practices such as spinning, fasting, and silence are ways of being in 

the world which are indifferent to the imperative to transform the world. They are 

ultimately indifferent to politics and the normative logic that braids it with war and 

violence, which ultimately constitutes the communal rationale for war.”99 This reading is 

intriguing but problematic since it ignores how nonviolence was used in political 

campaigns of civil disobedience and non-cooperation and in Gandhi’s relations and 

contribution to the Congress party politics, even if these were complicated,. Moreover, 

Gandhi himself writes on political power in terms of a means to an end: “We do not want 
                                                           

98 CF. Gene Sharp, Gandhi as a Political Strategist: With Essays on Ethics and Politics (Boston: 
Porter Sargent Publishers, 1979). 

99 Mehta, "Gandhi and the Common Logic of War and Peace," 155, my emphasis. 
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political power for its own sake, we want it for a certain end. That end is service of the 

millions. If we cannot get today the reins of power in our hands to improve their 

economic, moral and social conditions, we need not on that account stop that work” 

(CWMG 52: 383). He indeed contrasts political power with satyagraha but also sees it as 

a means to an end: “It can easily be shown that whatever is needful and can be gained by 

political power can perhaps be more quickly and more certainly gained by satyagraha” 

(CWMG 52: 352). 

Gandhi takes his own experience as a point of departure and acknowledges its 

idiosyncratic character that might not be fitting to others. This includes his vow of 

celibacy, vegetarianism, and avoidance of causing any harm (ahimsa).100 But he takes 

these “experiments” as paradigmatic in the sense that they can set a model for others. As 

experiments they also include the failures and as such they are not meant to be 

prescriptive or binding.101 In what sense are they then paradigmatic? This is the idea that 

one’s actions transcend one’s own goals and impact others and the society at large. It is 

about the role that one takes as part of the community but also the extent to which a 

(dharmic) society includes the ones that withdraw from it as they still have a role and 

influence on the society as a whole. This is the orthodox reply of the Manu Laws that 

                                                           
100 In Hind Swaraj Gandhi numerates four of such virtues: “those who want to become passive 

resisters for the service of the country have to observe perfect chastity, adopt poverty, follow truth, and 
cultivate fearlessness,” “Chapter XVII: Passive resistance” (HS 96). Parel explains how Gandhi takes the 
classical (Hindu) religious virtues and transforms them to political civic virtues that serve the national 
cause. Cultivating such virtues is at the same time working toward Swaraj in its double sense, self-
realization (or Mokṣa) and the liberation of India: “First of all, we shall have to consider how we can 
realize the self and how serve our country. After we do this, we can explain what Phoenix is. For realizing 
the self, the first essential thing is to cultivate a strong moral sense. Morality means the acquisition of 
virtues such as fearlessness, truth, brahmacharya [celibacy] and so on. Service is automatically rendered to 
the country in this process of cultivating morality,” “Letter to Manilal Gandhi,” CWMG 10: 317, also 
quoted in HS 96. 

101 Bilgrami, "Gandhi: The Philosopher." 
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incorporates asceticism to the aims of life by taking mokṣa (मो�) as the fourth and final 

aim. Gandhi revises the religious tenets by also giving them political significance.102 The 

practices of self-control, asceticism, and abstinence do not spell a total withdrawal from 

the society but mean that work for the society is at the same time the personal work of the 

individual. The satyagrahis are the ones that in their body, thought, and action, take part 

in the struggle of the society as a whole.103 He states in his Autobiography that his aim is 

realization of the truth or mokṣa. This is a personal goal to be sure. But he conceptualizes 

all his actions and thoughts as experiments toward this goal, actions that are in relation to 

others and to larger political struggles. In a way, Gandhi’s “translation” of the tradition to 

contemporary reality can be understood as a variation on the same theme of integrating 

the ascetic into the aims of life if the “political” is understood in the broad framework of 

the social. He finds the significance of those practices to the society at large. 

Nonviolence is a central part of satyagraha that is in itself a form of nonviolent 

resistance. What are Gandhi’s justifications for nonviolence? I will return to his rejection 

of violence in order to understand nonviolence as its alternative. He takes violence as the 

more automatic and expected reaction to violence or injustice (similarly to Arendt). But 

he rejects it for several reasons. First, violent struggle as a reaction to violence would 

only lead to escalation and aggravation. This would inflame and feed the ever-growing 

cycle of force. Nonviolent action could halt the chain of violence. The desired effect is 

                                                           
102 Parel, Gandhi's Philosophy and the Quest for Harmony. 

103 He is of course not alone in appropriating religious themes and practices to the national 
struggle and there are many examples across the board and the political lines and parties, from more 
conservative to militant and moderate, examples are the different readings of the Gita that endorse or reject 
violence. 
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twofold. Nonviolence can convert the opponent and strengthen the one who employs it at 

the same time. In this sense, satyagraha is transformative and humanizes both sides of 

the conflict. The oppressed regain their humanity and dignity and the oppressors save 

face. Rather than dehumanizing or demonizing the adversary, satyagraha invites human 

response and interaction.104 

The power of nonviolence is coercive since it forces the opponent to reconsider 

his or her actions.105 One can ignore and even use nonviolence to continue and inflict 

violence, but this cannot continue for long when public opinion and the media would 

begin to question the use of violence as excessive and illegitimate in light of the 

nonviolent and non-harmful response. Gandhi of course thinks about the British and their 

liberal society and the central role the media and freedom of the press take there. But he 

also regards nonviolence as transcending the local struggle in India and as effective and 

desirable in other conflicts and under different circumstances. One of the infamous 

instances is of course his critique of the Jews’ action or rather non-action in face of the 

Nazis. One of the controversial issues was that, in response to the claim that such 

resistance on the part of the Jews would lead to their mass murder, Gandhi admits that it 

would be inevitable but argues that death is preferable to non-action. Death would ensue 

                                                           
104 The idea that nonviolent political action enables human deliberation is also a moral justification 

according to Govier, "Violence, Nonviolence, and Definitions: A Dilemma For Peace Studies," 63. In the 
“Magic Power of Satyagraha” Gandhi writes: “The result of my having submitted to the physical hardships 
inflicted by the junior warder was that I could preserve my peace of mind. Not only that, the warders 
themselves removed all those hardships. If I had resisted, that would have distracted my energies from the 
bigger tasks on hand and the warders would have become my enemies.” CWMG 9: 357. 

105 This understanding of satyagraha as coercive is arguable. Gandhi at the beginning of his career 
denies this coercive force but later on emphasizes it. See Govier, "Violence, Nonviolence, and Definitions,” 
63. On satyagraha as coercion, see Bondurant, Conquest of Violence, 9-11; Sharp, The Politics of 
Nonviolent Action. 
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regardless so they better die with dignity. 105F

106 The point, as Yohanan Grinshpon 

emphasizes in the discussion of the response of Judah Leon Magnes (1877-1948) and 

Martin Buber (1878-1965) to Gandhi’s column about the Jews in Nazi Germany, is the 

different attitude toward death and life that Gandhi took in comparison with the Jewish 

tradition. While the Jewish tradition poses the sanctity of life high in the moral scale and 

regards suicide as a transgression of Jewish law (Halacha), Gandhi appears to define 

satyagraha as the readiness to lose or sacrifice one’s life and the lack of fear of death.106F

107 

This is not simply the sacrifice of one’s life for the greater good of society. This cannot 

be simply understood in terms of justification. For Gandhi, the readiness to die and the 

lack of fear become a condition for satyagraha; without it satyagraha would loses its 

efficacy.  

Against the argument of using terrorism and what he terms “brute force” as an 

effective method that would force the British to leave, he warns that this would establish 
                                                           

106 M. K. Gandhi, “The Jews (26-11-1938),” CWMG 74: 239-42. Gandhi also writes there that “If 
there ever could be a justifiable war in the name of and for humanity, a war against Germany, to prevent 
the wanton persecution of a whole race, would be completely justified” but he rejects an armed resistance: 
“Can the Jews resist this organized and prevent the wanton persecution of a whole race, would be 
completely justified. But I do not believe in any war. A discussion of the pros and cons of such a war is 
therefore outside my horizon or province” (240). He calls instead for Jewish civil resistance even if the 
result would be a massacre: “The calculated violence of Hitler may even result in a general massacre of the 
Jews by way of his first answer to the declaration of such hostilities. But if the Jewish mind could be 
prepared for voluntary suffering, even the massacre I have imagined could be turned into a day of 
thanksgiving and joy that Jehovah had wrought deliverance of the race even at the hands of the tyrant” 
(241). For the letters of Buber (24 February, 1939) and Magnes (26 February, 1939), see Martin Buber, 
Judah Leon Magnes, and Gandhi, Two Letters to Gandhi from Martin Buber and J.L. Magnes, Bond 
pamphlets of the group "The Bond," Jerusalem, (Jerusalem,: R. Mass, 1939); Martin Buber, "A Letter to 
Gandhi," in A Land of Two Peoples: Martin Buber on Jews and Arabs, ed. Paul R. Mendes-Flohr (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1983), 113-26. See also M. K. Gandhi, “Gandhi, The Jews and Palestine,” 
GandhiServe Foundation: Mahatma Gandhi Research and Media Service, accessed March 6, 2014, 
http://www.gandhiserve.org/e/information/writings_online/articles/gandhi_jews_palestine.htm); Shimon 
Lev, Soulmates: The Story of Mahatma Gandhi and Hermann Kallenbach (New Delhi: Orient Blackswan, 
2012), 138-48.  

107 Yohanan Grinshpon, On Power and Non-Violence: The Life and Thought of Mahatma Gandhi, 
The Broadcast University (Tel Aviv: Ministry of Defence, 2005), 178-91. On self-sacrifice and the virtue 
of fearlessness, see Gandhi, “Chapter XVII: Passive resistance,” HS 90-91, 96-99. 

http://www.gandhiserve.org/e/information/writings_online/articles/gandhi_jews_palestine.htm
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a government of “murderers” (CWMG 9: 303). That is, a replacement of one order of 

violence by another. While the success of nonviolence is not guaranteed, the result of 

violence is more likely to lead to more violence. Violent struggle would lead to violence 

and the foundation of the state on violence would perpetuate violence and influence the 

character of India after independence. Violent struggle, he writes, would only lead to 

“violent Swaraj”:  

They say ‘means are after all means’. I would say ‘means are after all everything’. 
As the means so the end. Violent means will give violent swaraj. […] There is no 
wall of separation between means and end. Indeed, the Creator has given us 
control (and that too very limited) over means, none over the end. Realization of 
the goal is in exact proportion to that of the means. This is a proposition that 
admits of no exception. Holding such a belief, I have been endeavouring to keep 
the country to means that are purely ‘peaceful and legitimate.’108  

Against the advocates of expediency, who would argue that escalation and 

heightening of the mutual violence would lead to a stronger pressure on both sides to 

arrive at a solution while nonviolence just prolongs the process and even plays to the 

hand of the aggressor and is complicit with the system, Gandhi admits that nonviolence 

requires patience and a long process. This comes from his concern for building the 

society and seeing nonviolence as integral to a life lived with integrity rather than merely 

a political tool for arriving at a specific goal.  

 

                                                           
108 “An Appeal to the Nation (17-7-1924),” CWMG 28: 310. For a discussion of the problem of 

means and the means-ends relation, see “The Problem of Means in Satyagraha,” “Ends-means as 
Convertible Terms,” Bondurant, Conquest of Violence, 32-35, 230-33. For an illuminating but arguable 
discussion of Gandhi’s rejection of instrumental reasoning, its idealism and temporality, see Mehta, 
"Gandhi and the Common Logic of War and Peace." Mehta, "Gandhi on Democracy, Politics and the 
Ethics of Everyday Life," 355–71. 
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Constructive Work 

The last point about patience is linked to Gandhi’s notion of constructive work. As we 

saw, for Gandhi, nonviolence is not merely a political strategy but an integral part of 

daily life and politics. Politics that is derived from and embodies nonviolence would 

pertain to every realm of life as his notion of constructive work in the villages 

demonstrates. This work requires long processes of habituation and change of ways of 

life with no immediate results. In the pamphlet from 1941 “Constructive Programme–Its 

Meaning and Place,” Gandhi addresses the required reforms in Hindu-Muslim and 

communal and caste relations, women rights, education, including preliminary and higher 

education, and hygiene, among others. The pamphlet was published in 1941 but he 

promoted the three principles of Hindu-Muslim unity, removal of untouchability, and 

universal spinning early on. 

The question that was often raised is to what extent “the constructive work” can 

be considered political. Some commentators understood Gandhi’s focus on constructive 

work as a retreat from politics and as marking a shift to civil society and humanitarian 

projects.109 The distinction between politics and civil society is, however, alien to 

Gandhi.110 First, he saw constructive work as indispensible to genuine Swaraj. Self-rule 

should start from the individuals in their local communities. Formal independence or 

                                                           
109 Brown mentions the document he wrote to the Congress in which he advised it to “disband as a 

political organization and devote itself to social service,” Brown, "Chronology," xliii. 

110 On Gandhi’s critique on the notions of humanitarian aid and human rights, see Brown, "Gandhi 
and Human Rights: In Search of True Humanity," 87-101. Anthony Parel also discusses Gandhi’s notion of 
rights that are not separated from duties as a critique of the modern political notion of rights in the 
commentary to Hind Swaraj but overall he presents a liberal reading of Gandhi’s politics (HS 82 n. 162). 
See also Gandhi discussion of rights as a result of performance of duty (HS 81-82). See also his discussion 
of Gandhi’s notion of the state as the coercive force that protect human rights, Parel, "Gandhi and the 
State," 161-64.  
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liberation from British rule without the cultivation of self-rule would mean that local 

politicians would substitute for the British without any substantial change in the 

oppressive structure of rule.111 Second, similarly to Fanon’s writings on FLN politics, 

Gandhi saw the work of the Congress politicians as interwoven with the life of the 

villages and called on them to take part in constructive work by embodying it in their 

day-to-day lives, by, for instance, undertaking an hour of spinning each day. This would 

include the shift of their political work from the metropolitan centers to the periphery.112 

In this sense, Gandhi’s focus on constructive work was not a renunciation of politics in 

favor of development projects, but a continuation of his politics.113 It is true that he 

announced his profound disappointment with Congress party politics, but this was not 

new. From early on, as in Hind Swaraj, he criticized parliamentary politics.114 This is not 

                                                           
111 Cf. “I am not interested in freeing India merely from the English yoke. I am bent upon freeing 

India from any yoke whatsoever. ... Hence for me the movement of swaraj is a movement of self-
purification;” “What we want, I hope, is a government not based on coercion even of a minority but on its 
conversion. If it is a change from white military rule to a brown, we hardly need make any fuss;” “If India 
succeeds in making British Rule impossible without matching the British bayonet with another bayonet, she 
will rule herself too with the same means” (EG 166).  

112 Cf. “There is a heavy duty resting on the shoulders of Congressmen... They have to show their 
program on their persons and in their daily conduct. They will attend the Congress as servants and not as 
masters demanding service... They will show their faith in unity between different religious sects ... Hindus 
will show their faith in the removal of untouchability by going out of their way to be attentive to those of 
[the untouchables] who may attend the Congress;” “I would like the Congress to become ... popular. I 
would therefore man it with mercantile, artisan and agricultural classes ... It should be the privilege of 
educated classes to be behind and push into public life those who have ... kept aloof;” “[It] is impossible for 
us to establish a living vital connection with the masses unless we will work for them, through them and in 
their midst, not as their patrons but as their servants” (EG 191, 92, 93). 

113 Parel claims that Gandhi’s late work advocates cooperation between the state and the civil 
organization that he supports in his “Constructive Programme”: “The surajya [the good state] would be the 
coercive state that worked in tandem with the non-coercive agencies of civil society – popularly known 
today as Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs). The insight here is that a nonviolent social order can 
be brought into being only if the coercive state and the non-coercive NGOs worked together.” Parel, 
"Gandhi and the State," 166. 

114 See for example his critique of the moderate strand of the Congress that advocated petitions as 
political action (HS 84-85).  
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to say that he dismissed party politics altogether, however. Throughout his career he took 

active part in party politics and, for a short period, led the congress.115 But from the very 

beginning he advocated that political action and political resistance go beyond party 

politics and be supplemented by genuine popular participation and activity. Third, the 

thrust and implementation of constructive practices was developed alongside if not as 

part of satyagraha, even if the title “constructive work” was given later on, beginning in 

the Tolstoy Farm and the Phoenix Farm in South Africa and later in his ashrams in 

India.116 Politics, for Gandhi, has a broader sense not exhausted in party politics. For 

these reasons I suggest interpreting the notion of constructive work as a continuation of 

rather than a departure from his nonviolent politics.117 

 

The Gatekeeper of Violence: The Limits of Nonviolence 

Gandhi’s inability to call for revolutionizing village life as the fundamental structure of 

Indian society and his individualistic conception of action in terms of autonomy and self-

                                                           
115 According to Brown, Gandhi regarded his entry to Congress politics in 1919. He was the 

President of the Indian National Congress for a year in 1925 before he left to spend a year in Ahmedabad 
ashram and he declined Congress presidency in 1929. In September 1934 he resigned formally from the 
Indian National Congress and in 1948, after India’s Independence he advised the congress “to disband as a 
political organization and devote itself to social service.” Brown, "Chronology," xxxix, xl, xliii. Yet in 
January 29, 1948, a day before his assassination he wrote a draft constitution for the Indian National 
Congress. See Parel, "Editor’s Introduction," lxvii-lxviii. 

116 This is also clear in his understanding economy in his advancement a system of trusteeship and 
his political economy of Sarvodaya (the term means "the welfare of all" was also the title to his 1908 
Gujarati paraphrase of John Ruskin's Unto This Last (1862)). See also Parel, "Gandhi and the State," 163-
64; Thomas Weber, "Gandhi’s Moral Economics: The Sins of Wealth without Work and Commerce 
without Morality " in The Cambridge Companion to Gandhi, ed. Judith M. Brown and Anthony Parel (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 135-53.  

117 “Independence (21-7-1946)”, CWMG 91: 325–6. Gandhi deliberately states, this 
complementary relations between nonviolent resistance and the constructive work in “Foreword to 
‘Constructive Programme—Its Meaning and Place’ (13-11-1945)”: “Civil disobedience, mass or 
individual, is an aid to constructive effort and is a full substitute for armed revolt.” CWMG 88: 325. 
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determination constitute the primary limitations of his theory and practice as nonviolent 

politics. When Gandhi speaks about revolution or the revolutionaries he mostly refers to 

the militant groups in the Indian movement that endorse violence and armed resistance as 

methods for the struggle for home rule. In other times, he associates revolution with 

Europeans, when he discusses the French Revolution for example or the revolutionaries 

in Spain. In both instances, he rejects it as a tool fitting to the Indian struggle.118 In each 

of these cases he associates revolution with brute force and contrasts it with nonviolence 

or satyagraha. But is there a sense in which Gandhi thought about his approach in terms 

that could be called a “nonviolent revolution”? Did he see his vision for the revision of 

Indian society, such as his struggle for the removal of untouchability and for gains in 

women’s rights, as ways to revolutionize society?  

Gandhi would describe his efforts in terms of reform rather than revolution, even 

if the notion of constructive work invites a contrast between the notions of reform and 

revolution in Gandhi’s political thought. He aimed at transforming the Indian mindset 

with regard to issues such as removal of untouchability, women’s rights, Hindu-Muslim 

relations, and colonized self-understandings or consciousness. In many ways he did 

contribute immensely to the shaping of Indian self-conceptions and to the character of 

                                                           
118 Cf. “I invite the revolutionaries not to commit suicide and drag with them unwilling victims. 

India's way is not Europe's” (EG 175). He writes, “There is a forceful book by Carlyle on the French 
Revolution. I realized after reading it that it is not from the white nations that India can learn the way out of 
her present degradation. It is my belief that the French people have gained nothing of value through the 
Revolution.” CWMG 9: 358; “It is beyond doubt that Ferrer [a Spanish anarchist that was executed by the 
Spanish government] himself approved of violence. Because he has lost his life, revolutionaries in Europe 
have given way to a frenzy of excitement, abandoning all reason. There is no concern for justice in all this. 
‘Kill, kill’, that is all they want. If this is the way things go on, no one’s life will be safe in Europe. 
Emperors and big officers are not safe even today. Since they too are votaries of brute force, the fashion 
they have set will spread as days pass. Some Indians have been thinking of introducing these methods in 
India. I think Ferrer’s case should serve as a warning to them,” see “Futility of Brute Force,” CWMG 10: 
188. 
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political and social institutions. His practices did in fact aim at reform. He did not seek 

structural change of Indian society but to insert certain, significant changes within it. 

One of the most controversial issues remains Gandhi’s refusal to deplore the caste 

system. Even if his view evolved throughout the years and he rejected the hierarchy and 

discrimination based on caste, Gandhi saw the caste system as fundamental to and 

constitutive of the Hindu society. He endeavored to reform Hindu society but not to 

uproot the Caste system.119 The event that signals Gandhi’s uncompromised position with 

regard to caste is his announcement of a fast unto death in response to the British 

“Communal Award,” the attempt to establish separate electorates for the Dalits while he 

was a prisoner in Poona Yeravda prison.120 Gandhi’s reasons to object to the move are 

subject to debate. The main argument has to do with his refusal to see the Dalits as a 

separate minority group rather than an integral part of the Hindu society. Other, more 

pragmatic reasons have to do with the political implications of such a move and the 

balance of power of the Hindu electorates in relation to the Muslim. B. R. Ambedkar, the 

leader of the Dalits, a lawyer and a Columbia University graduate, who later played a 

significant role in drafting the Indian Constitution, supported the move for its symbolic 

and political significance. It recognizes the political identity of the Dalits and would have 

secured their political rights. Ambedkar was under pressure to abort the effort under the 

threat to Gandhi’s life and the communal violence that would ensue as a result. 

                                                           
119 Compare with B. R. Ambedkar’s revolutionary speech Annihilation of Caste: The Annotated 

Critical Edition and Arundhati Roy’s recent study of the Gandhi-Ambedkar debate. See Arundhati Roy, 
“The Doctor and the Saint: Ambedkar, Gandhi and the Battle Against Caste,” The Caravan: A Journal of 
Politics and Culture, March 1, 2014, http://caravanmagazine.in/reportage/doctor-and-saint#sthash. 
hw608Urz.dpuf. 

120 Brown, "Chronology," xli. 

http://caravanmagazine.in/reportage/doctor-and-saint#sthash.�hw608Urz.dpuf
http://caravanmagazine.in/reportage/doctor-and-saint#sthash.�hw608Urz.dpuf
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Ambedkar and Gandhi eventually signed the Poona pact that canceled the separate 

electorates and allocated seats for the Dalits in the Hindu faction of the parliament 

instead.121 

Gandhi hoped that the liberation movement would lead to an independent India 

for all of its citizens and called for a Hindu-Muslim unity, especially when the rift and the 

controversy between the Muslim League, led by Muhammad Ali Jinnah and the Congress 

party deepened. He famously failed. His voice became a minority and both sides accepted 

the partition program of the British. Gandhi’s satyagraha was a deeply religious 

movement. Gandhi indeed had a broad conception of religion and he sought after what 

could be shared by all religions as a basis for morality and moral politics. He 

appropriated and fused into satyagraha principles and teaching from Buddhism, Jainism, 

and Christianity in addition to Hindu tenets. But at the end it was a Hindu movement and 

the Congress consisted of a Hindu majority. The power and attraction of the movement 

for the masses was based in large part on its deep emersion in their religion. Gandhi, as I 

discussed above, along with others in the national movement, transformed religious 

idioms, laws, and principles into politics, looking for harmonious correspondences. Yet, 

as he ignored the political aspiration of minorities within the Hindu tradition, he refused 

to acknowledge the Muslims and the significance of a distinct identity with discrete 

national aspirations for self-determination. He hoped that all could coincide with or find 

themselves in his vision of an all India.  

                                                           
121 B. R. Ambedkar, What Congress and Gandhi Have Done to the Untouchables, 2. ed. (Bombay: 

Thacker, 1946).  
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What is Gandhi’s contribution to popular politics or to people’s politics? Gandhi’s 

historical success in mobilizing thousands of people to take part in satyagraha campaigns 

remains an inspiration for nonviolent popular movements. He was not working alone of 

course. The Congress was a powerful force in this mobilization as well. Gandhi also 

worked through the framework of what we can term standard politics. He joined the 

leadership of the Congress when he returned to India and was a member most of his life. 

Yet in addressing the Congress and the public he continued to stress that India did not 

exist only in its metropolis and big cities but in its thousands of villages and its millions 

of poor population.122 It was for this reason, as I discussed in the section above on 

constructive work that he called for the members of Congress to move and integrate into 

village life. His point of departure for politics was the interest of the people and the way 

to elevate their life conditions as well as their integrity and dignity as a precondition for 

home rule. Yet, his conception of freedom and even political action is individualistic. 

This stems in part from his religious impetus and from seeing liberation or mokṣa as, 

before anything else, one’s own liberation. The action of the satyagrahi even if exercised 

in the company of others is the work of an individual. It can in fact be effort undertaken 

by a single person, as in fasting, and does not require the participation of others. The 

emphasis placed on self-sacrifice similarly illuminates this focus on the individual who 

undergoes a process of purification to ready him- or herself to bear retaliation and 

punishment. He or she exercises the ability to refuse or to exercise defiance. Self-sacrifice 

also bears religious significance and association. It resonates of course with the ideal of 

                                                           
122 He writes, “India is not Calcutta and Bombay. India lives in her seven hundred thousand 

villages” (EG 175). 
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Christianity in the figure of Jesus Christ but no less with the Hindu tapas in which ascetic 

practices, such self-incurred physical hardship or long meditations, are used as part of the 

spiritual preparation toward mokṣa. Gandhi, as other actors in the home rule movement, 

appropriated (or “nationalized”) these religious ideals and practices and utilized them in 

the struggle. They had symbolic and psychological power that was channeled into 

political achievements. Formulating these actions of revolt in terms of self-sacrifice, 

fearlessness, truth, and chastity might help to explain how people prepared themselves to 

confront the police and army in action that would result in severe physical pain, 

prolonged imprisonment, or even death.123 But it also speaks to the courage that is needed 

in any action in which one is made vulnerable by exposing oneself in public.124  

Gandhi suggests a model for political action that has the power to mobilize the 

masses. This action is nevertheless rooted in an individualistic framework that in 

principle can be exemplified by a single person. As such it cannot build the necessary 

network of relations for the day after the struggle is over. This is why it is important to 

couple it with constructive work to the extent, as I argue above, that it is political, since it 

builds and prepares the ground and infrastructure for politics after independence. 

Constructive work was aimed at the villages since that was where Gandhi saw the real 

India. Yet historically this could not prevent the continuous structural and physical 

                                                           
123 See also “Chapter IV: Hindu Tradition and Satyagraha: The Significance of Gandhian 

Innovation” and “A Note on the Functioning of Suffering in Satyagraha,” Bondurant, Conquest of Violence, 
105-45, 228-29. 

124 This is not so different from the classical virtue of courage and bears similarities to the way 
Arendt conceptualizes political action in The Human Condition. It also draws the action away from rational 
instrumental justification or justification in terms of the value inherent in the action itself and reveals the 
emotive meaning of “breaking the barrier of fear.” I wish to thank Wendy Pearlman who raised this 
argument in “Breaking the Barrier of Fear: Syrian Refugees Narrate the Uprising,” (paper presented at 
CHAT Middle East and North Africa Study Group, Temple University, March 27, 2013). 
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violence against the lower castes and the Dalits. Although the Congress officially 

accepted a set of unprecedented reforms after the Poona Pact that aimed at an integration 

of the Dalits into village life, these reforms to Gandhi’s devastative regret, were not 

respected and were transgressed. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ARENDT’S CRITICISM OF VIOLENCE 

 
[E]very decrease in power is an open invitation to 
violence—if only because those who hold power and 
feel it slipping from their hands, be they the 
government or be they the governed, have always 
found it difficult to resist the temptation to substitute 
violence for it.  

— Hannah Arendt, On Violence. 
 

Jefferson … knew, however dimly, that the Revolution, 
while it had given freedom to the people; had failed to 
provide a space where this freedom could be exercised. 
Only the representatives of the people, not the people 
themselves, had an opportunity to engage in those 
activities of “expressing, discussing, and deciding” 
which in a positive sense are the activities of freedom. 

— Hannah Arendt, On Revolution. 
 

Introduction 

Arendt’s On Violence (1970 [1969]) is, as many of her other works, an essay on politics. 

Her main goal in it is to refute the dominant conception, held by scholars and political 

actors from left to right, which identifies political power with violence. Although she 

argues for the necessity of making distinctions between key terms in political science to 

avoid “blindness to the realities they correspond to” (OV 43), and makes such provisional 

distinction among “power,” “strength,” “force,” “authority,” and “violence,” she does not 

offer firm definitions. In order to understand why she argues that power and violence are 

not only different but also opposite I draw, among other writings, on her broader political 

theory in The Human Condition (1958) and On Revolution (1963) and examine how her 

conception of nonviolent power coincides with her understanding of other key political 

notions of freedom, liberation, revolution, and sovereignty. Her definition of power in On 
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Violence, as the capacity generated from action of plural actors in concert, continues her 

analysis begun in The Human Condition. It defies the reduction of power to violence that 

is merely instrumental and silent and that does not require concerted action. My analysis 

reveals that although political power is essentially nonviolent for Arendt, she is a realist 

in the sense that, first, she admits that despite the conceptual difference between political 

power and violence, in political realities they are often entangled and second, she argues 

that in certain circumstances, the use of violence is justified. Arendt’s conception of 

power as nonviolent is therefore not utopian or idealized. She turns to historical and 

political phenomena to demonstrate where such power is found. One of the comparisons 

that she analyzes at length in On Revolution is of the American Revolution and the 

French Revolution.125 I show how her distinction between power and violence is already 

at work in this earlier text. Through analyzing her critique of the American and the 

French Revolutions, her conception of genuine revolution as the foundation of spaces for 

freedom and political participation, and her model of the federated council system in On 

Revolution and other writings, I spell out her solution to the problem of the foundation of 

political community. I also reply to major objections to her theory. For instance, I deal 

with the critique of Arendt’s exclusion of social issues from the political realm as well as 

the critique that she merely offers a theory of extraordinary politics.126 Arendt’s theory of 

                                                           
125 Arendt’s disregard of the Haitian Revolution is subjected to recent critiques, see King, "Hannah 

Arendt and the Concept of Revolution in the 1960s;" David Scott, Conscripts of Modernity: The Tragedy of 
Colonial Enlightenment (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 214-20. The second edition of C. L. R. 
James’s seminal analysis of the Haitian Revolution was published in the same year of On Revolution, see 
C. L. R. James, The Black Jacobins: Toussaint L'Ouverture and the San Domingo Revolution, 2nd ed. 
(New York: Vintage Books, 1963).  

126 Habermas, "Hannah Arendt's Communications Concept of Power," 3-24; Pitkin, The Attack of 
the Blob: Hannah Arendt's Concept of the Social; Kathryn T. Gines, Hannah Arendt and the Negro 
Question (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2014); Canovan, Hannah Arendt, 5-26; Canovan, 
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the council system received little attention in the secondary literature, despite some 

notable exceptions.127 By situating the theory in relation to the notion of political 

violence, I demonstrate its centrality in Arendt’s political philosophy in general and argue 

that contrary to the claim of her critics, she does not only theorize exceptional political 

situations and conditions but offers a theory of ordinary politics as well. 

 

Power vs. Violence 

Arendt wrote On Violence in response to the rise of rhetoric that glorifies violence in the 

global student movement of the late 1960s and especially in the Black Power movement 

in America that was thought to glorify violence. She focuses on the relation of violence to 

politics and aims to undermine what she sees as a dominant conception in modern 

political thought that identifies power as the essence of politics and power as consisting 

of violence. This common view consists of the “equation of violence with power” that 

“rests on governments being understood as domination of man over man by means of 

violence” (OV 52). This view is represented in the various claims from Carl von 

Clausewitz’s idea that “war is the continuation of politics by other means,” and Mao Tse-

Tung’s famous saying that “political power grows out of the barrel of a gun,” to C. 

Wright Mills’s claim that “All politics is a struggle for power; the ultimate kind of power 

is violence,” echoing Max Weber’s definition of the state as “the rule of men over men 

                                                                                                                                                                             
"The Contradictions of Hannah Arendt's Political Thought;" Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without 
Banisters, 181; Kalyvas, Democracy and the Politics of the Extraordinary, 254-56. 

127 Kalyvas, "The Republic of Councils," 254-91; Sitton, "Hannah Arendt's Argument for Council 
Democracy," 307-29; Muldoon, "The Lost Treasure of Arendt's Council System," 396-417. 
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based on the means of legitimate, that is allegedly legitimate, violence” (OV 9-10, 11, 

35). 

Power, Arendt agrees, is the essence of politics but it is distinct from and opposed 

to violence. What is common to all the above claims is an understanding of power as the 

ruling over others and political relations as consisting of domination, command and 

obedience. Arendt aims to prove that this conception of power as “power over” is 

fundamentally mistaken.128 In contrast to the tradition in political philosophy that equates 

political power with rule, domination, and command, there is another tradition derived 

from the isonomy of the Athenian city-state and the civitas of the Romans. This tradition 

brought “a concept of power and law whose essence did not rely on the command-

obedience relationship and which did not identify power and rule or law and command” 

and inspired the eighteenth-century revolutionaries’ concept of republic as a form of 

government “where the rule of law, resting on the power of the people, would put an end 

to the rule of man over man, which they thought was a ‘government fit for slaves’” (OV 

40).  

Power is not an attribute or possession of someone or something like strength and 

it cannot be applied like force. Instead it is what is generated when people act and speak 

together (HC 201). She writes, “In distinction to strength, which is the gift and the 

possession of every man in his isolation against all other men, power comes into being 

only if and when men join themselves together for the purpose of action, and it will 
                                                           

128 Richard J. Bernstein uses the term “power over” to describe the conception of power Arendt 
criticizes and “empowerment” to refer to Arendt’s own conception of power, see Richard J. Bernstein, 
"Hannah Arendt's Reflections on Violence and Power," Iris 3, no. 5 (2011): 6. Gail M. Presbey similarly 
uses “power over” to refer to the first and “power with,” which better captures the latter, see Gail M. 
Presbey, "Hannah Arendt on Nonviolence and Political Action," in Nonviolence: Social and Psychological 
Issues, ed. Vinod K. Kool (Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1993), 248. 
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disappear when, for whatever reason, they disperse and desert one another” (OR 166). 

Power is essential to politics as it preserves and holds together the space of appearance, 

another key term in Arendt’s theory, which precedes any formal constitution of the public 

realm and any form of government in which political action can take place (HC 199, 

204). Power exists as long as the group stays together and evaporates when it drifts apart. 

To say that someone is powerful is only to use power figuratively and the correct phrase 

would be “that this person is empowered,” or has a legitimacy to act that is bestowed by 

the group of relevant people.  

The main distinction Arendt draws between power and violence concerns 

instrumentality. Power is different from violence since violence, and here Arendt mainly 

has in mind physical violence, rests on tools or instruments that can enhance natural 

strength and not on the presence and collaboration of actors. Governments and other 

forms of political organization are the institutionalization of power, while violence is an 

instrument used by government or non-state entities. Violence is instrumental and it can 

be chosen as an effective means and used, while power is the condition of possibility for 

a government or political community to execute instrumental rationality. Violence as 

instrumental cannot be an essence of government as the equation of power and violence 

suggests: “Violence is by nature instrumental; like all means, it always stands in need of 

guidance and justification through the end it pursues. And what needs justification by 

something else cannot be the essence of anything” (OV 51). Power, on the other hand, 

“an end in itself” and it “springs up whenever people get together and act in concert” (OV 

51, 52). 
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This distinction between the instrumentality of violence and power as an end in 

itself reveals different temporalities. Violence as an instrument is oriented toward the 

future, to the achievement of the end to which it serves as a means. Power refers back to 

the initial coming together of the group as a source of legitimation at present. Arendt 

links violence with justification that rests on the future realization of the end and power 

with legitimation that stems from the inaugurated act of foundation, even if it requires 

continuous reaffirmation whether tacitly or explicitly at times of crisis. This distinction is 

the basis for her claim that “Violence can be justifiable, but it never will be legitimate.” It 

needs an end to justify it. “Its justification loses in plausibility the farther its intended end 

recedes into the future. No one questions the use of violence in self-defense, because the 

danger is not only clear but also present, and the end justifying the means is immediate” 

(OV 52).129 In this sense violence remains rational if it justified by a short-term goal and 

the further the end recedes to the future, the justification weakens: “Violence, being 

instrumental by nature, is rational to the extent that it is effective in reaching the end that 

must justify it. And since when we act we never know with any certainty the eventual 

consequences of what we are doing, violence can remain rational only if it pursues short-

term goals” (OV 79). Yet, despite the distinction between power and violence, Arendt 

admits that they “usually appear together” (OV 52). 

                                                           
129 The claim for self-defense, nevertheless, can be abused and cannot be a standard or guideline 

for action. This is an important point that Bernstein makes, see Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without 
Banisters, 9, 174, 82. See for example the controversial exoneration of George Zimmerman for the killing 
of Trayvon Martin. See, Dan Barry, Serge F. Kovaleski, Campbell Robertson and Lizette Alvarez , “Race, 
Tragedy and Outrage Collide After a Shot in Florida,” The New York Times, April 1, 2012, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/02/us/trayvon-martin-shooting-prompts-a-review-of-ideals.html?ref=tray 
vonmartin&_r=0; Trayvon Martin Case (George Zimmerman), Times Topics, The New York Times, 
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/m/trayvon_martin/index.html.  

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/02/us/trayvon-martin-shooting-prompts-a-review-of-ideals.html?ref=tray%0bvonmartin&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/02/us/trayvon-martin-shooting-prompts-a-review-of-ideals.html?ref=tray%0bvonmartin&_r=0
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/m/trayvon_martin/index.html
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Arendt arrived at the claim that violence and power are opposites from analyzing 

the relation between them. She argues against the idea that violence is creative.130 

Violence can disintegrate power, but it cannot create power: “Violence can always 

destroy power; out of the barrel of a gun grows the most effective command, resulting in 

the most instant and perfect obedience. What never can grow out of it is power” (OV 

53).131 People cannot be forced through coercion to act in concert and power can be 

generated where people act together in a common world they are committed to share: 

“Power is actualized only where word and deed have not parted company, where words 

are not empty and deeds not brutal, where words are not used to veil intentions but to 

disclose realities, and deeds are not used to violate and destroy but to establish relations 

and create new realities” (HC 200). Thus in an extreme situation where violence rules 

absolutely, as “in the concentration camps of totalitarian regimes,” (OR 9) there is no 

power.132 And when power prevails there is no violence (OV 56). Although power has 

ascendancy over violence in the sense that it is the essence of government and violence is 

instrumental, in the clash between power and violence, violence that rest on implements 

is more likely to triumph. She brings the historical case of the “head-on clash between 

                                                           
130 See the discussion in section 4.3 “‘Violence is neither Beastly nor Irrational’: Against 

Biological and Naturalistic Justifications of Violence” below. 

131 See also Arendt, On Revolution, 142. 

132 Although, Arendt states that “No government exclusively based on the means of violence has 
ever existed. Even the totalitarian ruler, whose chief instrument of rule is torture, needs a power basis–the 
secret police and its net of informers. Only the development of robot soldiers, which, as previously 
mentioned, would eliminate the human factor completely and, conceivably, permit one man with a push 
button to destroy whomever he pleased, could change this fundamental ascendancy of power over 
violence” (OV 50). Moreover, the totalitarian regimes of Germany and Russia were dependant on power to 
rise to rule in the first place. Yet, later she brings terror as a form of government that is based on violence: 
“Terror is not the same as violence; it is, rather, the form of government that comes into being when 
violence, having destroyed all power, does not abdicate but, on the contrary, remains in full control” (Ibid. 
55).  
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Russian tanks and the entirely nonviolent resistance of the Czechoslovak people” as “a 

textbook case of a confrontation between violence and power in their pure states” (OV 

52-53) and an hypothetical case that can appear as a response to Gandhi’s call for the 

Jews to practice nonviolent resistance against the Nazis in his open letter to the Jews in 

his journal Harijan:133 “In a head-on clash between violence and power, the outcome is 

hardly in doubt. If Gandhi's enormously powerful and successful strategy of nonviolent 

resistance had met with a different enemy – Stalin’s Russia, Hitler’s Germany, even pre-

war Japan, instead of England – the outcome would not have been decolonization, but 

massacre and submission” (OV 53). Contrary to Gandhi’s call for nonviolent resistance, 

Arendt calls for the establishment of a Jewish army to fight the Nazis and as a basis for 

political community in the 1940s (Arendt, “The Jewish Army – The Beginning of Jewish 

Politics? (November 14, 1941),” JW 136-39).134 Arendt, Bernstein criticizes, allows the 

justification of violence in certain circumstances but does not elaborate what such cases 

can be. The call for the establishment of a Jewish army might be seen as an example of a 

case when violence is justified for self-defense, liberation, and a basis of political 

community.135  

                                                           
133 M. K. Gandhi, “The Jews.” 

134 Yet, unlike the letters of J. L. Magnes and Martin Buber to Gandhi, this is not a direct response 
to him. See, Martin Buber, Judah Leon Magnes, and Gandhi, Two Letters to Gandhi from Martin Buber 
and J. L. Magnes, Bond pamphlets of the group "The Bond," Jerusalem, (Jerusalem,: R. Mass, 1939). 

135 Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 7, 80, 95-6, 101-2, 71-2, 74. Patricia Owens 
similarly brings Arendt’s call for the creation of a Jewish army to fight the Nazis in 1941 to reject the 
identification of her position with pacifism and as “a justification of violence for an immediate and 
concrete goal of self-defence and self-definition.” See Patricia Owens, Between War and Politics: 
International Relations and the Thought of Hannah Arendt (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 
2007), 17, 23. 
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Arendt summarizes the second section of On Violence with this conclusion: 

“politically speaking, it is insufficient to say that power and violence are not the same. 

Power and violence are opposites; where the one rules absolutely, the other is absent. 

Violence appears where power is in jeopardy, but left to its own course it ends in power's 

disappearance. This implies that it is not correct to think of the opposite of violence as 

nonviolence; to speak of nonviolent power is actually redundant. Violence can destroy 

power; it is utterly incapable of creating it” (OV 56). Despite her claim that “to speak of 

nonviolent power is actually redundant,” I will continue to refer to her conception of 

power as nonviolent to distinguish it from the dominant conception of power she 

criticizes. Arendt’s next move is to examine more closely the nature and causes of 

violence and this is also where she targets Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth and the 

theories of violence that allegedly informed it. Before turning to this discussion, I want to 

return to The Human Condition to explicate her distinction between power and violence 

further.  

 

Violence and Instrumentality 

Arendt’s distinction according to which violence is instrumental and power is the result 

of acting together appears already in The Human Condition. To understand her critique of 

violence in politics better a closer look at this discussion is warranted.136 Arendt begins 

the discussion of violence not in a political context but rather as an essential aspect of 

                                                           
136 See also the discussion of violence in Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (New 

York: Schocken Books, 2004 [1951]). Hereafter cited as OT. But there Arendt has a more conventional 
conception of power as “power over.” See also Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 85-6, 94-5, 
101, 78. 
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“work.” Work is one of the three categories of human activity that Arendt analyzes in The 

Human Condition, along with “labor” and “action.” Labor includes the repetitive 

activities that are necessary to sustain human life from cleaning and cooking to the more 

advanced activities of economy. These are cyclical activities that are produced for 

consumption and do not leave any tangible objects behind. They correspond to the 

biological processes and are conditioned by the human condition of life itself. By work, 

Arendt refers to the manufacturing and fabrication of objects that are added to the human 

world and that constitute it, from the products of the carpenter to the creation of works of 

art. They are conditioned by the durability of the world and furnish it with tangible 

things. What making and fabrication, the activities of work, share in contrast with the 

cyclical course of labor’s products for immediate or later consumption and with the 

spontaneity of action, is that its end products of work are the result of a preceding design. 

Work is the execution of pre-conceived idea of an end product and the implementation of 

a plan or a blueprint to achieve it. In that sense the artifact is the end in a dual sense as the 

end of the process of work and as the end to which the work is the means (HC 153). 

Instrumental reasoning is at play in work to determine the best means to achieve the end. 

Action and speech are different from the former categories as they are the least 

constrained activities. They are the abilities to initiate and begin something new in a 

human world that is conditioned by natality, or by the idea that each birth brings a unique 

newcomer into the world, and plurality, which refers to the assessment that human beings 

are distinct from each other and equal in their differentness from each other. Who this 

person is is disclosed when he or she acts or speaks in the presence of others. Action and 

speech that are conditioned by plurality are also the most political activities among the 
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human activities as they require the presence of other people and are meaningless in 

isolation.137  

Violence is integral to work in the sense that destruction of nature is sometimes 

required for the construction of the products of fabrication as in the example of creating a 

table: “The end justifies the violence done to nature to win the material, as the wood 

justifies killing the tree and the table justifies destroying the wood” (HC 153). In this 

example we can see also how violence is linked with instrumentality. The justification for 

using violence is an instrumental justification. The end of creating a table justifies the 

destruction of the wood and before that the cutting of the tree. Instrumental justification 

and reasoning is characteristic of work, according to Arendt. The end product determines 

the tools that are needed to create it. Some of the instruments include, as in the example 

above, means of violence. Violence does not have a detrimental connotation in this 

context or at least it is a more neutral one. It is a necessary part of the human activity of 

work.138 Arendt’s critique of violence in distinctively political contexts comes to light 

when she takes issue with the application of instrumental reasoning to politics. 

One of the categorical mistakes of Western political thought, according to Arendt, 

has to do with the “The Traditional Substitution of Making for Acting,” as the title of one 

of the sections in The Human Condition (HC 220-30) relays. Making and fabrication 

                                                           
137 Passerin d'Entrèves, The Political Philosophy of Hannah Arendt, 70. Arendt refers to the 

definition of the political as based on speech rather than violence in the Greek polis: “To be political, to 
live in a polis, meant that everything was decided through words and persuasion and not through force and 
violence. In Greek self-understanding, to force people by violence, to command rather than persuade, were 
prepolitical ways to deal with people characteristic of life outside the poils, of home and family life, where 
the household head ruled with uncontested, despotic powers, or of life in the barbarian empires of Asia, 
whose despotism was frequently likened to the organization of the household” (HC 26-27). 

138 Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 91. 
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belong to the category of work and as such they involve instrumental reasoning and the 

use of violence to the extent that violence is justifiable as a tool or an instrument in that 

process. The error Arendt identifies in the tradition consists of understanding and 

executing action as if it is a clear means to an end. The substitution is an attempt to avoid 

the inherent risk and danger of action, that is, its irreversibility and unpredictability. 

Action and speech are irreversible and unpredictable. What has been done or said cannot 

be undone and the consequences of action cannot be predicted in advance. Thus the 

attempt to determine actions to achieve a certain end cannot be fixed. One cannot control 

the chain of reactions that might ensue from his or her action. By interpreting action in 

terms of making and fabrication, action becomes an instrument or a means to pursue an 

end. This substitution is characteristic of utopian thinking from Plato to Marx. This 

“substitution of making for acting and the concomitant degradation of politics into a 

means to obtain an allegedly ‘higher’ end,” she argues, “is as old as the tradition of 

political philosophy” (HC 229). Beginning with the utopian blueprint of the Republic 

through the totalitarian regimes that imposed an ideology on reality to the everyday 

conception of politics as serving narrow interests, all are modeled on the idea of politics 

as means to an end. 

The substitution of making for acting is not only the source of an instrumental 

reasoning in politics but also of the misunderstanding of politics in terms of rule. For 

Arendt, the demoted status of action is reflected in the very idea that political community 

can be sustained while a division between rulers and ruled remains. It is only in 

understanding political relations in terms of domination that there can also be the division 

between those who command while others obey. Returning to the Greek polis in The 
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Human Condition, Arendt claims, following Aristotle, that rulership was not a political 

relation. It defined the domination of free propertied men over the household in which 

labor was the lot of slaves and women. The polis, as the public realm outside the private 

domain of the house in which freedom is actualized, was an isonomy, or sphere of “no-

rule” since no one ruled or was ruled:  

The polis was distinguished from the household in that it knew only "equals," 
whereas the household was the center of the strictest inequality. To be free meant 
both not to be subject to the necessity of life or to the command of another and 
not to be in command oneself. It meant neither to rule nor to be ruled. Thus within 
the realm of the household, freedom did not exist, for the household head, its 
ruler, was considered to be free only in so far as he had the power to leave the 
household and enter the political realm, where all were equals. (HC 32)139 

The concept of rule nevertheless guided ancient political philosophers who 

theorized the division of forms of government into tyranny as rule by one, oligarchy as 

rule by few, and democracy as rule by many. We can see how this view of politics 

coincides with the dominant view of power that Arendt criticizes. Viewing politics as 

based on the relationship of domination and command and obedience necessitates the use 

of violence to enforce obedience. Even the more neutral concept of the rule of law is 

based on a model of command and obedience that is alien to politics proper in Arendt’s 

sense (OV 40-41).140 

This common view of politics stands in tension with the one Arendt develops. 

Instead of the hierarchy of rulers and ruled, political action takes place in the public realm 

among peers. Rather than upsetting action by reducing it to a means to a predictable end 

or to banish people from the political realm by leaving it to the commanding ruler, the 
                                                           

139 In On Revolution, Arendt equates political freedom with isonomy and reminds that “[t]he polis 
was supposed to be an isonomy, not a democracy” (OR 20). 

140 See also The Human Condition (32). 
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remedies for action’s predicaments harbor in action’s own potentialities of forgiveness 

and promise. Forgiveness cannot undo the deed but it can halt the ensuing chain of 

reactions and answer action’s inevitable irreversibility. Mutual promise creates islands of 

certainty in the future in face of the otherwise radical uncertainty of action.141 

The idea that there is something like a blueprint or a program that needs to be 

realized by taking a course of action does not only distort the nature of action. It is also 

dangerous, according to Arendt. The attempt to substitute making for action can be 

pernicious since in the effort to secure the desired goal, as in any form of fabrication, 

violence might be used and it will be justified by the relevant end. Understanding action 

in terms of work not only inserts instrumental reasoning. It is also liable to the violence 

that is connected with work. The danger Arendt recognizes in the substitution of making 

for acting is exactly the way in which it inserts violence into politics. She argues that “it 

seems that one of the great dangers of acting in the mode of making and within its 

categorical framework of means and ends lies in the concomitant self-deprivation of the 

remedies inherent only in action, so that one is bound not only to do with the means of 

violence necessary for all fabrication, but also to undo what he has done as he undoes an 

unsuccessful object, by means of destruction” (HC 238). The danger lies in that once you 

introduce instrumental reasoning to the realm of human affairs (in contrast to the realm of 

human creation or fabrication) it is hard to object to the claim that any means are 

                                                           
141 Arendt defends a variation of a theory of the autonomy of the political according to which 

Action cannot be judged or evaluated by external standards, among then moral standards. The remedies for 
action’s predicaments of irreversibility and unpredictability are found within action itself rather than a 
system of morality that can be abused. Arendt refers to forgiveness and promise as actions or as 
potentialities derived from action. In Chapter 5 I examine Arendt’s critique of traditional morality and 
argue that these internal potentialities of action of forgiveness and promise are the basis of a possible 
political ethics implicit in Arendt’s political theory.  
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permissible as long as they are effective. She criticizes attempts to qualify the means such 

as the saying that “not all means are permissible or that under certain circumstances 

means may be more important than ends” (HC 229). She argues that these qualifications 

“take for granted a moral system which, as the very exhortations demonstrate, can hardly 

be taken for granted, or they are overpowered by the very language and analogies they 

use” (Ibid.). These qualifications are paradoxical and lead to a contradiction in terms 

since there is no meaning to an end without a means. She rejects instead the very way of 

understanding political action and politics more generally through the framework of 

means to an end. She writes, “As long as we believe that we deal with ends and means in 

the political realm, we shall not be able to prevent anybody’s using all means to pursue 

recognized ends” (Ibid.) Similarly, in On Violence she writes, “If goals are not achieved 

rapidly, the result will be not merely defeat but the introduction of the practice of 

violence into the whole body politic” (OV 80). Violence becomes integral to politics as 

the means to enforce the achievement of an end. Arendt explains this naturalization of 

violence in politics as the result of understanding action in terms of making, although the 

glorification of action, which is also the target of the polemical On Violence, is a 

phenomenon unique to the modern age: “It is true that violence, without which no 

fabrication could ever come to pass, has always played an important role in political 

schemes and thinking based upon an interpretation of action in terms of making; but up to 

the modern age, this element of violence remained strictly instrumental, a means that 

needed an end to justify and limit it, so that glorifications of violence as such are entirely 

absent from the tradition of political thought prior to the modern age” (HC 228). The 

modern age, especially the series of revolutions, “brought forth the much older 
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implications of violence inherent in all interpretations of the realm of human affairs as a 

sphere of making” and the “enthusiasm for the foundation of a new body politic with the 

glorification of violence as the only means for ‘making’ it” (Ibid.) The substitution of 

making for acting is one model of explanation of the role violence plays in politics. It 

explains a justification of violence as a means to an end. In On Violence Arendt critically 

examines another type of justification for the use of violence that is based on its inherent 

part of life. Violence, according to this understanding, is a creative force of life that is 

natural and inevitable. Politically, it sanctions violence as the ability to form new 

community. In challenging this understanding of violence Arendt targets Fanon’s The 

Wretched of the Earth and the tradition of thought she argues he belongs to from Sorel 

and Pareto to Bergson, Marx, and Nietzsche.  

 

“Violence is neither Beastly nor Irrational”:  

Against Biological and Naturalistic Justifications of Violence  

Preceding Arendt’s critique of the organic explanation of violence as creative life force is 

her challenging of explanations of violence in the natural and social sciences. Arendt 

questions the viability of studies that draw analogies between animal and human 

behavior. Not only do these analogies achieve little in explaining the nature and reason of 

violence, they are also rest on questionable assumptions. Rendering violence more 

“natural” by identifying similar patterns between human and animal aggressiveness is 

based on the old definition of human beings as animal rational. The similarity to animal 

behavior turns violence irrational. Arendt argues against such understanding, stating “that 

violence is neither beastly nor irrational–whether we understand these terms in the 
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ordinary language of the humanists or in accordance with scientific theories” (OV 63). To 

explain in what sense violence is rational she questions the dichotomy between emotions 

and reason and shows how emotions can be very reasonable. She takes the example of 

rage that can stimulate violence. Rage is a rational reaction to injustice, which Arendt 

defines in contrast to situations caused by natural disasters like an earthquake or flood, as 

a situation or conditions created by human agents that can be changed or made otherwise. 

To try to eliminate rage and the violence it triggers would be dehumanizing. Violence in 

certain circumstances with its swiftness can be the only remedy to reverse “the scale of 

justice”: 

The point is that under certain circumstances violence-acting without 
argument or speech and without counting the consequences-is the only 
way to set the scales of justice right again. (Billy Budd, striking dead the 
man who bore false witness against him, is the classical example.) In this 
sense, rage and the violence that sometimes-not always-goes with it 
belong among the "natural" human emotions, and to cure man of them 
would mean nothing less than to dehumanize or emasculate him. (OV 64) 

Yet it seems that Arendt takes for granted the self-evident nature of injustice and does not 

spell out what constitutes such circumstances.142 Perhaps the absence of description or 

examples of such situations is an acknowledgement of the ways in which “justice” and 

“injustice” are contested, negotiated and not clear-cut. Violence becomes irrational, 

Arendt begins her critique of justification of violence in political struggles and 

revolutions in particular, when it turns into a strategy (OV 66). At this point she addresses 

organic theories of violence or a certain type of justification that is based on 

understanding violence and power in biological terms. 

                                                           
142 Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 170-74. 
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Arendt criticizes the organic explanation of violence as a creative force of life. 

Politically, such understanding inspires the idea that collective violence can bring about a 

new community. She writes that “the strong fraternal sentiments collective violence 

engenders have misled many good people into the hope that a new community together 

with a ‘new man’ will arise out of it.” But that this hope “is an illusion for the simple 

reason that no human relationship is more transitory than this kind of brotherhood, which 

can be actualized only under conditions of immediate danger to life and limb” (OV 69). 

The allusion to Fanon’s writings on revolution and his idea of “new humanity” is not 

accidental. Arendt explicitly targets here Fanon’s argument and the tradition of thought to 

which it belongs, especially the theories of Sorel and Pareto and the roots of Sorel’s 

Reflections on Violence in the philosophies of life of Bergson and Nietzsche. Contrary to 

the claim about the creativity of violence, she argues that violence cannot be a basis for 

community and there is not case in history to support that. Death can inspire heroic acts 

and the attempt to transcend mortality can be a motivation for action but the bond and 

“brotherhood of the battlefield” are rare occasions that cannot be sufficient for 

establishing a political community.  

The organic language appears also in the use of the metaphor of healing when 

violence is suggested to cure a “sick society.” Arendt compares the dispute between the 

advocates of violence and nonviolence to a discussion between physicians about the most 

effective cure. The urgency of the situation promotes the use of the method in a way that 

“[t]he sicker the patient is supposed to be, the more likely that the surgeon will have the 
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last word” (OV 75).143 The danger of seeing political and social phenomena in biological 

terms as well as in understanding violence as irrational is in the renouncement of agency 

and with it responsibility from individuals and society. She stresses that the danger of this 

organic thought is particularly great in racism as the naturalization conceals ideology and 

intentional action. “Racism, as distinguished from race, is not a fact of life, but an 

ideology, and the deeds it leads to are not reflex actions, but deliberate acts based on 

pseudo-scientific theories.” Racism “is fraught with violence by definition because it 

objects to natural organic facts-a white or black skin-which no persuasion or power could 

change; all one can do, when the chips are down, is to exterminate their bearers.” 

Violence in interracial conflict is murderous since it aims but not irrational it is the 

logical conclusion of racism as “an explicit ideological system” (OV 76). 

Arendt’s understanding of violence allows only for an instrumental justification 

and she rejects arguments for the intrinsic value of violence that such organic explanation 

offers. Arguments for the intrinsic value of violence are dangerous since they encourage 

glorification of violence for violence’s sake. She criticizes such glorification of violence 

in the rhetoric of the student and Black Power movements and charges, mistakenly in my 

view, Fanon, as well as Sorel and Pareto, in inspiring and holding such a view (OV 65). 

Although Arendt takes issue with the influence of The Wretched of the Earth as inspiring 

such glorification of violence, her reading of Fanon is much more subtle. She writes that 

engaging firsthand with violence, he was more cautious than his admirers and offers more 

                                                           
143 Compare Gandhi’s rejection of the analogy of the surgeon suggested by his revolutionary 

interlocutor. Gandhi, “To ‘Revolutionary in the Making’ (30-4-1925)”, CWMG 31: 223. See also Gail M. 
Presbey’s discussion of the metaphors of health in Gandhi and Fanon in Presbey, "Fanon on the Role of 
Violence in Liberation: A Comparison with Gandhi and Mandela," 284-86. 
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concrete analysis than the abstraction of the theories of Sorel and Pareto. In a telling 

footnote she quotes a scholar who argues that excluding a few segments, Fanon can be 

understood as even advocating nonviolence if “violence” were replaced with “radical and 

uncompromising action” (OV 71, n. 96) and in another she writes that “Fanon himself, 

however, is much more doubtful about violence than his admirers” and that only the first 

chapter, “Concerning Violence” has been widely read (OV 14, n. 19).144 Yet, in praising 

the psychological value and unifying force of violence, Arendt associates him with the 

tradition of thought that glorifies violence for its intrinsic force and with the traditional 

concept of power. The traditional conception of power as necessarily equated with 

violence similarly explains both in biological and organic terms regarding the need for 

expansion. Given Fanon’s intricate analysis of violence and counter-violence in the 

colonial situation, discussed in chapter 2, Arendt’s reading of him as praising violence as 

an organic force of life is limited to say the least. This juxtaposition of the two authors 

reveals a more fundamental disagreement. Arendt’s understanding of violence in 

instrumental terms fails to acknowledge the structural and pervasive nature of violence, 

as well as its psychological and cultural implications in the colonial situation. I will 

return to this disagreement in the next chapter to evaluate their divergent analyses along 

with Gandhi’s. 

In sum, Arendt does not reject the use of violence for a political cause. Violence 

can indeed be rational as an effective tool. But it can be rational as long as the goal can be 

achieved relatively fast. Violence loses its rationality when the goal recedes into the 

                                                           
144 The title of this chapter in the 2004 translation is “On Violence.” See Frantz Fanon, The 

Wretched of the Earth, trans. Richard Philcox (New York: Grove Press, 2004 [1961]), 1-62. 
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future. The danger lies when the means overwhelm the goal. Violence is a form of action 

and as any action its consequences are unpredictable and can be destructive rather than 

creative. “The practice of violence, like all action, changes the world,” she writes, “but 

the most probable change is to a more violent world” (OV 80). 

 

Liberation, Freedom, Revolution, and Sovereignty 

Understanding how Arendt’s distinction between power and violence in On Violence 

rests on her critique of the substitution of acting for making in The Human Condition and 

how her conception of violence as instrumental is an alternative to vitalistic and organic 

understandings of violence, sets the ground to examine how violence plays in her analysis 

of popular struggles for freedom and the transition from struggle to the constitution of 

freedom. To do that I turn to her comparative discussion of the American and French 

Revolutions found in On Revolution. Arendt rejects two prevailing interpretations of the 

modern revolutions, the liberal and the Marxist socialist interpretation. She rejects the 

former’s stress on private liberties and exclusion of the possibility of greater political 

participation by elevating the representative model of liberal democracy. She takes issue 

with the Marxist interpretation’s prioritizing of the social question of eliminating poverty 

and transforming society, and for too readily accepting and rationalizing the inevitable 

role of violence in revolutions. Instead, she understands the aim of revolution as the 

foundation of spaces of freedom in which citizens participate in government and as such 

it is different from the aim of liberation that focuses on social question that necessitates 

violence.  
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The problem of violence is not tackled directly in this comparison. Still, it is 

difficult to understand her arguable claim about the success of the American Revolution 

and the failure of the French Revolution, as well as other key distinctions between 

liberation and freedom, rebellion and revolution, and sovereignty and freedom without 

turning to the conspicuous role of violence in these distinctions. Another way to 

recognize the centrality of violence in On Revolution is to reconstruct Arendt’s argument 

in the book as an attempt to answer the common and even mythic conception that 

associates political foundation and beginning in violence. Contrary to the readings that 

subscribe to Arendt the position that all beginnings are entangled with violence, I argue 

that Arendt in fact rejects this position. Her effort is to demonstrate how a political 

founding and the transition to constitution and freedom can be nonviolent.145 Violence 

according to her is central for creation of human artifacts, that is, in “work,” but it is not 

central or indispensable to human affairs and to the spontaneity and new beginning that 

are integral to “action.” Violence can serve instrumentally political goals but it bodes the 

danger to be more destructive than constructive if the end is overwhelmed by the 

(violent) means.  

Arendt links revolution to “the problem of beginning” in the introduction to On 

Revolution but does not agree with the claim that political founding is inevitably violent. 

                                                           
145 Peg Birmingham presents a seemingly paradox in Arendt. Following the conclusion of the 

introduction to On Revolution it seems that “Arendt surprisingly suggests that all political action begins in 
violence” and “this claim seem to bring violence and politics much closer in Arendt’s political thought than 
some of her writing suggests, most notably her remarks in the opening pages of The Human Condition.” 
Yet this is exactly the understanding of the relation of politics to violence that Arendt seeks to subvert. 
Birmingham suggests a way out of the paradox, if we understands Arendt’s words as ironic and suggests 
that “On Revolution could be read as a long reflection on rethinking the relation between violence and 
action that severs it from its rootedness in a long-standing mythical tradition.” Peg Birmingham, "On 
Violence, Politics, and the Law," The Journal of Speculative Philosophy 24, no. 1 (2010): 5-6. 
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She presents what seems as irrefutable claim: “That such a beginning must be intimately 

connected with violence seems to be vouched for by the legendary beginnings of our 

history as both biblical and classical antiquity report it: Cain slew Abel, and Romulus 

slew Remus; violence was the beginning and, by the same token, no beginning could be 

made without using violence, without violating” (OR 10). Yet, this is exactly the common 

conception Arendt challenges.146 New beginning and the constitution of a new form of 

government rather than violence are the significant experiences that make up revolution. 

She writes, “violence is no more adequate to describe the phenomenon of revolution than 

change; only where change occurs in the sense of a new beginning, where violence is 

used to constitute an altogether different form of government, to bring about the 

formation of a new body politic, where the liberation from oppression aims at least at the 

constitution of freedom can we speak of revolution” (OR 25). While the association of 

revolution with violence or new beginning with violence might be common conceptions, 

especially following the French Revolution, violence is not crucial for the meaning of 

revolution. Not only that “the elements of novelty, beginning, and violence, all intimately 

associated with our notion of revolution, are conspicuously absent from the original 

meaning of the word as well as from its first metaphoric use in political language” (OR 

37), here Arendt refers to the origin of the word “revolution” in astronomy and the initial 

political meaning of returning to the old monarchical regime. Beginning is most 

                                                           
146 This is the same instrumental reasoning that is “as old as the tradition of political philosophy” 

that is expressed also in the way “popular proverbs in all modern languages advise us that ‘he who wants an 
end must also want the means’ and that ‘you can't make an omelette without breaking eggs’” (HC 229). 
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significant for revolution while the relation of violence to revolution is only 

contingent.147  

While the aim of both revolutions was the constitution of freedom, the French 

Revolution betrayed it. The introduction of violence and its substitution for the power of 

the people, when “the Revolution disintegrated into war … the newly won but never duly 

constituted power of the people disintegrated into a chaos of violence” (OR 81-82) in part 

explain this failure. To understand this failure and why violence became so ubiquitous in 

the French Revolution, Arendt analyzes the different problems the French and America 

set to resolve. Here she introduces one of her most controversial distinctions, of the 

difference between the social problem and the political problem, which relates to her 

critique of moral argumentation in politics.  

The French Revolutionaries aimed to fight the problem of poverty and inequality, 

a social problem, while the problem the American revolutionaries posed “was not social 

but political, it concerned not the order of society but the form of government” (OR 58). 

Violence was sanctioned as a permissible means in the French Revolution to repair the 

misery and suffering caused by poverty. To respond to the need of the people that was 

“violent, and, as it were, prepolitical; it seemed that only violence could be strong and 

swift enough to help them” (OV 81). Violence was sanctioned thanks to the force of pity. 

Pity, theorized first by Jean Jacques Rousseau and introduced into politics by Maximilien 

de Robespierre, motivated the aim to abolish poverty (OR 80). Arendt equates the 

boundlessness of violence with the boundlessness of pity. Pity, also similarly to violence 

                                                           
147 In On Violence, Arendt writes, “[v]iolence does not promote causes, neither history nor 

revolution, neither progress nor reaction; but it can serve to dramatize grievances and bring them to public 
attention” (79). 
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is lawless. She writes, “Robespierre’s pity-inspired virtue, from the beginning of his rule, 

played havoc with justice and made light of laws” (OR 81). Arendt later identifies the 

transformation of the social problem to a moral cause in the student movement of 1960s 

that similarly justifies the use of violence (OV 23-24, 28).148 The discrepancy with regard 

to the use of violence resulted from the different directions the two revolutions took:  

The direction of the American Revolution remained committed to the 
foundation of freedom and the establishment of lasting institutions, and to 
those who acted in this direction nothing was permitted that would have 
been outside the range of civil law. The direction of the French Revolution 
was deflected almost from its beginning from this course of foundation 
through the immediacy of suffering; it was determined by the exigencies 
of liberation not from tyranny but from necessity, and it was actuated by 
the limitless immensity of both the people's misery and the pity this 
misery inspired. The lawlessness of the ‘all is permitted’ sprang here still 
from the sentiments of the heart whose very boundlessness helped in the 
unleashing of a stream of boundless violence. (OR 82) 

While violence was sanctioned by the justification of the social cause of abolishing 

poverty in the French Revolution, it was not the case in the American Revolution that 

was oriented by the political problem of the constitution of a new form of government. 

The political problem did not permit the use of all means.  

Arendt’s distinction between the social problem and the political problem is 

problematic and draws on her much criticized distinction between “the social” and “the 

political.”149 On what basis does Arendt determine that the social problem involves 

                                                           
148 See also Arendt’s assessment of the student movement in "Thoughts on Politics and 

Revolution: A Commentary," an interview from 1970: “a spontaneous political movement arose which not 
only did not simply carry on propaganda, but acted, and, moreover, acted almost exclusively from moral 
motives” (CR 203).  

149 Habermas, for example, claims that by eliminating instrumentality from political power, 
“Arendt pays a certain price: (a) she screens all strategic elements, as force, out of politics; (b) she removes 
politics from its relations to the economic and social environment in which it is embedded through the 
administrative system; and (c) she is unable to grasp structural violence.” Habermas, "Hannah Arendt's 
Communications Concept of Power," 16. Yet, as Canovan argues, there are some affinities between 
Habermas's communication theory and Arendt's theory of action, while a crucial difference is that 
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violence and the political doesn’t? The argument is that prioritizing the exigencies of the 

social, economic concerns primarily, deflected the political nature of the revolution and 

the political direction of the constitution of freedom and lasting institutions. Bringing 

social concerns to the public realm makes it “social” (OR 81). These problems “could not 

be solved by political means, since they were matters of administration, to be put into the 

hands of experts, rather than issues which could be settled by the twofold process of 

decision and persuasion” (Ibid.). Instead, addressing social needs necessitates the 

instrumental model, which is the substitution of “making” for political action or “twofold 

process of decision and persuasion.” Once the instrumental model is applied to politics all 

means are permitted as long as they are effective to achieve the high goal. Violence 

seemed to be “strong and swift enough” to help the poor and answer the problem (Ibid.). 

Arendt’s emphasis on the distinction between power and violence also appears in 

this comparison. While both revolutions share the belief that “the source and origin of 

legitimate political power resides in the people” (OR 171), they have different 

conceptions with regard to what power consists of. The French revolutionaries identified 

power with violence while the American understood power as emerging from acting 

together and mutual promises and covenants. The different conceptions of power that 

Arendt ascribes to the French and American revolutionaries respectively, echo the two 

conceptions of power she identifies later in On Violence, the standard equation of power 

with violence and power as generated from concerted action. Yet, rather than the violence 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Habermas substitutes speech for action and consensus for plurality. See Margaret Canovan, "A Case of 
Distorted Communication: A Note on Habermas and Arendt," Political Theory 11, no. 1 (1983): 105-16. 
See also Pitkin, The Attack of the Blob: Hannah Arendt's Concept of the Social; Canovan, Hannah Arendt, 
116-22. 
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of domination, as “power over,” Arendt’s characterization of the French equation of 

popular power with violence is closer to the naturalistic and organic conception of power. 

The French Revolutionaries, she writes, “understood by power a ‘natural’ force whose 

source and origin lay outside the political realm, a force which in its very violence had 

been released by the revolution and like a hurricane had swept away all institutions of the 

ancien régime.” Their inability “to distinguish between violence and power …opened the 

political realm to this pre-political, natural force of the multitude and they were swept 

away by it.” While the American Revolutionaries, on the contrary, “understood by power 

the very opposite of a pre-political natural violence. To them, power came into being 

when and where people would get together and bind themselves through promises, 

covenants, and mutual pledges; only such power, which rested on reciprocity and 

mutuality, was real power and legitimate, whereas the so-called power of kings or princes 

or aristocrats, because it did not spring from mutuality but, at best, rested only on 

consent, was spurious and usurped” (OR 173). 

In what sense was the American Revolution not violent, according to Arendt? 

How can she ignore the war of liberation or the violence of slavery and colonization that 

conditioned the relatively wealthy life of the white Americans? Violence is not unrelated 

to the Revolution but it is distinct from it according to Arendt’s analysis. To understand 

this relation it is helpful to take into account Arendt’s distinctions between liberation and 

freedom, and between rebellion and revolution. Arendt distinguishes between liberation 

that is negative as in the “absence of restraint” or freedom from oppression (OR 23) and 

freedom as “participation in public affairs, or admission to the public realm” (OR 22), 
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which is positive.150 Arendt’s idea of freedom coincides with her understanding of power. 

It similarly requires plurality as it “is a positive political achievement that arises when 

individuals act together and treat each other as political equals.”151 Understanding 

liberation as negative, Arendt rejects the contemporary identification of civil rights with 

freedom claiming that “All these liberties, to which we might add our own claims to be 

free from want and fear, are of course essentially negative; they are the results of 

liberation but they are by no means the actual content of freedom” and they are not the 

aim of the revolution, “If revolution had aimed only at the guarantee of civil rights, then 

it would not have aimed at freedom but at liberation from governments which had over-

stepped their powers and infringed upon old and well-established rights” (OR 22). Rather 

than liberal limitation of the government in the sense of civil rights, Arendt brings the 

republican meaning according to which “political freedom, generally speaking, means the 

right 'to be a participator in government', or it means nothing” (OR 210).  

Liberation is a necessary but not sufficient condition for freedom. Free action is 

possible only when one is liberated from exigencies of want and need. The act of 

liberation can lead to freedom but it can also be aborted. She cites a truism that is 

nevertheless often forgotten about the difference between liberation and freedom: 

“liberation may be the condition of freedom but by no means leads automatically to it; 

                                                           
150 The distinction between negative liberation and positive freedom has some similarities with 

Isaiah Berlin’s distinction of negative and positive liberties. See Isaiah Berlin, "Two Concepts of Liberty," 
in Four Essays on Liberty (London, New York: Oxford University Press, 1969), 118-72. But the parallel of 
Arendt’s political freedom to “positive liberty” is limited, as Margaret Canovan correctly notes, as positive 
liberty is identified with self-determination and Rousseauian ideas of freedom that Arendt’s criticizes. I 
return to Arendt’s critique of Rousseau in Chapter 5. See Canovan, Hannah Arendt, 212. See also Hanna F. 
Pitkin, "Are Freedom and Liberty Twins?," Political Theory 16, no. 4 (1988): 523-52. 

151 Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 83.  
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that the notion of liberty implied in liberation can only be negative, and hence, that even 

the intention of liberating is not identical with the desire for freedom” (OR 20). Plurality 

and the presence of peers with whom one acts in the political realm are needed beyond 

the necessary condition of liberation. Arendt writes in “What is Freedom?” that “in order 

to be free, man must have liberated himself from the necessities of life. But the status of 

freedom did not follow automatically upon the act of liberation. Freedom needed, in 

addition to mere liberation, the company of other men who were in the same state, and it 

needed a common public space to meet them a politically organized world, in other 

words, into which each of the free men could insert himself by word and deed” (BPF 

148).  

The difference between liberation and freedom informs Arendt’s meaning of 

revolution. Drawing on theorists of revolution from the eighteenth century such as 

Marquis de Condorcet, she claims that the aim of revolution is the foundation of freedom. 

A successful revolution is one that establishes spaces of freedom that institutionalize the 

public realm as a sphere in which freedom is manifested through action that generates 

power. It is also connected with the establishment of a new form of government. The 

relation of revolution to freedom and the related faculty of beginning something new set 

revolution apart from the phenomena of rebellions, insurrections or coups d’état that 

bring change, but “Only where this pathos of novelty is present and where novelty is 

connected with the idea of freedom are we entitled to speak of revolution” (OR 24). 

Rebellions that resulted in liberation but not in establishing new governments are not 

revolutions. Since liberation is a condition of freedom, rebellion as aiming at liberation 

can be a stage that leads to revolution. While the similar phenomena bring political unrest 
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and change through violence, violence is not adequate to describe revolution, “only 

where change occurs in the sense of a new beginning, where violence is used to constitute 

an altogether different form of government, to bring about the formation of a new body 

politic, where the liberation from oppression aims at least at the constitution of freedom 

can we speak of revolution.” She defines the “revolutionary spirit” as “the eagerness to 

liberate and to build a new house where freedom can dwell” (OR 25).  

The violence that may characterize liberation struggles is seen as a stage toward 

revolution but it is distinct from the task of the foundation of freedom. “Violence by itself 

can never bring about a revolution, even if it necessary to achieve liberation.”152 

Christopher Finlay explains how violence is connected with liberation but has only a 

contingent relation to the beginning with which revolution is associated:  

So if violence is – and ought to be – excluded from the acts of political 
foundation and legal self-constitution, then what role does it actually play 
in this story? The answer is in the context of ‘liberation’, which Arendt 
distinguishes from ‘revolution’ properly speaking. Whereas revolution is 
identified with the beginning of a new order, liberation occurs with the 
end of an old one. Whatever the precise sequence of events in historical 
time, revolution is the process through which a new beginning is made, 
first and foremost through the creation of solidaristic power. As such, it is 
a process which has only a contingent and indirect relationship with 
violence, if violence occurs at all.153  

Returning to the example of the American Revolution, the “war of liberation” enabled the 

Revolution but is not identical with it. Similarly to Fanon’s and Gandhi’s claims that 

independence is not enough, Arendt claims that the fight for independence was a 

condition for freedom but it is not the same as freedom. Even if historically the fight for 

                                                           
152 Ibid., 88. 

153 Christopher J. Finlay, "Hannah Arendt's Critique of Violence," Thesis Eleven 97, no. 1 (2009): 
36-37. 
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independence and the constitution of the 13 new states were parallel, the armed uprising 

and the constitution-makings are two different stages of the revolutionary process (OR 

132). Seeing these as two discrete moments, Arendt advises that readers recognize their 

divergent relations to violence and avoid describing the second stage of revolution and 

constitution as violent: 

If, however, one keeps in mind that the end of rebellion is liberation, while 
the end of revolution is the foundation of freedom, the political scientist at 
least will know how to avoid the pitfall of the historian who tends to place 
his emphasis upon the first and violent stage of rebellion and liberation, on 
the uprising against tyranny, to the detriment of the quieter second stage of 
revolution and constitution, because all the dramatic aspects of his story 
seem to be contained in the first stage and, perhaps, also because the 
turmoil of liberation has so frequently defeated the revolution. (OR 133) 

This misconception of focusing only on the violent stage of liberation led to seeing the 

process of constitution as counter-revolutionary or as an attempt to tame the 

revolutionary spirit rather than to realize its aim of the foundation of freedom. This 

mistake resulted from substituting rebellion for revolution and liberation for freedom: 

“The basic misunderstanding lies in the failure to distinguish between liberation and 

freedom; there is nothing more futile than rebellion and liberation unless they are 

followed by the constitution of the newly won freedom” (Ibid.). 

Understanding revolution in terms of liberation is mistaken not only because it 

ignores the difference between liberation and freedom, but also because it leads to 

describing revolution in terms of the violence of the struggle for liberation: “There is 

perhaps nothing more detrimental to an understanding of revolution than the common 

assumption that the revolutionary process has come to an end when liberation is achieved 

and the turmoil and the violence, inherent in all wars of independence, have come to an 

end. … We may add that there still is nothing more common than to confound the travail 
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of liberation with the foundation of freedom” (OR 299). Revolution is not achieved 

without the foundation of freedom. The foundation of freedom culminates in the 

formation of a constitution. But not all constitutions or constitutional governments are the 

results of revolution in this sense. Arendt points to two historical alternatives to such 

scenarios. The first is a situation of a permanent revolution, evident in post-World War I 

Russia and China, where the government remained revolutionary and compromised 

freedom. The second example is of an enforced constitution that, formulated by external 

experts rather than the people to which the constitution applies, as in many of the former 

colonial states and some European states post-World War II: “In these cases, 

constitutions were by no means the result of revolution; they were imposed, on the 

contrary, after a revolution had failed, and they were, at least in the eyes of the people 

living under them, the sign of its defeat, not of its victory” (OR 135). These constitutions 

aimed to limit the government as well as “the revolutionary power of the people whose 

manifestation had preceded their establishment” (Ibid.).  

Arendt does not exclude violence from revolution but sees it as belonging to the 

different phase of liberation that is distinct from the aim of constitution and freedom. In a 

similar way, the social issues or the social question, the purpose of alleviating poverty 

and want, fall under the cause of liberation. Although Arendt’s distinctions are closer to 

ideal types, there is here a possible answer to the criticism about her exclusion of social 

concerns from politics in general and revolution in particular. Social issues of economics, 

class, race, or gender are not irrelevant. The fight for economic equality is part of the 

liberation that is a condition for political freedom. The point is that liberation is not the 

end but a means to revolution and freedom. In relation to the notion of revolution, social 
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concerns are, again, not entirely excluded as irrelevant. Yet, they are only preliminary, 

and if they become central, not only is the process more liable to turn violent, but the aim 

of freedom might also be compromised. A genuine revolution is one that succeeds at 

establishing spaces of freedom that institutionalize power in a way that enables the 

continuation of free action. What would constitute a successful foundation of freedom or 

a successful transition from the violent stage of liberation to constitution and freedom and 

why the success of the American Revolution is limited according to Arendt are the issues 

to which I turn in the next section. 

 

The Paradox of Founding: Power, Freedom, and the Council System 

Arendt’s analysis of the French Revolution and the American Revolution in On 

Revolution suggests two models of revolutions: social and political. The French 

Revolution that was motivated by the social question prioritized liberation and failed to 

adhere to the aim of freedom. The (White) American revolutionists, relieved from the 

social question, pursued a political revolution and did not betray the revolutionary aim of 

freedom. The experience of beginning something new characterizes both revolutions, as 

any revolution. That this new beginning coincides with the experience of power, of acting 

together, is also common to the revolutionary experience. The problem that both 

revolutions faced, which is more generally a problem of any revolution as distinguished 

from insurrections or coups where power just changes hands, is how to maintain the 

inaugurating power in the following stage of establishing a new political order. 

I refer to this problem as “the paradox of founding” or the problem of foundation 

of political community. Arendt explains it as follows: 
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The perplexity was very simple and, stated in logical terms, it seemed 
unsolvable: if foundation was the aim and the end of revolution, then the 
revolutionary spirit was not merely the spirit of beginning something new 
but of starting something permanent and enduring; a lasting institution, 
embodying this spirit and encouraging it to new achievements, would be 
self-defeating. From which it unfortunately seems to follow that nothing 
threatens the very achievements of revolution more dangerously and more 
acutely than the spirit which has brought them about. Should freedom in 
its most exalted sense as freedom to act be the price to be paid for 
foundation? (OR 224) 

This problem is the tension between the constituting power and the constituted 

power. The paradox is that the constituent power, which is the revolutionary power of the 

people, is necessary to initiate the constituted form, the institutions of governance, a 

constitution, and so forth, but the constituted form may exhaust the constituent power. 

The problem is how to maintain the constituent power of the revolution in the constituted 

form. Stabilization of the initiative power of the revolution in the constituted government 

either represses the revolutionary power or leaves it, even if in a potential state. If the 

constituted form represses it, it gives up its source of legitimacy, and if it allows it, it 

cannot prevent the possibility of a permanent revolution and the potential of 

overthrowing the current constituted power.  

Another related problem pertains to the unconstitutional status of the founders of 

the new political order and the framers of the constitution. Arendt, referring to Abbé 

Sieyès’s distinction between pouvoir constituent and pouvoir constitué (OR 153-155) and 

the vicious circle of constitutional founding, explains the difficulty: “those who get 

together to constitute a new government are themselves unconstitutional, that is, they 

have no authority to do what they have set out to achieve” (OR 175-6). This is not a 

problem of ordinary lawmaking but the problem of fundamental law that sets the ground 

for the judiciary and political system and bestows the authority to all ensuing laws. 
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Andreas Kalyvas argues that Arendt’s project “was informed by a constant preoccupation 

with the thorny problem of how freedom could survive the institutionalization of 

spontaneity during normal politics” and explains the problem also in constitutional terms: 

Arendt sought to explore and resolve one of the most difficult problems of 
constitutional theory: the unauthorized, arbitrary dimension of extralegal 
constitutional making. A republican process of constitutional making 
presupposes that the citizens have the legitimate authority to draft a new 
constitution. But because they operate outside the instituted legality, they 
lack this authority, which can be given to them only retroactively by a new 
constitution that acknowledges them as the legitimate supreme authority 
of a secular republic. In this case, however, the foundations of a new 
constitution are arbitrary for no authorization was given to the 
revolutionaries to draft a new higher law.154 

In the following section I trace and assess Arendt’s answer to this paradox. I 

explain how she formulates the problem in her analysis of the American Revolution and 

how her notion of the council system, arising from the revolutionary councils, can be 

understood as a political organization that enables the continuation of freedom and 

constituent power in constituted form.  

Arendt provides in broad lines the following narrative about the success and the 

failure of the American Revolution. She refers to the constituent power in terms of the 

revolutionary spirit and the problem is how the revolutionary spirit can survive the end of 

the revolution. For the revolutionaries of the eighteenth century a constitution is a 

necessary stage to form the boundaries of the body politics and foundation of a new 

political space “within which the ‘passion for public freedom’ or the ‘pursuit of public 

happiness’ would receive free play for generations to come, so that their own 

‘revolutionary’ spirit could survive the actual end of the revolution” (OR 117). The 

                                                           
154 Kalyvas, Democracy and the Politics of the Extraordinary, 192, 97-98. 
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American federated model is a better solution to maintaining power than the centralized 

one since it accommodates rather than abolishing plurality which is the condition for the 

political realm and thus for power. Thomas Jefferson explicitly saw the ward system as a 

solution to the problem of “how to preserve the revolutionary spirit once the revolution 

had come to an end” (OR 203). Yet the American failure to include the ward system in 

the Constitution as a solution to the problem signals the limitation of the Revolution’s 

success.155 Arendt recovers the alternative of the council system as a new form of 

government to maintain (non-violent) power conditioned and limited by plurality, non-

sovereignty and political freedom. 

Arendt’s “political despair,” Jeremy Walderon correctly indicates, is “her belief 

that the American framers failed to provide within their constitution structures that could 

safeguard the spirit exhibited in their own revolutionary actions.”156 The American 

revolutionaries failed to preserve the revolutionary spirit since they had not incorporated 

the township-meetings, the elementary republics of Jefferson, or the sources from which 

all power sprang into the Constitution. They failed to do this since they took them for 

granted and not as a novel experience as they saw them as belonging to the pre-

revolutionary experience. Even Jefferson himself failed to see them as a new form of 

government. The earlier experiences from the Mayflower compact to the township 

meetings were experiencing power through the world-constituting faculty of promising, 

covenants, and compacts. These experiences of political freedom and concerted action 

reappeared time and again in every modern revolution in the citizen councils. Despite 
                                                           

155 Kalyvas, "The Republic of Councils," 259. 

156 Jeremy Waldron, "Arendt’s Constitutional Politics," in The Cambridge Companion to Hannah 
Arendt, ed. Dana R. Villa (Cambridge, U.K.; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 214. 
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their short-lived existence the councils themselves had the aspiration to be a permanent 

alternative form of government rather than a temporary stage in the revolution (OR 256). 

These experiences are historical examples of politics that is based on (nonviolent) power. 

Although Arendt’s discussion of the councils is scattered, she returns to the councils 

throughout her work, from her writings on the Jewish-Arab councils in the 1940s, 

through her discussion of the Hungarian Revolution in the 1958, On Revolution, and her 

late essays from the 1970s.157  

Richard Bernstein explains that the problem is “how is one to preserve something 

of the spirit of what is extraordinary and revolutionary in everyday normal politics. How 

are we to foster the growth of power and minimize violence? How are we to make public 

freedom tangible, not only in brief historical moments, but in enduring long lasting 

political institutions?”158 He indicates that the problem indeed transcends the specific 

case of the American Revolution and mentions correctly that in this context “Arendt 

sketches the idea of a council system that might serve as alternative to the modern state,” 

but does not elaborate on this alternative.159 Yet he claims that Arendt grapples with this 

                                                           
157 Arendt in a polemical essay from 1948, “To Save the Jewish Homeland,” supports the 

alternative of a federated state to the Jewish-Arab conflict that endorsed by Judah L. Magnes and “Brit 
Shalom.” She brings the idea of Jewish-Arab councils as the basis for such state. “A federated structure,” 
she writes, “would have to rest on Jewish-Arab community councils, which would mean that the Jewish-
Arab conflict would be resolved on the lowest and most promising level of proximity and neighborliness” 
(JW 400). She praises later the various councils that spontaneously rose in the Hungarian Revolution in 
1956, see Hannah Arendt, "Totalitarian Imperialism: Reflections on the Hungarian Revolution," The 
Journal of Politics 20, no. 1 (1958): 5-43. She returns to discuss more fully the council system as an 
alternative to the party system in On Revolution (207-273). She discusses the council system also in 
“Thoughts on Politics and Revolution” (CR 199-233) and mentions them briefly in The Human Condition 
(216-17; see also Margaret Canovan’s introduction, viii). For an argument that traces the development of 
the council system in Arendt’s political theory from the 1940s see, Lederman, "A Lost Treasure: The 
Citizen Councils in Hannah Arendt's Thought." 

158 Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 100. 

159 Ibid. 
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problem without finding a satisfactory solution. I want to look more closely at the 

problem and whether her solution is indeed “unsatisfactory.” 

The revolutionary spirit is the political experience that the revolutionaries 

discovered of acting together, public freedom, public happiness, and public power (OR 

213, 224). If the aim of the revolution is to constitute freedom, the success of the 

revolution would be to establish lasting institutions of freedom. In comparison with the 

French Revolution, Arendt considers the American Revolution as successful. Revolution 

that strives for liberation without the foundation of freedom, that is, establishing a 

government that enables public freedom, is futile. The Americans succeeded in 

establishing a federated system that embodied the principle of separation of powers and 

the drafting a constitution. The French’s drowning into violence and the rise of “the 

Reign of Terror” indicate the failure to establish lasting institutions. Yet she blames both 

the liberal and the socialist stands of thought on revolution of forgetting the lost treasure 

of the revolutionary tradition, the institutional expression of the revolutionary spirit, that 

is, the way to keep the constituent power as an invigorating element of the constituent 

form that enables its continuation. In her analysis in On Revolution she attempts to amend 

such forgetfulness and retrace an alternative form of political organization that keeps 

public freedom, power, and happiness suffused with the revolutionary spirit as the 

continuing spring of political action. 

The failure of the revolutionary tradition to keep the revolutionary spirit was 

preceded by the failure to establish lasting institutions: “The failure of post-revolutionary 

thought to remember the revolutionary spirit and to understand it conceptually was 

preceded by the failure of the revolution to provide it with a lasting institution” (OR 223-
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4). The problem of preserving the constituting power (revolutionary spirit) in the 

constituted power is the failure of the Constitution to include the councils. “The trouble 

was that they took this spirit for granted, because it was a spirit which had been formed 

and nourished throughout the colonial period” (OR 230-31). Assessing the failure of the 

American revolutionaries, Arendt writes:  

[T]hey could hardly become aware of the fateful failure of the Constitution 
to incorporate and duly constitute, found anew, the original sources of 
their power and public happiness. It was precisely because of the 
enormous weight of the Constitution and of the experiences in founding a 
new body politic that the failure to incorporate the townships and the 
town-hall meetings, the original springs of all political activity in the 
country, amounted to a death sentence for them. Paradoxical as it may 
sound, it was in fact under the impact of the Revolution that the 
revolutionary spirit in America began to wither away, and it was the 
Constitution itself, this greatest achievement of the American people, 
which eventually cheated them of their proudest possession. (OR 231) 

The pre-revolutionary experience that had lightened the revolutionary spirit was action in 

“joint effort” and human power that is closely connected with it and as we saw before is 

distinct from strength and violence. “In distinction to strength, which is the gift and the 

possession of every man in his isolation against all other men, power comes into being 

only if and when men join themselves together for the purpose of action, and it will 

disappear when, for whatever reason, they disperse and desert one another” (OR 166). 

The process of foundation takes place when the power that sprang up among actors is 

kept in existence through mutual promise and binding. There is “an element of the world-

building capacity of man in the human faculty of making and keeping promises” (Ibid.). 

This world-building capacity is the ability of promises and agreements to provide some 

stability “in the ocean of future uncertainty where the unpredictable may break in from all 

sides” for future generations. This was different from the French experience that was 
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post-revolutionary, “What for the American people had been a pre-revolutionary 

experience and hence seemed not to stand in need of formal recognition and foundation 

was in France the unexpected and largely spontaneous outcome of the Revolution itself” 

(OR 231).  

Thus, Arendt is critical of the American achievement. The American “success” is 

only partial since the majority of the citizens are left outside the political realm and thus 

without public freedom that can be exercised only in political action. She called the 

revolutionary spirit the lost treasure of the revolutionary tradition since this tradition did 

not recognize its significance and failed to theorize it. The American revolutionaries did 

not include in the constituted form of the Constitution the townships and the town-hall 

meetings that she describes as “the original springs of all political activity in the 

country,” where people act together and can take part in political action. Among the 

revolutionary generation, she identifies Thomas Jefferson with his idea of elementary 

republics, as the only one who offered an alternative to the representative model that 

could better preserve spaces of freedom for political action and participation and prevent 

the reoccurring of violence as in the case in the French Revolution. In the concluding 

chapter of On Revolution, Arendt brings forward the idea of the citizen councils as a form 

of political organization that emerged time and again in modern revolutions and was 

resonant with Jefferson’s elementary republics. She recognizes in the political 

organization of the council system “an entirely new form of government” and an 

alternative model of the state that does not lies on the model of sovereignty and 

representative liberal democracy (CR 231). 
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The Council System: Toward Participatory and Radical Democracy 

Recognizing the potential for an alternative model of state, that is, a “council-state,” in 

the council system indicates that Arendt, contrary to predominant readings, did not see in 

the councils only extraordinary moments of political action but also an alternative for 

everyday politics.160 Even if only in a provisional form, analyzing the political experience 

of the councils offers a model for ordinary politics. If Arendt identifies “a new form of 

state” in which the constituted power preserves the revolutionary spirit, this is not merely 

a form of extraordinary politics. I will return to this point after evaluating how the 

councils play in her overall argument about violence. The failure of the revolutionary 

tradition, of the following revolutions of the nineteenth century, the twentieth century and 

the theorists of revolutions, such as Marx, to preserve the revolutionary spirit and 

acknowledge the novelty of the councils as “the only new form of government born out 

of revolution” stem from their focus on the social question rather than paying “serious 

attention to questions of state and government” (OR 250). Yet the councils themselves 

that were “spaces of freedom” recognized in their activity the potential for an alternative 

form of government and not merely “temporary organs of revolution” (OR 256). Contrary 

to the party system where there is a structural break between the knowing experts and the 

                                                           
160 Cf. Canovan, "The Contradictions of Hannah Arendt's Political Thought," 8, 15-20; Bernstein, 

Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 100; Sitton, "Hannah Arendt's Argument for Council Democracy," 
91-94; Kateb, "Political Action: Its Nature and Advantages," 135. Kalyvas recognizes Arendt’s attempt to 
resolve the paradox of foundation in her theory of the council system when he writes that she “sought to 
keep alive the ‘revolutionary spirit’ during ordinary lawmaking by diverting it into a system of 
derevolutionized constituent councils” but similarly to the aforementioned critics he discusses the problems 
that arise from “Arendt’s unsatisfactory grappling with the problem of how to institutionalize the 
extraordinary in a system of councils.” See, Kalyvas, Democracy and the Politics of the Extraordinary, 
192, 280.  
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applying masses, the councils bridge this gap. “Wherever knowing and doing have parted 

company, the space of freedom is lost” (Ibid.). 

These councils belong to the lineage of the elementary republics of the wards 

system that Jefferson promoted. Yet, Jefferson overlooked the radical potential of the 

elementary republics for “a new form of government rather than a mere reform of it or a 

mere supplement to the existing institutions” (OR 247). Ignoring this alternative was to 

ignore the end of revolution as constituting freedom and the end of a republic that could 

secure spaces for participation in public power and the exercising of public freedom and 

public happiness:  

If the ultimate end of revolution was freedom and the constitution of a 
public space where freedom could appear, the constitutio libertatis, then 
the elementary republics of the wards, the only tangible place where 
everyone could be free, actually were the end of the great republic whose 
chief purpose in domestic affairs should have been to provide the people 
with such places of freedom and to protect them. The basic assumption of 
the ward system, whether Jefferson knew it or not, was that no one could 
be called happy without his share in public happiness, that no one could be 
called free without his experience in public freedom, and that no one could 
be called either happy or free without participating, and having a share, in 
public power. (OR 247) 

Arendt develops the idea of the council system in earlier works, as in the 

discussion of the Hungarian Revolution, and her writing on the Jewish-Arab councils in 

the 1940s, and continues with her model of the federated council state. In an interview 

from 1970 following the publication of her essay on violence, Arendt sketches the 

contours of a council state as an alternative to the model that is based on sovereignty. She 

returns to her attempt in On Revolution to delineate an alternative form of government 

that stem from the councils: 

Since the revolutions of the eighteenth century, every large upheaval has 
actually developed the rudiments of an entirely new form of government, 
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which emerged independent of all preceding revolutionary theories, 
directly out of the course of the revolution itself, that is, out of the 
experiences of action and out of the resulting will of the actors to 
participate in the further development of public affairs. 

This new form of government is the council system, which, as we 
know, has perished every time and everywhere, destroyed either directly 
by the bureaucracy of the nation-states or by the party machines. […] It 
seems to me, however, the single alternative that has ever appeared in 
history, and has reappeared time and again. Spontaneous organization of 
council systems occurred in all revolutions, in the French Revolution, with 
Jefferson in the American Revolution, in the Parisian commune, in the 
Russian revolutions, in the wake of the revolutions in Germany and 
Austria at the end of World War I, finally in the Hungarian Revolution. 
What is more, they never came into being as a result of a conscious 
revolutionary tradition or theory, but entirely spontaneously, each time as 
though there had never been anything of the sort before. Hence the council 
system seems to correspond to and to spring from the very experience of 
political action. (CR 231) 

A council state would be structured instead by a system of councils that begins 

from small local councils of various kinds such as “neighborhood councils, professional 

councils, councils within factories, apartment houses, and so on” (CR 232). They are 

participatory public spaces that enable face-to-face interaction for debate and decision- 

making. They are alternative to party politics and political action that culminate in an 

electoral vote. Each council would choose the person from within the council to represent 

it in the next higher council and from there to the next. The council state would be 

different from both direct democracy and representative liberal democracy. While the 

challenge for direct democracy lies in the scale of modern states, Arendt’s main critique 

of the party system of representative democracy is the lack of opportunity for 

participation.161 In the small forum of the council members participate and know each 

                                                           
161 See, for instance, Arendt’s critique of the representative party system in her essay “Civil 

Disobedience”: “Representative government itself is in a crisis today,” she writes, “partly because it has 
lost, in the course of time, all institutions that permitted the citizens' actual participation, and partly because 
it is now gravely affected by the disease from which the party system suffers: bureaucratization and the two 
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other. The representative is elected from within the council. In the party system, by 

contrast, “we are, most of us, nothing but the manipulated electorate” (CR 233). Arendt 

recognizes in the council-state the possibility to form “a new concept of the state” that is 

not based on the principle of sovereignty since political power would be constituted 

horizontally (rather than vertically) in a federated form (CR 233).  

The question is whether such an alternative concept of the state that is based on 

the council system is defendable. Can it really prevent violence? The answer lies in the 

idea that such a concept is not based on the model of domination in which there is a 

distinction between the ruler and the ruled. It offers a more horizontal model of politics in 

which power is dispersed between the acting people in the councils and is not exercised 

vertically from top down. This is an alternative to rule and domination that offers a form 

of government that is not based on the equation of political power with violence. 

One of the difficulties with Arendt’s argument about the contrast of power and 

violence is that it is not clear if such a vision of politics devoid of violence can be 

realized. She gives some examples from recent history when sheer power of people 

acting together stood up to immense violence as in the Hungarian Revolution or “[t]he 

head-on clash between Russian tanks and the entirely nonviolent resistance of the 

Czechoslovak people” that she calls “a textbook case of a confrontation between violence 

                                                                                                                                                                             
parties' tendency to represent nobody except the party machines” (CR 89). Lisa Disch similarly warns 
against identifying Arendt’s endorsement of the council system as a form of direct democracy and argues 
that Arendt does not reject representative government per se but the model of the party system for such 
government, see Lisa Disch, "How Could Hannah Arendt Glorify the American Revolution and Revile the 
French? Placing On Revolution in the Historiography of the French and American Revolutions," European 
Journal of Political Theory 10, no. 3 (2011): 352. For a discussion of Arendt’s critique of direct democracy 
and the problem of representation while emphasizing the republican rather than the democratic character of 
the council system, see Kalyvas, "The Republic of Councils," 275-83; George Kateb, "Arendt and 
Representative Democracy," Salmagundi, no. 60 (1983): 20-59. Arendt indicates as well the confusion 
between republican and democratic government (OR 155, 216). 
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and power in their pure states” (OV 52-53). But these triumphs are only temporary. The 

other sets of examples from the ancient world led critics mistakenly to see her as one who 

nostalgically calls readers to retrieve an idealized picture of the Greek polis. I do not 

think that Arendt dismisses the modern political experience in favor of the ancient one. 

She also identifies instances of exemplary political action in modern history, in the 

American and the French revolutions, and in more recent instances of civil 

disobedience.162  

Another difficulty is that Arendt claims that “[v]iolence can be justifiable” (OV 

52) but except the equivocal example of self-defense she does not explain or detail the 

circumstances in which violence can be justified. This is, Bernstein claims, a lacuna in 

her argument. His reply is to turn to her distinction between liberty and freedom in On 

Revolution, and to use the examples of liberation in the cases of the American war of 

liberation and her call for a Jewish Army to fight the Nazis to find where violence is 

justified. Violence is justified for liberation but only as an initial stage that is not 

sufficient for the freedom that is achieved without violence. 

Yet Arendt describes a closer connection between liberation and violence when 

violence inflicted on some is used as a means for liberation for the sake of freedom of a 

few others. There is a problem in relegating the structural violence of slavery and 

inequality outside the political realm both in the Greek and the American revolutionary 

eras. Arendt acknowledges that the freedom of the citizens in the polis, an isonomy in 
                                                           

162 Bernstein rejects such criticism, claiming that this is to misunderstand her project. Appling the 
image of the pearl diver she attributes to Benjamin to her writings, he explains that Arendt aims not at 
recreating a modern polis but retrieving notions, and I add experiences, otherwise were in the danger of 
being forgotten, which inform our political understanding. In addition, it is the Roman rather than the 
Greek model that she looks toward [explain]. Bernstein Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 
200, n.10, 13. 
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which to be free meant “neither to rule nor to be ruled” (HC 32) was possible since they 

were liberated from the labor that was the lot of slaves and women. In the household, 

“force and violence,” such as the violence of the ruling over slaves, were not only 

justified “because they are the only means to master necessity” but “violence is the 

prepolitical act of liberating oneself from the necessity of life for the freedom of world” 

(HC 31). A similar criticism can be made about her praise of the American Revolution 

while ignoring the structural violence of slavery that was its foundation. For example, 

when she discusses the absence of poverty in the American case: “The reason for success 

and failure was that the predicament of poverty was absent from the American scene but 

present everywhere else in the world” (OR 58). Yet, Arendt does not ignore the misery of 

slavery when she claims that “the absence of the social question from the American scene 

was, after all, quite deceptive, and that abject and degrading misery was present 

everywhere in the form of slavery and Negro labour” (OR 60) and writes that slavery is 

“the primordial crime upon which the fabric of American society rested” (OR 61). She 

rather describes the view about America that was held by Europeans when she writes 

about the absence of poverty and the indifference and absence of the revolutionary 

passion of compassion for their contemporary Americans (OR 61-62). 

Arendt’s distinction between liberation and freedom as well as the distinction 

between the social and the political open a space for violence as a constitutive dimension 

of politics nevertheless. Arendt theorizes the political realm as “the only realm where 

men can be truly free” (OR 104). She claims that liberation is a condition for freedom in a 

sense that people who are not liberated cannot be free. She also claims that liberation may 

involve violence, as in war of liberation or in the violence that is inflicted upon others. 
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When these claims are taken together, it appears that despite Arendt’s attempt to distance 

politics from violence and to deem violence “prepolitical,” violence remains constitutive 

of the political as its condition of possibility.163 Yet to claim that liberation, which may 

involve violence, is the condition of possibility of the political is different from the 

identification of political power as such with violence. Violence remains a limit of the 

political. It can enter the political realm and may be used instrumentally in certain 

circumstances for short-term goals in Arendt’s theory.  

The problem of violence is more acute when the liberation of some is enabled by 

the coerced subordination of others as in the institution of slavery. Arendt, as mentioned 

above, sees slavery as “the primordial crime” upon which the American society rested 

and claims more generally that slavery’s “crime against humanity” in The Origins of 

Totalitarianism, is “when slavery became an institution in which some men were ‘born’ 

free and others slave, when it was forgotten that it was man who had deprived his fellow-

men of freedom, and when the sanction for the crime was attributed to nature” (OT 297). 

In The Human Condition she acknowledges how slavery allows the liberation from 

necessity and labor and thus the freedom of the political actors who could leave the 

household and enter the political realm in the ancient world (HC 83-85). She identifies 

the liberation that is achieved by the rule over others as violence in On Revolution:  

All rulership has its original and its most legitimate source in man's wish 
to emancipate himself from life's necessity, and men achieved such 
liberation by means of violence, by forcing others to bear the burden of 
life for them. This was the core of slavery, and it is only the rise of 
technology, and not the rise of modern political ideas as such, which has 

                                                           
163 Gabriel Rockhill advanced a similar line of criticism in his seminar lecture on Arendt’s On 

Revolution. See Gabriel Rockhill, “Toward a Radical History of Revolution” (lecture, Rethinking, 
Reworking Revolution, Villanova University, Villanova, PA, February 19, 2014). 
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refuted the old and terrible truth that only violence and rule over others 
could make some men free. (OR 104) 

Although Arendt claims that in the modern age technology enables liberation 

without the use of violence and the rule over others, liberation in eighteenth-century 

America was possible due to the institution of black slavery. Violence becomes 

constitutive of the political also in the exclusion of slaves, as well as women, in the 

ancient world, from the political realm.164 Even if violence is not part of the political 

realm proper in Arendt’s theory, it remains irreducible as both the condition of possibility 

as far as liberation involves violence or structural violence as in the case of slavery, and 

the consequence of the demarcation of politics if some groups are excluded from the 

political realm. It can be argued that Arendt does not make a normative claim when she 

describes the role of violence in liberation but take it as “the old and terrible truth” but it 

still renders a problematic dependency of politics on violence. The claim that in the 

modern world technology replaces violence as a liberating force ignores the way 

structural violence prevails at the time of Arendt as well as in ours and enables the 

freedom of some at the expense of many others.  

                                                           
164 I thank Calvin Warren for raising the last point in conversation to highlight the inherent 

violence in Arendt’s political theory. See also his “The Right to have Rights: Hannah Arendt, Political 
Ontology, and Blackness” (paper presented at the annual meeting for the Arendt Circle, Stony Brook 
University, Manhattan Campus, New York City, NY, March 21-22, 2014). The violence of the demarcation 
of the political that constitutes a realm that compromises the dignity of some has parallel with the 
constitution of bare life in Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, Meridian 
(Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1998). Arendt’s critique of sovereignty, which I discuss in the 
next chapter, challenges such interpretation of her work. In any case, Arendt claims that slaves still 
belonged to political community and had place in society and she distinguishes them from stateless people 
deprived of the right to have rights and the right to belong to some organized community. Arendt has in 
mind the specific context of WWII but this condition may be applied as well to the victims of the 
transatlantic slave trade. 
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Arendt, to reply to the above objections, does not ignore structural violence. Her 

critique of rulership, domination and sovereignty is a critique of structural violence.165 

Politics that is based on rule and domination, the distinction between the rulers and the 

ruled, is based on the conception of political power as “power over.” Sovereignty as a 

principle of political organization is problematic according to Arendt if it understood as 

undivided power that seeks to overcome or reduce plurality, which is the human 

condition of the political realm. Reducing political power to domination and political 

sovereignty is to reduce it to violence. To understand Arendt’s theory of politics as 

distinct from violence, we need to look at how she suggests seeing politics structurally in 

a way that is not based on domination and sovereignty. Her appeal to the American 

Revolution and the re-emerging of the councils throughout the modern history of 

revolutions should be seen as historical examples to support this critique and alternative. 

The novel achievement of the American Revolution is to apply Montesquieu’s principle 

of separation of powers to the political system and a council state would be that “to which 

the principle of sovereignty would be wholly alien” (CR 233). The councils are the 

modern political phenomenon whereas action in concert between equals takes place. 

Arendt, contrary to the prevailing critique that accuses her in nostalgic leaning toward the 

ancient past, saw in the revolutionary councils a viable expression of political action and 

continuing source of political power that sets an alternative to the sovereign model of 

politics. The sovereign model haunts us from early modernity and to the extent that it is 

based on the model of “ruling over” it goes back to Plato and Aristotle and the different 

                                                           
165 See also the rejection of Habermas’s critique of Arendt’s disregard of structural violence in 

Owens, Between War and Politics, 184-85, n. 8. 
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models of government of the Greeks. Arendt shows how it is a harmful and violent model 

that distorts politics. This way of reading Arendt situates her among other contemporary 

critics of the model of political sovereignty,166 and spells out her constructive alternative. 

The question that remains is whether such an alternative in the form of council 

politics is defendable since critics claim that she herself did not elaborate it. One way to 

reply is to claim that even if her alternative is only sketched there is much to gain from 

understanding her critique and it is relevant to our time when the notion of the sovereign 

nation-state continues to lose its appeal.167 Another is to see how council politics is a 

recurrent theme that informs her political thought, so much so that to understand it is to 

understand Arendt’s political theory.168 Council politics offers a model or at least a 

manifestation of her political vision. In this sense, Arendt does not offer only a theory of 

extraordinary or privileged moments of politics but also a vision of how ordinary politics 

could be. 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I traced Arendt’s critique of the use of violence and non-violence as tactics 

in struggles for freedom and in politics more generally. Arendt’s main concern is the 

substitution of violence for political power but she does not reject the use of violence 

                                                           
166 Cf. Michel Foucault, "Society Must Be Defended": Lectures at the Collège de France, 1975-76, 

1st Picador pbk. ed. (New York: Picador, 2003); Giorgio Agamben, Means Without End: Notes on Politics 
(Minneapolis, MN; London: University of Minnesota Press, 2000); Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, 
Empire (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2000). 

167 Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 211, n. 8. 

168 Kalyvas, "The Republic of Councils;" Lederman, "A Lost Treasure: The Citizen Councils in 
Hannah Arendt's Thought." 
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altogether. Violence may be used under certain circumstances for short-term goals. She 

argues against the traditional conception of power in political philosophy and theory that 

equates power with violence. She agrees that power is the essence of government but 

claims that it is distinct from violence. While violence is instrumental and silent, power, 

the capacity that is generated when people act and speak in concert, is an end in itself and 

the condition of possibility for instrumental reasoning and action in politics and 

government is the institutionalization of power. The recourse to violence, to return to the 

epigraph of this chapter, may happen when power is in jeopardy, when power slips from 

the ones who hold it “be they the government or be they the governed” (OV 87). Arendt 

brings many examples when power clashes with violence. These examples are 

traditionally understood as forms of nonviolence. Power is indeed the opposite of 

violence. Yet Arendt would not adhere to a theory of nonviolence. The difference of her 

theory and her critique of nonviolence lie in her theorizing of political action as non-

instrumental. To reduce nonviolent power to a mere tactic would be the mirror image of 

the error of substitution of power for violence. This understanding of power offers an 

important resource to envisioning alternative forms of political organization for the 

transition and the period after the struggle that promises its distance from the violence of 

domination and rule. Arendt recognizes such political organization in the council system. 

The council system encourages participation and direct action and suggests an alternative 

to the representative model of the party system and its dependency upon an elite of 

experts. The councils enable the continuation of political action among peers that Arendt 

identifies with freedom and the capacity to begin something new. Answering the paradox 

of foundation, the councils may become the lasting institutions that enable the 
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continuation of the revolutionary spirit of public freedom and public happiness in the 

period that follows the revolution and beyond for everyday normal politics. 

Institutionalization of such political spaces suggests a new conception of state. Even if 

the prospects of realizing such a state are doubtful, Arendt draws attention to the 

significance of the councils in the history of revolutions. As modern phenomena, it is 

implied in Arendt’s theory that the freedom the councils enables does not rest on the 

constitutive violence of liberation or at least that the liberation is acted upon rather than 

dependent on violence toward others. The history of the American Revolution and the 

role of slavery challenge such a claim and the distinction between politics and violence. 

Moreover, as structural and institutional forms of violence continue to be constitutive of 

politics it is not clear how the council system may transcend them. 
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CHAPTER 5 

REVOLUTION AND DEMOCRACY: FROM FORCE TO POLITICAL POWER  

 
The African peoples were quick to realize that dignity 
 and sovereignty were exact equivalents, and in fact, a 
 free people living in dignity is a sovereign people.  

— Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth. 
 

The raison d'être of politics is freedom,  
and its field of experience is action. 

— Hannah Arendt, “What is Freedom?.” 
 

In this structure composed of innumerable villages, 
there will be ever-widening, never-ascending circles. 
Life will not be a pyramid with the apex sustained by 
the bottom. But it will be an oceanic circle whose 
centre will be the individual always ready to perish for 
the village, the latter ready to perish for the circle of 
villages, till at last the whole becomes one life 
composed of individuals, never aggressive in their 
arrogance but ever humble, sharing the majesty of the 
oceanic circle of which they are integral units. 

— M. K. Gandhi, “Independence.” 
 

Introduction 

Each of the previous discussions ended in aporia. Despite the genuine attempts of Fanon, 

Gandhi, and Arendt to rethink politics beyond the confinements of violence, the 

conclusions drawn from their theories inadvertently perpetuates the link between violence 

and politics. Fanon acknowledges the violent struggle’s residue of trauma that challenges 

the first founding generation’s achievements of the revolution. Gandhi, despite his 

deliberate efforts to the contrary, excludes minorities, including the Muslims and the 

Dalits, from his vision of post-Independence India. Arendt accepts the violence of 

liberation as the condition of possibility for politics as the realm of freedom. The question 

is how we shall proceed from here. By bringing their arguments together, I aim to shed 
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light on the possibilities and limitations of each theory in order to push further their 

boundaries. This chapter proceeds in three parts. In the first section, I construct the debate 

between Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt around the problem of violence. I then focus on the 

place ethics takes in their theories of violence and politics. In particular, I look at the way 

their critique of violence influences their understanding of alternative forms of political 

organization. This debate triggers insightful implications for the understanding of the 

intricate relationship among violence, ethics, and politics as well as ongoing 

contemporary sites of struggle. First, it reveals the extent to which violence is irreducible 

even if it is not part of politics proper. Second, it gives us a more nuanced understanding 

of the working of violence in the political realm. Third, this understanding can help us to 

recognize where violence takes place in political situations and to recommend ways to 

reduce it so that we might arrive at a less violent polity. 

 

Violence and the Limits and Possibilities of Theory 

Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt condemn the rule of colonialism as a rule of violence, force 

and domination. All three explicate what political relations and institutions free from 

such violence would be. Central to their conceptions of politics are the notion of freedom 

and the role of the people in politics in bringing about transformations from force to 

power. Their disagreements lie in their different answers to the question of how one 

moves from (colonial) force and relations of domination to political power in which 

people become agents who can regain and express their freedom. The main surface 

disagreement lies in relation to the role of violence in this transformation. The respective 

arguments about violence in popular struggles are complex and need to be understood in 
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the context of their specific struggles, aims, and audiences. There is a challenge to the 

very idea of bringing them together. The significance and influence of each argument, 

however, reach beyond the specificity of the situation and continue to be a resource to 

think about the problem of violence in politics. For heuristic purposes I proceed by 

examining the instrumental, intrinsic, ethical, and political dimensions that each 

argument advances. These dimensions of course overlap and interact with each other. Yet 

they offer nodal points to look at the arguments together. I begin with a review of the 

arguments of Fanon and Gandhi in order to examine the argument of Arendt critically in 

light of them. In the following discussion, I review briefly these different aspects in the 

arguments of Fanon and Gandhi and the response of Arendt to them. The critical 

comparison highlights the divergences between the three as well as the ways in which 

their arguments intersect and may inform each other. Engaging these arguments with 

each other offers a critical lens through which to assess their strengths and limitations, 

with the purpose of drawing the implications for the problem of the relationship among 

violence, politics, and ethics. 

Fanon’s call for violent struggle against colonial rule leverages these interrelated 

justifications. Fanon argues that decolonization is always a violent phenomenon since it 

shatters the colonial world. Far from glorifying “violence for violence’s sake,” as Arendt 

despite her more cautious observations claims (OV 65), the intrinsic justification of 

violence coming from identifying that violence is inherent in the colonial situation and 

any response to it would be condemned as violating and violent as it undermines the 

current power structure. From the invasion and conquest to the demarcation of the two 
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Manichean realms of the colonizers and the colonized by checkpoints and the force of the 

police and the army, the colonial situation is constituted and maintained by violence.  

Instrumentally, an armed resistance is the means by which the colonized can 

liberate themselves. Armed struggle also has psychological, ethical, and political 

significances. Active participation in the struggle is transformative and has therapeutic 

significance that is essential for building the individual, the society, and the nation. It 

constitutes actional citizens, purges them of their inferiority complex, and recuperates 

their dignity. It creates the political conditions to constitute ethical relations on an equal 

footing.169 Participation in the struggle constitutes and advances national consciousness 

and unites the actors across the differences of class, gender, race, and religion. It 

establishes a genuine sovereignty that is crucial for international relations. 

Liberation that is given and not fought for cannot constitute a free people. Formal 

independence and the so-called nonviolent and peaceful action of the national parties are 

ineffective and detrimental. Instead of bringing about a genuine sovereignty, they would 

engender the achievement of independence and breed corruption by keeping almost intact 

the status quo in the form of neo-colonialism through economic and political dependency 

                                                           
169 Lewis R. Gordon shows that Fanon’s point is that politics enables ethics to appear in the first 

place. See Gordon, What Fanon Really Said, 91-95; Gordon, "Through the Hellish Zone of Nonbeing: 
Thinking through Fanon, Disaster, and the Damned of the Earth," 5-12. Nelson Maldonado-Torres argues 
that Fanon offers a possibility of “a politics that emerges in the service of ethics,” see Nelson Maldonado-
Torres, Against War: Views from the Underside of Modernity, Latin America otherwise (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2008), 96. For an argument for the primacy of the political through Fanon, see Douglas J. 
Ficek, "'Man Is a Yes': Fanon, Liberation, and the Playful Politics of Philosophical Archaeology" (PhD 
diss., Temple University, 2013). My aim is to stress the interrelations and mutual constitution of ethics and 
politics. The question is whether violent struggle is political. Arendt challenges exactly this point. Fanon 
himself distinguishes in The Wretched of the Earth between armed struggle and political action that he 
identifies with the negotiation and principally nonviolent effort of the national parties. Fanon also 
suspicious of speech and the hypocrisy of the national parties and the discrepancy between what they say 
(revolutionary) and what they do (reformist). For Arendt, speech and deed, are both constitute political 
action but power can be actualized when they are sincere and used to disclose realities rather than conceal 
intentions and deeds are not brutal and violating but creating relations (HC 200). 
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on the former colonial state. Although Fanon qualifies and argues for the necessity of 

violent struggle in the case of Algeria while different ways to achieve a genuine 

liberation may apply in other situations (WE 193), he makes a powerful argument for 

violent resistance that can be applied to colonial situations elsewhere. 

Gandhi, arguing from the practice of satyagraha, a nonviolent resistance to the 

British colonial rule, and against the revolutionaries of India, rejects the use of armed 

struggle as ineffectual against an equipped adversary with a proven military advantage. 

Armed struggle is also intrinsically wrong as it corrupts the character and sets a highly 

problematic foundation for the newly independent state. Applying brute force would just 

replace colonial government with local government without generating a genuine change. 

Rather than focus on the end of independence, Gandhi calls to take seriously the means 

by which liberation is achieved. Violent means would lead to violent state. 

Gandhi agrees with Fanon that only action can liberate and recover dignity and it 

has both ethical and political significances. But he denies that such action would involve 

violence. Nonviolent struggle and abstaining from the use of armed force is actional and 

transformative. Rather than passivity and complicity it requires sacrifice, courage, and 

readiness to suffer violent retaliation. Nonviolence is the basis for a change in the Indian 

society and for social and political institutions that will secure the achievement of the 

struggle. It is necessary to unite the Indians in their struggle and prepare them to become 

citizens. Nonviolence (ahiṃsā) has an intrinsic value beyond its worth as a means to 

liberation and independence. It is morally invigorating and healing. Rather than a mere 

tactic in the struggle, it becomes a second nature and guides the conduct of a moral life. 
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Gandhi, drawing on the Bhagavad Gītā, Jesus, and the Buddha, claims that nonviolence 

accords with and expresses a universal religious sentiment.  

Gandhi does not ignore the pervasiveness of violence in politics and 

acknowledges situations when violence can be admitted. He agrees with Fanon that the 

colonial situation is saturated with violence. He also describes the state as “a soulless 

machine” that “can never be weaned from violence to which it owes its very existence” 

(CWMG 65: 318). He qualifies at times and argues that violence is better than inaction 

and cowardice (CWMG 21: 133). Gandhi also allowed a qualified use of physical force in 

certain cases such as when he had to kill a suffering calf or when he discussed 

hypothetical cases, such as preventing a child from running into the fire. Gandhi would 

not call these acts of violence or in his terminology acts of “brute force” and in fact 

would see them as acts of satyagraha since they are motivated by care for the other rather 

than one’s own interests. Nevertheless they involve an intentional exercise of physical 

coercion on another human being. He himself, as discussed in Chapter 3, participated in 

armed conflicts and wars under the British forces. Yet he naturalizes nonviolence as 

intrinsic to human nature. History may be comprised of a series of wars and antagonisms 

but the untold history consists of long periods of peaceful existence. 

Arendt agrees with the instrumental justification of violence in politics to the 

extent that the goal is clear and immediate. Moreover, the justification of violence 

according to Arendt can be only instrumental. It is in the need of an end to justify it and 

give it value. Violence can be a means to politics yet the danger in violence is in its 

unpredictability. As the goal recedes to the future the means could overwhelm the end. 

Being instrumental, violence is distinct from power, the coming together of people in 
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concerted action, that “far from being the means to an end, is actually the very condition 

enabling a group of people to think and act in terms of the means-end category” (OV 51). 

Her distinction between power and violence rejects the notion of an intrinsic or immanent 

connection between violence and politics in the traditional understanding of power. Her 

understanding of violence as instrumental renders the relations contingent and external at 

best. Violence is distinct from politics more generally. It can be used for political goals 

but strictly speaking it is not political as the category of instrumentality applies in 

Arendt’s theory to work that is goal-oriented rather than action that transcends 

motivations and goals. Arendt also questions the idea of politics of means, as in Gandhi’s 

stress on the means rather than the ends.170 To treat means separately from the end is a 

contradiction in terms (HC 229). Arendt singles out events in history where sheer power 

of concerted action effectively stood up to violence and agrees with Gandhi that power is 

nonviolent but questions the global efficacy of nonviolence as a method. In certain 

circumstances and facing different enemies Gandhi’s way of resistance would have 

brought massacre and not decolonization (OV 53).  

Understanding violence and nonviolence for that matter in terms of 

instrumentality is limited and both Fanon and Gandhi offer a corrective to Arendt’s 

theory. Violence is intrinsic to the colonial situation and constitutes the life of the 

colonized. Fanon demonstrates how violence is not merely an instrument in an armed 

struggle. The very action of the colonized in response to the colonial system would 

appear as violent, whether in the actual use of firearms or a general strike. Gandhi neither 

                                                           
170 On the idea of politics of means, see also Beatrice Hanssen, "On the Politics of Pure Means: 

Benjamin, Arendt, Foucault," in Critique of Violence: Between Poststructuralism and Critical Theory 
(London; New York: Routledge, 2000), 16-29; Agamben, Means Without End: Notes on Politics. 
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understands nonviolence merely in instrumental terms nor rejects the use of violence 

absolutely. Nonviolence, according to him, more than a means in the struggle, is a 

commitment and a way of life that is ongoing and continues after the struggle for 

independence. Examination of Arendt’s theory of power reveals nevertheless that Arendt 

does not have such a narrow conception of violence either. She goes against a deep 

misconception about politics that identifies it with domination, rule of man over man, or 

“power over,” and the will of the sovereign, all of which she explains as forms of 

violence. Arendt does not ignore the ideological system of racism or the injustice of 

exploitation (OV 76), yet her focus on violence in politics keeps her from acknowledging 

these phenomena as forms of structural violence that permeate social life and have 

political ramifications.  

Kathryn T. Gines claims that Arendt is “uncritical of constitutive violence in 

founding the [American] state, but hypercritical of violence when used by certain 

oppressed groups.”171 Patricia Owens replies to this kind of criticism about Arendt’s 

apparent double standards. She claims that Arendt actually “supported the move to 

decolonization and had sympathy with Fanon’s idea that ‘decolonization is always a 

violent phenomenon.’” Arendt acknowledges “the political and strategic reality central to 

his work: the anti-colonial violence signalled an end to the imperial state’s monopoly on 

the means of violence with global reach” and in fact her “analysis of imperialism and its 

devastating results suggests that The Origins of Totalitarianism anticipated The Wretched 

                                                           
171 Kathryn T. Gines, "Arendt's Violence/Power Distinction and Sartre's Violence/Counter-

Violence Distinction: The Phenomenology of Violence in Colonial and Post-Colonial Context," in 
Phenomenologies of Violence, ed. Michael Staudigl (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2014), 127. 
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of the Earth.” It was instead an attack of the justifications Fanon gave for the support of 

violence and armed struggle.172 

Yet Arendt misunderstood Fanon’s intrinsic justification for violence. She argues 

against an argument for the naturalness of violence.173 She criticizes authors, Fanon 

among them, who glorify violence as an organic creative force and who articulate 

violence and power in biological terms (OV 65, 75). In the political context, it is the 

claim that violence can bring a revolutionary change, create a “new humanity,” and mold 

the group to fight for a common cause. The organic thought appears also in the metaphors 

of sickness and healing when violence and nonviolence are argued for as one would 

advise medical treatment. The danger of seeing acts of violence as natural according to 

Arendt, as we saw in Chapter 4, is that it renounces responsibility for acts of violence and 

deems them irrational. Organic thought inspires murderous violence when it is motivated 

by racism. Violence, she rejects the organic analogy, is not a creative force but involves 

agency and destructiveness. Violence, as any action, indeed changes the world but rather 

than establishing relations that constitute a common world, the most probable change that 

ensues is toward more violence (OV 80). We saw that Fanon neither glorifies nor 

naturalizes violence as an organic force of life that is constructive, creative, and 

necessary. His notion of “new humanity” stems from the collective action rather than 

violence per se. It is not that Fanon merely describes rather than prescribes the violence 

of the liberation struggle.174 He agrees with Arendt that violence is a matter of agency 

                                                           
172 Owens, Between War and Politics, 21. 

173 Frazer and Hutchings, "On Politics and Violence," 102-03. 

174 L. Adele Jinadu, Fanon: In Search of the African Revolution (London; New York: KPI, 1986), 
65.  
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and an intentional decision. He goes beyond Arendt in recognizing the sociogenic origin 

of structural and institutional violence of phenomena such as racism (BSWM 11). Rather 

than biological or natural causes or an attribute of individuals Fanon explains these 

patterns of violence as social and as such they are not given or natural and it is possible to 

change them. The violence of colonialism and revolutionary counter-violence are not 

inevitable in the sense of a natural given or automatic reaction. They are constituted 

social and political projects.  

In fact, it seems that Arendt herself naturalizes violence when she refers to the 

massacre of the indigenous people in the colonization of America as single criminal acts 

of corrupted individuals rather than political and organized violence (OR 83).175 

Moreover, the connection Arendt draws between uprisings that are motivated by want 

and necessity and violence is contingent. It should be clear, however, she does not claim 

that poverty leads to violence but that violence ensues when people attempt to solve the 

problem of poverty in the political realm. It can be argued that Arendt also offers a 

naturalized justification for violence in The Human Condition.176 There she explains 

violence as a necessary element of work and fabrication where it is an instrument to 

overcome nature, as in the example of destroying the wood to build the table (HC 153). 

However, Arendt rejects the discourse of human nature and claims that none of the 

human activities or capabilities “constitute anything like human nature” since none of 

them “constitute essential characteristics of human existence in the sense that without 

them this existence would no longer be human” (HC 10). The point is that human 

                                                           
175 Rockhill, “Toward a Radical History of Revolution.” 

176 Gines, "Arendt's Violence/Power Distinction," 126-27. 
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existence is conditioned. If human conditions, in Arendt’s words, “life itself, natality and 

mortality, worldliness, plurality, and the earth” change, these activities and capacities, 

such as work and action, would change too (HC 11). 

With regard to the ethical argument for violence, Arendt agrees that in some 

circumstances the only way to set the scale of justice right again is to resort to violence 

because of “its inherent immediacy and swiftness” (OV 63). She deems action out of rage 

in response to injustice rational. This can be a reaction not necessarily to personal injury; 

Arendt invokes her reading of the history of revolutions as the solidarity of the “upper 

classes” that “led the rebellions of the oppressed and downtrodden” (ibid.). Similarly to 

Fanon and Gandhi, she uses the metaphor of healing. Indeed, she writes that “there are 

situations in which the very swiftness of a violent act may be the only appropriate 

remedy” (ibid.) Yet such an act is “antipolitical” as it is “acting without argument or 

speech and without counting the consequences” (OV 64). Her discussion of the role of 

compassion in the French Revolution in stirring the violence seems to imply a strong 

claim that acting out of a moral cause may breed violence. Politically, it compromises the 

end of revolution, which is the foundation of freedom. Gandhi would agree that the 

temptation to resort to violence is strong but the moral stature lies in overcoming that 

temptation.  

It is possible to draw a connection between Arendt’s critique of the French 

Revolution and her critique of anti-colonial violence. Her claim that the attempt to solve 

the social question in the political realm is obsolete and leads to violence seems to apply 

to the colonial situation. While Arendt targets revolutionary violence in both cases, she 

explicitly contrasts Fanon along with Sorel and Pareto from the Left moralists and 
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identifies a radical break from their moral norms. The former “were motivated by a much 

deeper hatred of bourgeois society and were led to a much more radical break with its 

moral standards than the conventional Left, which was chiefly inspired by compassion 

and a burning desire for justice” (OV 65). This observation echoes her distinction 

between the moral concern of the nonviolent student movement, which “acted almost 

exclusively from moral motives” (CR 203) and the violence of the Black Power 

movement inspired by Fanon’s essay among others. Arendt, who correctly observes the 

distaste of “bourgeois” morality, fails, however, to recognizes the alternative ethics that 

this resistance informs. This in part stems from what seems to be Arendt’s narrow 

conception of morality that limits morality to the Western tradition from Socrates to 

Kant.177 I will return shortly to discuss more fully the tension between morality and 

politics in the three theories. For now, it is sufficient to note that Arendt herself questions 

the viability of moral norms to guide political action “when the chips are down.”178 

Arendt also rejects the political argument for violence. She distinguishes violence 

that is instrumental and mute from political action proper. Violence, rather than 

establishing relationships and founding a common world for a new political community, 

is destructive and can be used at best for short terms goals. Arendt criticizes the 

adherence to violence as a unifying force that constitutes national consciousness and 

political sovereignty. The solidarity and fraternity of collective violence is temporary and 

                                                           
177 Seyla Benhabib argues that Arendt has clearly a normative foundation to her political theory, 

though she does not spell it out. She continues to criticize her for adopting “an unusually narrow concept of 
morality” and the failure to distinguish between conception of the good and justice in politics, unlike Kant 
and Rawls. Benhabib, "Judgment and the Moral Foundations of Politics in Arendt's Thought," 31. 

178 Hannah Arendt, "Thinking and Moral Considerations: A Lecture," Social Research 51, no. 1-2 
(1984): 37. 
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not a basis for political community (OV 69). Gines correctly replies that Fanon does not 

think the armed revolutionary struggle is more than temporary and Arendt misses the idea 

that the solidarity of the oppressed and the colonized is the condition for collective action 

and violent struggle and not the result.179 Although Fanon does make a distinction 

between revolutionary fighting and political action, he terms acts of nonviolence and the 

compromise around the negotiations table of the national parties “political” rather than 

part of the struggle for liberation (WE 66-7, 119). 

Despite the disagreements among Arendt, Fanon, and Gandhi there are some 

striking parallels that shed light on the character and the relation of politics to violence. 

Although it seems that Arendt rejects both as reducing politics to instrumentality, she has 

much in common with the place Fanon gives to violence in politics and the principled 

conception of nonviolence in Gandhi. Arendt has a conception of nonviolent politics 

similar to Gandhi. There is also a parallel between their conceptions of political power. It 

seems that while Arendt considers political power as essentially nonviolent, Gandhi has a 

more traditional conception of violence as the essence of the “soulless machine” that is 

the state (CWMG 65: 318). Gandhi, however, distinguishes between the power of the 

government and the power of the people. In his discussion of an anti-tax satyagraha 

campaign launched at Bardoli, Gujarat in 1927 he writes, “The power of the State is 

derived solely from its capacity to punish. Those persons who rid themselves of the fear 

of this punishment, despise such punishment and, without opposing the power of the 

State violently, act as if it did not exist, will always triumph. …. As soon as they rid 

themselves of that fear, they realized that the officers were dependent upon the people 
                                                           

179 Gines, "Arendt's Violence/Power Distinction," 129. 
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and not vice versa.”180 Gandhi speaks in terms of disobedience and the ability to 

overcome the fear that compels cooperation with the state.181 But Arendt would agree 

with the idea that people’s power lies not in their ability to use violence against state 

violence but in their ability withdraw the consent that empowers the government (OV 44; 

see also CR 86). Gandhi would agree with Arendt’s understanding of power as generated 

from an action in concert of plural actors.182  

Arendt admits that there are circumstances when violence is justified for political 

goals. Fanon’s argument for the necessity of armed struggle in the decolonization of 

Algeria can be such an exceptional situation. Richard J. Bernstein brings the cases of the 

American War of Liberation and her call to create a Jewish Army as examples of such 

circumstances. Taking this line of thought, it is possible to apply it to the case of Algeria 

and to argue that “Fanon’s book should be read as a sustained argument showing why 

overthrowing the colonial system (especially in Africa) constitutes one of those 

‘exceptional cases’ in which violence – directed armed struggle – is justified.”183 Yet 

Arendt explicitly contests “the terror of the National Liberation Army in Algeria” and 

argues that “[p]eople who did agree with this terror and were only against the French 

                                                           
180 M. K. Gandhi, “Government’s Power v. People’s Power (19-8-1928),” CWMG 42: 390. 

181 See “Hind Swaraj (22-11-1909),” CWMG 10: 286 for a similar idea. 

182 For a comparison between Arendt’s concept of power and Gandhi’s, see Presbey, "Hannah 
Arendt on Nonviolence and Political Action," 248-51, 53. 

183 Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 8. Gines, as we saw above, criticizes Arendt’s 
failure to include such cases in her analysis. On the neglect of the Haitian Revolution and the “Third World 
revolutionary traditions” from Arendt’s On Revolution, see also King, "Hannah Arendt and the Concept of 
Revolution in the 1960s," 31; Scott, Conscripts of Modernity: The Tragedy of Colonial Enlightenment, 
214-21. 
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counter-terror, of course, were applying a double standard.”184Arendt’s distinction 

between the two stages of revolution, the first consisting of liberation and violence and 

the second of constitution and foundation of freedom (OR 132) has some parallels with 

Fanon’s theory of the stages of the revolution. Arendt distinguishes between rebellion 

and revolution. The aim of rebellion is liberation. It is liberation from necessity or the 

master and freedom in the negative sense of freedom from occupation and oppression. 

The aim of revolution is freedom in the positive sense of participation in government and 

the foundation of spaces for public freedom (OR 123). To the extent that these are phases 

of the revolution we can see that they recall Fanon’s description in The Wretched of the 

Earth. There he writes about “the war of liberation” and “the second phase, that of the 

building-up of the nation” (WE 93) or the armed struggle for liberation and national 

construction (WE 200).185 Similarly to Arendt’s restatement of the claim that liberation is 

the condition for freedom but “by no means leads automatically to it” (OR 19) and her 

claim that rebellion without foundation of freedom is futile (OR 133), Fanon sees the 

futility of liberation struggle without radical change of the political system that would 

allow for greater democratic participation following the revolution. This parallel reveals 

the extent to which Arendt’s theory allows for violence. If liberation is the condition for 

freedom, the war of liberation, as the Algerian war, is not only an example of exceptional 

                                                           
184 Hannah Arendt, “The Legitimacy of Violence as a Political Act? Panel discussion between 

Hannah Arendt, Noam Chomsky, Robert Lowell and Conor Cruise O’Brien,” quoted in Owens, Between 
War and Politics, 176, n. 20. See also “The Legitimacy of Violence as a Political Act? Noam Chomsky 
debates with Hannah Arendt, Susan Sontag, et al (December 15, 1967),” Chomsky.Info: The Noam 
Chomsky Website, http://www.chomsky.info/debates/19671215.htm.  

185 Fanon distinguishes also between “the period of decolonization” and “the period of liberation” 
to distinguish peaceful negotiations and the armed struggle (WE 44). Decolonization has an equivocal 
meaning as it refers at times to formal independence as the result of the withdrawal of the colonial rule and 
the active fight for liberation at other times. 
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circumstances for the use of violence for political aims. It is justified as a constitutive 

condition for the establishment of political freedom.  

Arendt’s distinction between liberation and freedom is also in agreement with 

Gandhi’s and Fanon’s claim that national independence is not enough. Arendt claims that 

without the following phase of coming together and the act of foundation of freedom 

liberation leads potential revolutionaries astray. She writes that “there is nothing more 

futile than rebellion and liberation unless they are followed by the constitution of the 

newly won freedom” (OR 133). Fanon would agree with the necessity to build lasting 

institutions to house freedom but stresses, much like Gandhi, that the liberation of the 

nation depends on the liberation of the individuals. National independence is not 

sufficient for the liberation of the people. He writes in Toward the African Revolution, 

“The liberation of the individual does not follow national liberation. An authentic 

national liberation exists only to the precise degree to which the individual has 

irreversibly begun his own liberation” (TAR 103). The aim is not to achieve independence 

and then to work to liberate the citizens. They are transformed in the struggle for national 

liberation in which they take part (TAR 105; WE 310; DC 179). Gandhi similarly claims 

that national freedom is dependent on and cannot be attained without individual freedom. 

He writes that “The outward freedom therefore that we shall attain will only be in exact 

proportion to the inward freedom to which we may have grown at a given moment” 

(CWMG 43: 171). But he insists that self-rule is possible only when it achieved by 

nonviolent resistance: “Real Home Rule is possible only where passive resistance is the 

guiding force of the people. Any other rule is foreign rule” (CWMG 10: 296).186  

                                                           
186 See also M. K. Gandhi “Independence v. Swaraj (12-1-1928),” CWMG 41: 104-107. 
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All three point to the internal obstacles for a genuine liberation, such as the 

national parties’ colonial mentality that perpetuates exploitation and corruption.187 There 

is also an agreement with Arendt’s description of rage as a rational reaction to injustice 

and how such rage turns into a violent reaction. Gandhi advises overcoming such 

temptations to resort to violence and sees doing so as a virtue. He attests to his own 

experience of overcoming violence and his ongoing struggle to maintain his “conversion” 

from “a believer in violence” to nonviolence.188 Fanon advises channeling these emotions 

and the spontaneous eruption of violence into organized armed struggle enabled by 

responsible leadership and political education.189 

Liberation and foundation of freedom in Arendt’s theory are not only two phases 

of the revolution but also competing aims. The tragedy of the French Revolution is that in 

its focus on liberation it lost the aim of freedom (OR 123). This is also why violence that 

is associated with liberation prevailed. We can find here an implicit critique of decolonial 

struggles that focus on liberation at the expense of freedom.190 This is apparent even if 

Arendt acknowledges that decolonization is also a result of nonviolent resistance when 

                                                           
187 Hannah Arendt, "Revolution and the Idea of Force (1963)," HannahArendt.net: Journal for 

Political Thinking 7, no. 1 (2013), http://www.hannaharendt.net/index.php/han/article/view/293/420. 

188 Cf. Gandhi’s discussion of the influence of Tolstoy on him: “[When] I was passing through a 
severe crisis of scepticism and doubt ... I came across Tolstoy's book The Kingdom of God is Within You, 
and was deeply impressed by it. I was at that time a believer in violence. Its reading cured me of my 
scepticism and made me a firm believer in [non-violence]. What has appealed to me most in Tolstoy's life 
is that he practised what he preached and reckoned no cost too great in his pursuit of truth” (EG 180).  

189 Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 123-25; Frazer and Hutchings, "On Politics 
and Violence," 97-98, 106. 

190 This is also a critique of a certain conception of revolution, namely Marxist concept of 
revolution, if we take into account the subtext of the Cold War. Arendt draws the lineage between the 
French and the Russian Revolutions and the contrast with the American and the ideology of freedom. The 
critique of the French is a critique of soviet Russia – replacement of administration and bureaucracy, the 
party, for politics proper. See Rockhill, “Toward a Radical History of Revolution.” 
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she refers to Gandhi’s “enormously powerful and successful strategy” (OV 53). We have 

here a contrast between politics of resistance or liberation and a genuine revolution that 

consists of lasting institution and spaces of freedom.  

Indeed, Arendt questions the “revolutionary upheavals” in the colonial countries 

after the Second World War in which constitutions were imposed work of experts and 

compromised “the revolutionary power of the people” (OR 135). In many cases of what 

she terms “colonial revolutions,” it was merely “an exchange of personnel” even if the 

initial beginning of them confirm the double experience of “[f]reedom from Occupation 

if not from oppression; and new beginning.”191 Fanon’s notion of genuine liberation, 

however, is closer to Arendt’s notion freedom.192 He stresses the significance of political 

participation and warns against the various ways in which liberation can be compromised 

by neo-colonial government. Fanon is critical of formalism and legalism of imposed 

constitution without the genuine liberation of the people. “The bourgeois leaders of 

underdeveloped countries imprison national consciousness in sterile formalism,” he 

writes, “It is only when men and women are included on a vast scale in enlightened and 

fruitful work that form and body are given to that consciousness” (WE 204). Arendt 

similarly recognizes that in the process of repeated drafting of constitutions following the 

French Revolution “the act of constitution-making lost its significance, and that the very 

notion of constitution came to be associated with a lack of reality and realism, with an 

over-emphasis on legalism and formalities” (OR 117). The disagreement between Fanon 

and Arendt lies, as I show below, in their understanding of the relation between freedom 

                                                           
191 Arendt, "Revolution and the Idea of Force." 

192 Bernstein, Violence: Thinking without Banisters, 8, 172-73. 
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and sovereignty. While Fanon understands genuine liberation in terms of political 

sovereignty, Arendt rejects the identification between freedom and sovereignty and 

theorizes freedom under the conditions of non-sovereignty. 

 

Ethics beyond Struggle 

What implications do these debates have for the problem of the relationship between 

ethics and politics? I work from the assumptions that first, the discussion of the problem 

of violence in politics stems from ethical considerations. Second, this is true for Fanon, 

Gandhi, and Arendt. Now, I want to look more closely at their understandings of ethics 

and morality in the contexts of politics and violence. All three take issue with the 

tradition of Western moral philosophy, especially in its form of universal abstract moral 

laws and principles. They provide insights that render explicit the relation between ethics 

and politics and with that the situatedness of ethics as a lived experience. 

Gandhi posits morality at the center of his politics. He stresses the interrelation 

between morality and politics as well as religion. Gandhi’s innovation lies in his ability to 

transcend religious practices and moral concerns in politics. Satyagraha leads to 

liberation on the personal and national level. Swaraj, self-rule, begins with internal 

swaraj. National liberation is contingent on the liberation of the people. He draws on the 

moral basis of religion, from the figure of Jesus and the Buddha to the Bhagavad Gītā, to 

guide action. At times, morality comes also before religion (CWMG 25: 147). His stress 

on the inseparability of means and ends and the need to focus on the means stems from 

his moral considerations. If the means are amoral the end will be amoral too. The criteria 
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to judge the means is not merely instrumental, that is, according to the end but also 

internal. The means should conform to nonviolence (ahimsa) and truth (satya).193  

Karuna Mantena demonstrates that Gandhi’s insistence on the need to guide 

political action by morality stems from a realist view of politics rather than a moralist 

adherence to absolute principles. He is a realist not merely because of his political 

maneuvers and judgments but also in the theoretical sense. He accepted the view of 

politics as consisting of conflict and antagonism but worried about the consequences of 

moralizing politics. “Animated by a powerful negative horizon of violence,” she argues, 

“Gandhi was attuned to the unintended consequences of political action, especially the 

ways in which idealism and moralism, despite the best of intentions, could enable 

ideological escalation and violence.” Gandhi’s nonviolent action (satyagraha) is 

suggested as a practical orientation to constrain the predicaments of political action and 

reform political relations. Its novelty lies “in its self-limiting character; it is a form of 

action that seeks both to constrain the negative consequences of politics and work toward 

the reform of existing political relations and institutions.” 194 George Ciccariello-Maher 

agrees with Mantena’s reading that detaches Gandhi from uncritical idealism but claims 

that “this realism– from a Fanonian–Dusselian perspective – falls short as a decolonial 

realism.”195 Gandhi remains an idealist as he fails to see the specificity of the reality of 

the colonial situation and the impossibility of reciprocal relations. “By failing to 

recognize the relegation of the colonized to the ‘zone of nonbeing’, in other words failing 

                                                           
193 Iyer, The Moral and Political Thought of Mahatma Gandhi, 360-71. 

194 Mantena, "Another Realism: The Politics of Gandhian Nonviolence," 457. 

195 George Ciccariello-Maher, "Decolonial Realism: Ethics, Politics and Dialectics in Fanon and 
Dussel," Contemporary Political Theory 13, no. 1 (2014): 17. 
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to grasp an essential function of colonization, by neglecting the profundity of the 

(ontological) division of colonial society and the condemnation to violence this entailed, 

Gandhi presumed a degree of reciprocity between colonizer and colonized and undertook 

action on this basis.”196 Indeed Gandhi is hopeful with regard to the possibility of mutual 

recognition that can be achieved by moral resistance. Resistance through nonviolence and 

adherence to truth (satyagraha) provides a mental and moral resistance that exceeds 

physical resistance. He holds this not only because the physical and military force of the 

enemy is greater, but also because it has the power to transform both sides morally:  

I do justify entire non-violence and consider it possible in relations 
between man and man and nations and nations, but it is not “a resignation 
from all real fighting against wickedness”. On the contrary, the non-
violence of my conception is a more active and more real fighting against 
wickedness than retaliation whose very nature is to increase wickedness. I 
contemplate a mental and, therefore, a moral opposition to immoralities. I 
seek entirely to blunt the edge of the tyrant’s sword, not by putting up 
against it a sharper-edged weapon, but by disappointing his expectation 
that I would be offering physical resistance. The resistance of the soul that 
I should offer instead would elude him. It would at first dazzle him and at 
last compel recognition from him which recognition would not humiliate 
him but would uplift him. (CWMG 33: 74) 

Nonviolent action, he insists, can convert the satyagrahi and the tyrant (CWMG 34: 282). 

He may claim this since he saw, at least until very advanced stages of the struggles, the 

British as partners and even friends (CWMG 30: 159). It did not detract from his strong 

critique of the British colonial state and the demand for full self-rule (purna swaraj): 

“The British Government in India has not only deprived the Indian people of their 

freedom, but has based itself on the exploitation of the masses, and has ruined India 

economically, politically, culturally and spiritually. We believe therefore that India must 

                                                           
196 Ibid. 
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sever the British connection and attain purna swaraj or complete independence” (CWMG 

48: 214, 261).197 

Gandhi’s quest for mutual relationships is of course unimaginable in the 

Manichean world that Fanon painfully depicts. The Manichaeism that “governed colonial 

society is preserved intact during the period of decolonization; that is to say that the 

settler never ceases to be the enemy, the opponent, the foe that must be overthrown” (WE 

49-50). The decolonial struggle is not a struggle for recognition if that means 

compromise and co-existence but the destruction of the very system of division. He 

writes, “To break up the colonial world does not mean that after the frontiers have been 

abolished lines of communication will be set up between the two zones. The destruction 

of the colonial world is no more and no less that the abolition of one zone, its burial in the 

depths of the earth or its expulsion from the country” (WE 41). The limitation of the 

application of the Hegelian dialectic to the colonial situation makes it all the more evident 

that conflict and self-liberation are necessary to rise to the level of ethical relation 

(BSWM 221).198 Gandhi, like Fanon, stresses the need to act for your liberation and the 

importance of conflict and active resistance. He even uses a militant vocabulary in his 

speeches and writings about satyagraha. Yet the conflict does not aim to devastate the 

enemy so “the last shall be first” (WE 37, 46) but to bring the adversaries to a mutual 

plane.  

Satyagraha is a form of self-purification that develops moral growth. Gandhi’s 

morality is one of exemplary action of the satyagrahi. The moral warrior is one who 
                                                           

197 This statement is taken from the Indian National Congress’ Declaration of Independence from 
January, 26, 1930 that Gandhi authored. 

198 Gordon, What Fanon Really Said, 101-02. 
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cultivates virtues of courage, nonviolence, readiness for self-sacrifice and suffering, 

patience, resolution, and firm adherence to the truth. In the same way that Gandhi extends 

his notion of freedom from the moral-religious context to the political, to the freedom of 

India and economic self-reliance (swadeshi), he extends his moral model of the 

satyagrahi to the figures of the congressmen or congresswomen (CWMG 33: 235).  

Akeel Bilgrami argues that this ideal of an exemplary figure suggests an 

alternative ethics of exemplary action to the ethics of principles and morality of laws, as 

Kantian morality or utilitarianism in the tradition of modern Western morality. It offers 

an alternative to the moralizing doctrines that entail violence: “If exemplars replace 

principles, then it cannot any longer be the business of morals to put us in the position of 

moralising against others in forms of behaviour (criticism) that have in them the potential 

to generate other psychological attitudes (resentment, hostility) which underlie inter-

personal violence.” 199 Gandhi nevertheless shares similar insights of deontological ethics 

in his conception of duty and intention and the detachment from the fruits of action. 

Gandhi turns to the idea of the karma yoga in the Gita, the way of action in a loose 

translation, to practice detachment of an action without a worry for the consequences. 

Uday Mehta agrees that there is “a resonance with Kant’s ethics because only if an act 

can be separated from its purposeful effects can it be, for both Gandhi and Kant, 

autonomous” but claims that “Unlike the elevated nomological perch from which Kantian 

imperatives acquire their moral credence, in Gandhi the moral is often no more than a 

firm subjective commitment whose consequences one is prepared to abide by. For 

example, even when Gandhi refers to violence he typically presents his opposition to it in 
                                                           

199 Bilgrami, "Gandhi: The Philosopher," 4163.  
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terms that resist the abstractness of moral principles.” Gandhi offers instead subjective 

justification rather than generalized principles. “The self becomes the governing armature 

of everything.”200 

The courageous action and readiness to step out and act may resonate with the 

virtuous actors Arendt describes in The Human Condition. Action is the interruption of 

the course of events and the inserting of something new to the world. It is exemplary in 

the sense that it carries its own principles that are actualized in the performance itself and 

not predetermined or fixed (BPF 152-53).201 But Arendt deliberately separates between 

moral standards that may guide behavior and the internal criteria of political action that 

lie in its greatness (HC 205). While collective action is central in Fanon and the plurality 

of actors is a condition of possibility for action in Arendt, action in Gandhi remains, to 

the extent that it is primarily a form of self-purification, individual. In principle, 

satyagraha can be practiced by a single person. Gandhi’s fasts are a case in point. Gandhi 

stresses individual freedom before political freedom. The integrity of the self is prior to 

the nation. Arendt, in her scarce writings on morality, contrasts the figure of Socrates and 

Machiavelli. While Socrates posits the self in the center, Machiavelli stresses the love of 

the city as prior to love of one’s soul (“Some Questions of Moral Philosophy,” RJ 80-81; 

                                                           
200 Mehta, "Gandhi on Democracy, Politics and the Ethics of Everyday Life," 369, 70. 

201 Mantena draws briefly such comparison: “In Hind Swaraj, for example, Gandhi offered an 
organic metaphor that seemingly so intertwined means and ends that no end could function as such, or ever 
come to light, if it were not already given in the means used to attain it … In the strong version, then, 
means are ends-creative; action consistent with this view might take the form of exemplary or principled 
action (in the Arendtian sense), in which the principle or end is expressed and entailed in the act.” Yet she 
claims that this action can be more strategic than exemplary and principled in enacting reform such as in 
the case of “caste equality or Hindu–Muslim unity—two central components of Gandhi’s constructive 
program—means and ends come together in that the transformation of relations of mistrust, domination, 
and inequality is at once both the goal and mechanism of reform.” Mantena, "Another Realism: The 
Politics of Gandhian Nonviolence," 462-63.  
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OR 276-7, f. 20). Socrates avoids inflicting crime from care for integrity of the self for “It 

is better to suffer wrong than to do wrong,” and “it is better for me to be at odds with the 

whole world than, being one, to be at odds with myself” (“Collective Responsibility,” RJ 

153). Arendt explains his behavior as the paradigmatic model for conscientious civil 

disobedience when “the chips are down” and the system of law and general customs 

upset one’s morality (“Civil Disobedience,” CR 58-64; RJ 82-95).202 Gandhi might agree 

with the moral strength Arendt identifies in the Socratic refusal to act but he would define 

it as action through and through.  

Fanon and Arendt share a suspicious attitude toward Western morality. Arendt 

views the moral collapse of Nazi Germany as a reminder of how morality and ethics, far 

from universal, are no more than manners, customs and habits that change with the 

change of circumstances. The universal abstractions of Western morality not only fail to 

apply in the colonies, as Fanon accuses, but also constitute and justify the colonial 

system. Both stress why it is important to constitute a political community first to enable 

ethics to thrive. 

Despite philosophers’ conviction that morality consists in an absolute distinction 

between right and wrong that every sane person can make it, Arendt’s main line of 

critique is that they are closer to their etymological meanings than it was thought (RJ 75). 

The experience of life under totalitarian regimes reveals how morality and ethics are no 

more than a set of customs and habits that can change entirely when circumstances 

become dire. Arendt reminds readers of the etymological roots of ethics and morality in 

the Greek éthos and the Latin mores as indicating habits and customs relative to the life 
                                                           

202 See also Arendt, "Thinking and Moral Considerations," 37. 
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of the society without an absolute hold or universal application. She writes of the horror 

in the realization of this idea, “How strange and how frightening it suddenly appeared 

that the very terms we use to designate these things—‘morality,’ with its Latin origin, and 

‘ethics,’ with its Greek origin—should never have meant more than usages and habits” 

(Ibid. 50; LM 5) The horror lies in the relative easiness of the inversion of the self-evident 

“basic commandments of Western morality” such as “Thou shalt not kill” and “Thou 

shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor” in Nazi Germany and Stalinist Russia 

and their reversal after the collapse of the Third Reich (LM 177-78).  

Fanon would agree with Arendt’s critique but his is more radical as it shows how 

the very system of values and imperatives justifies the system of colonialism even before 

the inversion of values and the boomerang effect of the atrocities inflicted upon the 

colonies in Europe (OT xvii, 155, 206). In Black Skin, White Masks he rejects the naïve 

adherence to moral universals in favor of action. He writes, “I do not carry innocence to 

the point of believing that appeals to reason or to respect for human dignity can alter 

reality” (BSWM 224). The Manichean world of colonialism renders the colonized as “a 

sort of quintessence of evil” devoid from all values and “insensible to ethics” (WE 41). 

The logical conclusion of this Manichaeism is the dehumanization of the colonized (WE 

42). The violence of the colonial rule is not exhausted by physical force and the 

demarcation of the separate realms of the colonizers and colonized by the police and the 

army. It extends into psychological violence not only by degrading indigenous values but 

also in colonizing the very realm of axiology so that the colonial values become the only 

genuine values. Normativity becomes a means of violence. The expression of total 
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domination is in the imposition of supremacy of the colonial values and breaking the 

dignity of the colonized. Decolonization consists in the rejection of this supremacy: 

The violence with which the supremacy of white values is affirmed and 
the aggressiveness which has permeated the victory of these values over 
the ways of life and of thought of the native mean that, in revenge, the 
native laughs in mockery when Western values are mentioned in front of 
him. In the colonial context the settler only ends his work of breaking in 
the native when the latter admits loudly and intelligibly the supremacy of 
the white man's values. In the period of decolonization, the colonized 
masses mock at these very values, insult them, and vomit them up. (WE 
43) 

The struggle for liberation is the resource for regaining dignity and the creation of new 

values that do not confirm to the colonial values. The violence of colonialism consists 

also in the control of the mind of the colonized. Shaking off such control requires 

dismantling the world in which it makes sense. Struggle for recognition requires the 

acceptance of one set of values as the standard that those struggling must try to match. 

But if this standard is distorted, how can it be a coherent and defensible standard in the 

first place?203 The struggle of decolonization is the break of the current value system and 

the creation of a new set of values. It is “not a rational confrontation of points of view” 

(WE 41) in the same way that colonialism is not “a thinking machine, nor a body 

endowed with reasoning faculties” but “violence in its natural state” and it “will only 

yield when confronted with greater violence” (WE 61).  

Fanon contrasts the so-called “universal abstract” and the eternal and “essential 

qualities of the West” that the colonized intellectual embraces, such as “the dignity of the 

human individual” and the appeal to reason with the “concrete” morality of the colonized, 

                                                           
203 Lewis R. Gordon, Bad faith and Antiblack Racism (Amherst, N.Y.: Humanity Books, 1999 

[1995]); Gordon, What Fanon Really Said, 151-52. 
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which consists of land, bread and dignity and is actualized in the fight, and the 

community’s own reason that is revealed through the struggle for freedom (WE 44-6, 48). 

There are no universal applications of moral abstracts in the colonies and no solace from 

the values of Western religion or morality. “All that the native has seen in his country is 

that they can freely arrest him, beat him, starve him: and no professor of ethics, no priest 

has ever come to be beaten in his place, nor to share their bread with him” (WE 44). 

While the colonized intellectual who “is permeated by colonialism and all its ways of 

thinking” and believes in “the universal abstract” seeks peaceful ways of cohabitation, 

the so-called “liberals” of the European minority want dual citizenship and have no 

interest in co-existence after decolonization (WE 45).204 In contrast, “As far as the native 

is concerned, morality is very concrete; it is to silence the settler's defiance, to break his 

flaunting violence—in a word, to put him out of the picture” (WE 44). The principle 

according to which all men are equal is meaningful only when the colonized see 

themselves as equal and assert their place by taking the place of the colonialist. It is the 

inversion of the material and moral universe (WE 45) and “a genuine eradication of the 

superstructure built by these intellectuals from the bourgeois colonialist environment” 

(WE 46).  

While colonization divides, decolonization unifies. As soon as the colonized 

intellectual comes in touch with the people the care for the eternal values of the west 

evaporates as artificial. These values are revealed as empty, colorless, “dead words” since 

they have nothing to do with the “concrete conflict” (WE 46-7). Individualism, egoism, 

                                                           
204 Fanon nevertheless envisions a multiracial postcolonial society that is made possible only 

through self-liberation and participation. See Gordon, What Fanon Really Said, 140.  
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and calculated rationality will be rejected. The struggle reveals the falsity of the theory of 

a society of isolated and discrete monads or “the idea of a society of individuals where 

each person shuts himself up in his own subjectivity, and whose only wealth is individual 

thought” (WE 47). The new forms of organization of the struggle will suggest a different 

vocabulary. The other person is a comrade, a brother, a sister, or a friend. Instead of a 

society of rational self-interested and isolated individuals, community and its own reason 

will triumph (WE 48). The struggle is transformative and fosters national consciousness. 

“Individualism is the first to disappear,” he writes. “Henceforward, the interests of one 

will be the interests of all, for in concrete fact everyone will be discovered by the troops, 

everyone will be massacred–or everyone will be saved. The motto ‘look out for yourself,’ 

the atheist's method of salvation, is in this context forbidden” (WE 47). 

Fanon’s critique of Western morality and European humanism is not a wholesale 

rejection of normativity and ethics, however. While he recognizes the most essential 

value of land, which will bring bread and dignity, he calls attention to the way action 

itself creates new values. Self-liberation is a condition for radical social transformation. 

Fanon refers to the transformations that already took place in the Algerian society during 

the struggle for liberation. He details such radical changes in the forms of 

communication, gender and familial relations, the place of religion, language, and 

medicine in A Dying Colonialism. New values are formed in and through the struggle. “It 

is the necessities of combat that give rise in Algerian society to new attitudes, to new 

modes of action, to new ways” (DC 64). Decolonization, the struggle of self-liberation, is 

a creation of new humanity. It is new in the sense that it is the former colonized who 

liberate themselves through the struggle. It is the disappearance of colonialism and the 
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colonized. The old Algeria is dead (DC 27-8). A true revolution is one that “changes man 

and renews society.” It is “[t]his oxygen which creates and shapes a new humanity” (DC 

181). The struggle re-humanizes; it constitutes the culture, a new humanity and a new 

humanism. It is “the Third World starting a new history of Man” (WE 315).  

Arendt criticizes Fanon for endowing violence with creativity and adopting a 

misguided view of history that goes back through the lineage of Marx to Hegel. She 

rejects the belief of creation of a new man out of the violent struggle. On the one hand, 

she questions the very idea of dialectical negation “by virtue of which opposites do not 

destroy but smoothly develop into each other because contradictions promote and do not 

paralyze development” that rest on an older philosophical (and theological) prejudice that 

evil is the deprivation of good, “that good can come out of evil; that, in short, evil is but a 

temporary manifestation of a still-hidden good.” She finds this conception dangerous 

because it inspires hope and dispels a legitimate fear. The point, she explains, in not to 

equate violence with evil but “to stress that violence cannot be derived from its opposite, 

which is power” (OV 56). On the other hand, as Owens claims, Arendt objects to “the 

teleological assumption that anti-colonial violence might contribute to a new more 

humanistic order of global freedom led by the Third World, of the formerly oppressed 

‘starting a new history of Man’.” She rejects “all efforts to assimilate violence into any 

broader theory of historical movement, human creativity, and new beginnings; the idea of 

violent resistance as the embodiment of historical progress.”205 Fanon indeed emphasizes 

that decolonization is an emancipatory project that transforms crushed spectators “into 

privileged actors, with the grandiose glare of history's floodlights upon them” (WE 36). 
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But the stress, as I claimed above, is on action rather than violence. Arendt and Fanon 

share an understanding of action in terms of freedom and new beginnings. They both 

praise the “people’s concerted action” (WE 246). Moreover, when Arendt relates to what 

she terms “colonial revolutions” she speaks about the experience of freedom from 

occupation and new beginning also in terms of starting history: “for all these people, the 

revolution brings something unheard of, unprecedented. They start only now their own 

history. This [is] especially true for Africa.”206 But while Arendt particularizes in the 

claim that these people begin “their own history,” Fanon universalizes “a new history of 

man.”  

Fanon argues for an alternative understanding of humanity, new concepts, and 

values that are born in struggle as well as for their relevance beyond the postcolonial 

world. “This new humanity cannot do otherwise than define a new humanism both for 

itself and for others” (WE 246). In the concluding lines of The Wretched of the Earth he 

elaborates this idea of starting a new history of man. It is new in the sense that it is not a 

reiteration of the European forms of states, institutions, and society. It is the invention of 

new concepts, not the imitation of the old ones. It rises from the acknowledgment of the 

history of the European crimes of “racial hatreds, slavery, exploitation, and above all the 

bloodless genocide which consisted in the setting aside of fifteen thousand millions of 

men” (WE 315). Yet, he dedicates this call for not yet universal but universalizable 

humanism, for his comrades, the damned of the earth, as well as for Europe and humanity 

at large. 
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This idea of a new humanism is connected to the question of efficacy. Fanon 

argues that at the level of description, “all decolonization is successful” (WE 37). 

Anthony C. Alessandrini stresses the descriptive level as performative in the sense that it 

brings about a change as different from the factual level in which the struggle is still 

ongoing.207 But Fanon’s claim is stronger. If colonialism consists in dehumanization of 

the colonized, participation in the struggle re-humanizes. Decolonization is already 

successful when the oppressed confront the bad faith of their dehumanization and realize 

their humanity. This realization draws the colonized to the struggle that will secure the 

victory (WE 43). “A struggle which mobilizes all classes of the people and which 

expresses their aims and their impatience, which is not afraid to count almost exclusively 

on the people's support,” he declares, “will of necessity triumph” (WE 246). 

Arendt is less hopeful about the possibility of this humanity to survive the 

moment of liberation. In a passage that echoes Fanon’s notion of the zone of non-being, 

Arendt describes “a state of worldlessness and irreality” of the outcasts, the insulted and 

injured, the pariahs, and the warmth of fraternity that help to bear the insult and fight for 

liberation. But she acknowledges that there is a price for liberation which is the loss of 

this shared humanity: “The humanity of the insulted and injured has never yet survived 

the hour of liberation by so much as a minute” (MDT 16).208 Arendt does not explain how 

she comes to such generalization, however. It can lead to the worry that the situation or 

                                                           
207 Alessandrini compares the argument of Fanon about the Algerian Revolution to the Egyptian 

Revolution of 2011: “At the level of fact, needless to say, the struggle for control of the affairs of the 
country is ongoing in Egypt. But at the level of description – and this is what I take to be Fanon’s point – 
something is set irrevocably in motion by such a declaration. ” Alessandrini, "Toute décolonisation est une 
réussite: Les damnés de la terre and the African Spring," 14. 

208 Arendt refers later to the price of such liberation in the establishment of the Jewish state (EU 
18). 
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position of the oppressed does not make them immune to repeating and perpetuating the 

traits of the systems they fought against after their liberation. Fanon was aware of these 

dangers. Hence his repeated call for the urgent need to rethink political institutions and 

new ways of living together. His notion of sovereignty as I show below, is part of his 

answer. 

Arendt is not only skeptical about the viability of morality in totalitarian politics. 

She distinguishes between the two realms of politics and morality and warns against 

applying non-political concerns and standards to the political realm. We saw in her 

critique of the moral cause of the French Revolution that she goes as far as to see the 

conflation of morality with politics as leading to disastrous terror and violence (OR 104). 

In a public discussion with Noam Chomsky on the Vietnam War she explicitly rejects 

moralist concern in politics: “Moralistic attitudes in politics tend to provide moral 

justifications for crimes, quite apart from leading into pseudo[-]idealistic enterprises 

which are obviously to the detriment of the intended beneficiaries.”209Arendt draws a 

sharp distinction between the political and the moral realms and contrasts the standards 

that guide moral and political concerns. “In the center of moral considerations of human 

conduct,” she writes, “stands the self” while “in the center of political considerations of 

conduct stands the world” (RJ 153). While moral action is an act out of self-interest or 

care for another, political action helps to constitute institutions that enable the 

continuation of common world within which further actions can take place. Arendt’s 

claim that different criteria and standards apply to politics and morality and her 

                                                           
209 Hannah Arendt, “The Legitimacy of Violence as a Political Act?,” quoted in Owens, Between 

War and Politics, 106. 
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separation of political consideration from moral, social and legal ones, led critics to 

characterize her theory as a defense for the autonomy of the political. Albrecht Wellmer 

explains in what sense the political realm is autonomous in her theory: 

In contrast to both liberalism and the tradition, Arendt wants to define and 
defend the autonomy of the political, and in two senses of the word. First, 
unlike the private and the social realms, the political sphere is autonomous 
in the sense that political action is or can be meaningful in itself, and does 
not rely on the presence of a purpose beyond politics (for example, the 
preservation of life, morality, or the pursuit of private happiness by 
individuals). Secondly, the political sphere is autonomous in the sense that 
it has no normative foundation provided, as it were, in advance, from 
some sphere beyond itself.210  

Her separation between morality and politics led others to criticize her limited concept of 

morality, her lack of a systematic or adequate ethics for politics and even the amorality of 

her political theory.211 

Yet Arendt’s critique of traditional morality and her separation of politics from 

morality do not entail a rejection of ethics. Taking into account the double meanings of 

the thesis of the autonomy of the political, the normative foundations of politics would 

have to be found in political action itself. Despite the explicit separation between 

morality and politics there is an ethical aspect to politics that is implied in Arendt’s 

theory of action. Arendt’s political theory suggests an ethics that is distinctive to the 

political realm even if she never formulates such ethics. Looking at the meaning she 

bestows on promise and forgiveness in the culminating sections of the “Action” chapter 

in The Human Condition gives a direction to such political ethics. In contrast with 

                                                           
210 Albrecht Wellmer, "Arendt on Revolution," in The Cambridge Companion to Hannah Arendt, 

ed. Dana R. Villa (Cambridge, U.K.; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 225. 

211 Benhabib, "Judgment and the Moral Foundations of Politics in Arendt's Thought," 31; Kateb, 
"Existential Values in Arendt's Treatment of Evil and Morality," 851. 
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traditional moral philosophy, which Arendt arguably characterizes as centered around 

self-interest, her alternative ethics is essentially connected with the world as the realm of 

human affairs that enables politics, the constitution of this world, its preservation, and 

renewal. This ethics is not mainly concerned with one to one relationships but with the 

condition of possibility that enables intersubjective relationship in the first place. 

The predominant readings of Arendt ignore or denounce the moral dimension in 

her theory of action. The discussion of her theory of action stresses her separation of 

morality and politics.212 The literature on morality in Arendt’s thought focuses mainly on 

morality in relation to her theories of judgment and thinking, and not on her theory of 

action.213 The scholars who recognize an ethical aspect in her theory of action through 

the notions of forgiveness and promise denounce it as naïve, incomplete or 

unsatisfactory.214 There are several readings that elaborate on the ethical dimension of 

action and are compatible with mine but they do not examine it in light of her criticism of 

                                                           
212 See Benhabib, The Reluctant Modernism of Hannah Arendt, 193-98 ; Benhabib, "Judgment and 

the Moral Foundations of Politics in Arendt's Thought," 44-48; Villa, Arendt and Heidegger: The Fate of 
the Political, 12, 37-38, 54-59; Dana R. Villa, "Beyond Good and Evil: Arendt, Nietzsche, and the 
Aestheticization of Political Action," Political Theory 20, no. 2 (1992): 280-85; Passerin d'Entrèves, The 
Political Philosophy of Hannah Arendt, 90-94; Canovan, Hannah Arendt, 156-67. 

213 For discussions of morality in relation to thinking and judgment see Benhabib, "Judgment and 
the Moral Foundations of Politics in Arendt's Thought;" Benhabib, The Reluctant Modernism of Hannah 
Arendt, 193-98; Jerome Kohn, "Intoduction," in Responsibility and Judgment, ed. Jerome Kohn (New 
York: Schocken Books, 2003), vii-xxix; Jacobitti, "The Public, the Private, the Moral: Hannah Arendt and 
Political Morality," 285-86. Arendt herself connects moral issues with thinking, willing and judgment in 
her later lectures on morality, arguably following the controversy over her book on Eichmann trial in 
Eichmann in Jerusalem, Responsibility and Judgment, and Lectures on Kant's Political Philosophy. 

214 See Kateb, Hannah Arendt, Politics, Conscience, Evil, 35-36; Kateb, "Political Action: Its 
Nature and Advantages," 143; Kateb, "Existential Values in Arendt's Treatment of Evil and Morality," 851; 
Serena Parekh, Hannah Arendt and the Challenge of Modernity: A Phenomenology of Human Rights (New 
York: Routledge, 2008), 73. 
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traditional morality.215 Moreover, I claim that similarly to the way Arendt criticizes the 

tradition of political philosophy and offers her own alternative theory, her criticism of 

moral philosophy from the viewpoint of politics together with her understanding of the 

special function of forgiveness and promise open up an alternative ethics that is 

complementary to her political theory. 

Arendt discusses promising and forgiveness as answers to the predicaments of 

action. The danger of action lies in its unpredictability and irreversibility. Since we act 

among others in politics, beginning something new in the world sets off a chain of 

reactions that are beyond our control and expectation and we cannot undo what has been 

done. This is the freedom of action that is given under conditions of non-sovereignty (HC 

235). Rather than a negative freedom as freedom from constraints, this is the freedom to 

do and to begin something. It is given under conditions of non-sovereignty since the 

actors do not have sovereignty over their actions. Forgiveness and promise answer the 

predicaments of action not by undoing them or by offering an absolute control but by 

enabling the recovering of the relationships that the action might sever or strain by 

providing “islands of security without which not even continuity, let alone durability of 

any kind, would be possible in the relationships between men” in “the ocean of 

uncertainty, which the future is by definition” (HC 237). Their temporal dimensions 

enable the continuity and durability of the world of human relationships. Forgiving refers 

                                                           
215 See Jacobitti, "The Public, the Private, the Moral: Hannah Arendt and Political Morality," 121-

53; Owens, "The Ethic of Reality in Hannah Arendt," 105-21; Williams, "Love and Responsibility: A 
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to past actions and the recovery of relations and making and keeping promises enable the 

continuity of these relations into the future.  

The political significance of promise lies in the relation Arendt draws between 

promise, action, power, and the act of foundation and constitution of a political 

community. Mutual promise is constitutive of political institutions that are based on 

contract and covenant. It is what keeps power in existence. Recall Arendt’s definition of 

power: “In distinction to strength, which is the gift and the possession of every man in his 

isolation against all other men, power comes into being only if and when men join 

themselves together for the purpose of action, and it will disappear when, for whatever 

reason, they disperse and desert one another” (OR 166). Covenants and contracts, which 

are based on promise and by extension on trust, keep the people and the power that is 

generated by their concerted action together. Arendt writes about the “world-building 

capacity” of making and keeping promises that keeps political power that is formed by 

concerted action in existence:  

Hence, binding and promising, combining and covenanting are the means 
by which power is kept in existence; where and when men succeed in 
keeping intact the power which sprang up between them during the course 
of any particular act or deed, they are already in the process of foundation, 
of constituting a stable worldly structure to house, as it were, their 
combined power of action. There is an element of the world-building 
capacity of man in the human faculty of making and keeping promises. … 
The grammar of action: that action is the only human faculty that demands 
a plurality of men; and the syntax of power: that power is the only human 
attribute which applies solely to the worldly in-between space by which 
men are mutually related, combine in the act of foundation by virtue of the 
making and the keeping of promises, which, in the realm of politics, may 
well be the highest human faculty. (OR 166-7) 

The central role of promise in Arendt’s theory does not mean that she offers a 

variation of the liberal social contract theory. Contrary to the liberal theory that is 
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designed to provide security in terms of protecting private interest, property, and civil 

rights, the very point of contract in Arendtian theory is protecting the public realm of the 

political world that enables the continuation of free political action. Arendt’s theory is 

also not a variation of Rousseau’s general will as her stress is not on common or general 

interest but the common world, the worldly institutions through which political action 

takes place.216 In On Revolution Arendt distinguishes between two kinds of social 

contracts in the seventeenth-century theory. The first is a mutual contract between 

individual persons that supposedly brought about the formation of society, which then 

establishes government, and the second is a contract between a people and a ruler that 

supposedly formed a legitimate government. Both are fictions that serve to explain the 

existing relations in society and between society and government. The first is based on 

mutual promise and reciprocity and presupposes equality. In binding the isolated 

individuals it creates a new power structure and embodies in a nutshell the republican 

principle “according to which power resides in the people” and the federal principle 

“according to which constituted political bodies can combine and enter into lasting 

alliances without losing their identity.” The second is based on the consent of the people 

to resign their power that is monopolized by the government for the benefits of its 

subjects and embodies the principle of absolute rulership and the national principle 

“according to which there must be one representative of the nation as a whole, and where 

the government is understood to incorporate the will of all nationals” (OR 161-163). In 

“Civil Disobedience” Arendt describes the first version of the social contract as 
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horizontal since it rests on the mutual promise of the people and arguably attributes it to 

John Locke. She associates Thomas Hobbes with second vertical contract with the 

sovereign. The advantage of the horizontal contract that rests on mutual promise is that in 

it people are bound together not through “historical memories or ethnic homogeneity “on 

which the nation-state rests and not through “Hobbes's Leviathan which ‘overawes them 

all’ and thus unites them.” Both are fictions and not historical but she argues that there is 

theoretical and existential truth in the notion of consent. There is a “tacit consent” 

inherent in the human condition as everyone is born as a member of a particular 

community and any dissent implies an initial consent with the political system (CR 85-

88). Arendt does not offers another variation of a social contract theory but to the extent 

that she theorizes the political significance of mutual promise the horizontal variant 

seems to corresponds to her theory better.217 

Arendt explicitly refers to the moral dimension of promise and forgiveness. She 

writes that in so far as that morality is more than “the sum total of mores, of customs and 

standards of behavior solidified through tradition and valid on the ground of agreements, 

both of which change with time,” it has “at least politically,” the readiness to make and 

keep promises and to forgive and be forgiven to support itself (HC 245). She refers to 

Nietzsche rather than Kant to acknowledge the moral significance of promise: 

“Nietzsche, in his extraordinary sensibility to moral phenomena, and despite his modern 

prejudice to see the source of all power in the will power of the isolated individual, saw 

                                                           
217 For a discussion of these two types of social contract, see Douglas Klusmeyer, "Hannah 

Arendt’s Critical Realism: Power, Justice, and Responsibility " in Hannah Arendt and International 
Relations: Readings Across the Lines, ed. Anthony F. Lang and John Williams (New York: Palgrave 
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in the faculty of promises (the ‘memory of the will,’ as he called it) the very distinction 

which marks off human from animal life” (Ibid.). And she writes that “The only strictly 

moral duty of the citizen is this twofold willingness to give and keep reliable assurance as 

to his future conduct, which forms the prepolitical condition of all other, specifically 

political, virtues” (CR 92). Promise and forgiveness offer a normative foundation to 

politics that is not external to politics. “These moral precepts are the only ones that are 

not applied to action from the outside, from some supposedly higher faculty or from 

experiences outside action's own reach” (HC 246). Contrary to traditional moral precepts, 

making and keeping promises and forgiving are themselves forms of action and not 

external constraints. They share action’s characteristics in the sense that they are 

unpredictable, unexpected, voluntary, and cannot be forced. Similarly, they are 

intersubjective and take place between equal peers and depend on plurality, “on the 

presence and acting of others,” since self-forgiveness or promise to oneself, which derive 

from their intersubjective counterparts, “remain without reality” (HC 237). They are also 

positive rather than negative limitations in the sense that they enable rather than 

restricting the continuation of free action under conditions of non-sovereignty. They 

establish “a diametrically different set of guiding principles from the ‘moral’ standards 

inherent in the Platonic notion of rule” (Ibid.). The Platonic conception of rule is modeled 

on self-rule. The ideal of the individual ability to rule oneself justifies and determines the 

political rule over others. The moral standard according to this model becomes the 

integrity of the self. This Socratic morality of integrity might be relevant politically only 

in limited situations when it dictates dissent from the corrupted system of state law. 

Promise and forgiveness instead keep the integrity of the world of human relationships.  
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The political significance of promise and forgiveness lies in the idea that they 

enable a form of politics that is not based on rule over others. Rather than control over the 

predicaments of free action through rule and domination, they keep the freedom of action 

and its unpredictability and irreversibly intact. They enable political equality and non-

sovereign freedom that the idea of isonomy expresses. Promise “corresponds exactly to 

the existence of a freedom which was given under the condition of non-sovereignty” (HC 

244). Forgiveness is the release of past transgression that enables the establishment of 

new relationships and new beginnings. “Only through this constant mutual release from 

what they do can men remain free agents, only by constant willingness to change their 

minds and start again can they be trusted with so great a power as that to begin something 

new” (HC 240). They are the basis of Arendt’s theory of constitutional politics and the 

federated council system as a horizontal form of government that is an alternative to the 

party system. They enable political government that is not based on the structure of 

sovereignty, or the force and violence that are inherent in rule and domination. The 

continuation of the common world and the protection against the inherent dangers of 

action are not secured by control and domination but by trust. The very “venture into the 

public realm” is only possible “when there is trust in people.” As Arendt elaborates on 

her understanding of Karl Jaspers’s phrase: 

One exposes oneself to the light of the public, as a person. Although I am 
of the opinion that one must not appear and act in public self-consciously, 
still I know that in every action the person is expressed as in no other 
human activity. Speaking is also a form of action. That is one venture. The 
other is: we start something. We weave our strand into a network of 
relations. What comes of it we never know. We've all been taught to say: 
Lord forgive them, for they know not what they do. That is true of all 
action. Quite simply and concretely true, because one cannot know. That 
is what is meant by a venture. And now I would say that this venture is 
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only possible when there is trust in people. A trust–which is difficult to 
formulate but fundamental–in what is human in all people. Otherwise such 
a venture could not be made. (EU 23) 

Promise and forgiveness are based on a more fundamental ethical relation of trust. But 

here lies also the limitation of Arendt’s political ethics. Fanon helps to shed light on this 

limitation.  

Violence as a form of action shares its perils. It is irreversible and unpredictable. 

Its consequences are unexpected, even if the more probable change would be a more 

violent world (OV 80). The remedy of action is in trust, in promise and forgiveness. But 

this already begins from the assumption that there is a basis for trust, a common world 

comprised of a web of relationships that equal actors share and care for. Fanon shows that 

this already assumes too much. Promise and forgiveness are of no avail in a world where 

ethical relations of recognition are not at work. What do you do in such world where you 

cannot begin from the basic assumption of trust? Fanon’s answer is to break this world 

and renew a different set of human relations. The overthrowing of the colonial world is 

the dismantling of both the colonizer and the colonized. This dismantling is violent by 

definition and it is successful in the sense that it liberates the colonized from the identity 

as colonized that held them under absolute and paralyzing control. A new set of 

relationships and a new form of humanism begin from love and solidarity among the 

oppressed that can only then extend – by transformation of the world itself – to humanity 

at large.218 It changes the social reality and with it individual self-conceptions and the 

nature of human relationships. Returning to the examples Arendt gives to political 
                                                           

218 There is of course a difference between solidarity and love. Arendt sees love, similarly to 
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foundation in which promise as an ethical element played, the Mayflower Compact and 

later the American Declaration of Independence and the Constitution reveal this 

limitation of her political ethics. The indigenous Americans and the black slaves were not 

part of the foundation. Fanon’s message remains relevant. Promise and forgiveness, as 

actions, can take place between equals, between peers. Without political relations of 

equality, ethical relations between equals that are embodied in trust, promise, and 

forgiveness are impossible.219 Only after political solutions are found and political 

relations on equal terms are founded can ethics thrive. 

In sum, in this discussion of the relationship between morality and politics in 

Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt, I claimed that Fanon and Arendt are both skeptical about 

applying moral standards to politics, but they find in political action a source for a new 

humanism an and alternative political ethics respectively. While Gandhi is aware of the 

limitations of applying moral standards to politics, he seeks to transform politics so that it 

can be more moral. The violence versus nonviolence debate reveals deeper disagreement 

regarding the relationship between politics and morality. Morality comes before politics 

for Gandhi. The care for the self’s integrity and morality is prior to his love for India. We 

can view his whole career as a series of attempts to extend morality to politics. He aims 

to transform politics to a moral endeavor on a public national scale. Fanon on the other 

hand makes a case for the primacy of politics and the conviction in the ability of politics 
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to transform the world.220 We cannot talk about ethical relations without first establishing 

political conditions, that is, independence, decolonization, genuine equality, and new 

humanity that are achieved through the violent struggle. Arendt defends a thesis of the 

autonomy of the political according to which the normative foundation of politics cannot 

be found outside the political realm in any moral, social, or legal norms. Political ethics 

stems from political action rather than limiting action from without. It enables the 

continuation of the political realm, action, freedom, and power. Yet, preceding this 

political realm is the condition of liberation. Liberation struggle, as Fanon shows, to the 

extent that it is the radical transformation of society and political reality, is violent. 

When we look back to the issue of violence, none of them argue that violence is 

inherent in politics and nonviolence in morality. The relations are instead contingent. 

Fanon criticizes the idea that politics is inherently violent and that the use of violence 

necessarily diminishes human dignity. His political analysis, with its stress on the 

structural aspects of violence at work in the colonial state, recognizes the inevitability of 

violence and the possibility of counter-violence. It also reveals the price for prioritizing 

nonviolence on the basis of ethical considerations. Fanon’s criticism of the national 

political parties and their moralizing nonviolence can apply to Gandhi even if the 

application is limited because Gandhi himself criticized national politics as well. 

Nonviolent struggle serves the status quo and the interests of the colonial rulers. Even if 

independence inevitably will be granted, the old patterns will be reinstituted or continue 

while the majority of the people will remain under oppression. Gandhi in his attempt to 
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reform rather than revolutionize society, missed the opportunity for political action, and, 

for all his good intentions, as the Dalits would likely agree, did not succeed at 

representing the interests and concerns of the oppressed. 

The debate over violence offers not only perspectives on the way politics and 

ethics interact with each other but also possibilities for the rethinking of each. Fanon and 

Gandhi took active part in political struggles of national movements for self-

determination and independence and conceptualized political action from these 

experiences as responses to realities of conflict. Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt suggest, to 

some extent, similar insights about the nature of political action, in particular political 

action as it is carried out in popular struggle at its most intensive and perhaps 

paradigmatic form: people who act together, in the presence of others, changing in the 

making of their political destination and constituting their political community. Fanon 

and Gandhi enlist the struggle to shape the future of their political communities at the day 

after independence and give us profound prophetic insight into the nature of the problems 

they fought against and the ones that this future did bring. 

Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt also suggest an alternative to the tradition of morality 

in modern Western philosophy, to morality that is based on principles and laws that claim 

to be binding universally. Instead, they understand ethics, even if it can be universalized 

as Fanon’s idea of new humanism, as anchored in concrete societies and inseparable from 

political realities.221 Rather than prioritizing one realm over the other, the reconstructed 

debate between the three reveals the inseparability and dialectical relations between 

politics and ethics. 
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Political Imagination and the Reality of Struggle 

The reconstructed debate among Arendt, Fanon, and Gandhi offers a critique of violence 

as well as a constructive alternative for thinking about political organization. I discuss 

how their alternatives develop from their critique of violence. Bringing their arguments 

together reveals a common line of critique of the colonial state as the intensification of 

the traditional conception of politics that equates power with violence. Indeed they all 

criticize the violence of the sovereign state. Their institutional and organizational 

alternatives also share concerns for political participation that develop from small local 

associations, the citizen councils in Arendt, the branch and committee meetings in Fanon, 

and the federated organization of the village council (panchayat)222 in Gandhi. 

Nevertheless, there are principled differences among Arendt, Fanon, and Gandhi at the 

conceptual level that have practical implications. I look specifically at the way they 

diverge in their understanding of freedom and sovereignty. Arendt denounces the 

traditional identification of freedom with sovereignty as dangerous. Human plurality is 

the condition for political action but since we act among others we do not control the 

consequences of our actions. The freedom of political action is given under conditions of 

non-sovereignty. Any attempt to control the consequences would involve a reduction of 

plurality that would be a form of tyranny. Politically, she praises federated models that do 

not rest on the principle of sovereignty as a unified concerted rule. I look specifically at 

her idea of the council state as such alternative model. Gandhi similarly criticizes the 
                                                           

222 The literal meaning of the term panchayat, from panca (पञ्), “five,” and āyatta (आ्तत), 
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centralized state. He understands it along the lines of Weberian variant as dependent on 

the monopoly on the means of violence. His intricate conception of freedom as self-rule 

(swaraj) consists of political and economic freedom as well as individual and spiritual 

freedom. Genuine swaraj rests on the interrelation of political and individual freedom. 

While he was a key figure in the Indian national movement for independence, his stress 

on the village as the central political unit departs from the strictly statist solutions. 

Sovereignty remains central in Fanon’s political theory as pertaining to self-

determination, national independence, and the liberation of the colonized. Similarly to 

Gandhi, he binds individual with political liberation and he advocates for decentralized 

political and economic organization. Unlike Arendt and Gandhi, he does not renounce the 

party system even if he offers a significant corrective to it.  

I begin with an introduction of Arendt’s critique of the conception of freedom in 

terms of free will and politically, in terms of sovereignty, and then discuss her alternative 

conception of freedom and her appraisal of the council system as a political form that is 

not based on the organizing principle of sovereignty and as an alternative to 

representative democracy. I then turn to Fanon’s theory to show the limitations of the 

concept of sovereignty that is the target of Arendt’s criticism. His theory allows 

rethinking sovereignty radically. By dividing the powers of the government and the party 

he secures the realization of the will of the people. Arendt, however, helps to shed light 

on one of the oversights in Fanon’s theory. While attempting to transcend the repressive 

model of political domination, Fanon perpetuates one of the mechanisms that alienate 

ordinary citizens from political action, namely the representative model of a single-party 

system. Returning to Arendt’s idea of the council system reveals a parallel in Fanon’s 
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theory that promises a more successful application. I return then to Gandhi’s critique of 

the centralized modern state and his alternative of self-rule in terms of constructive work 

and his emphasis on the village as a political unit. I argue that among the three, Gandhi, 

at least in his late theory and insistence on individualist and anti-statist solutions, 

represents a withdrawal from politics toward a conception of a more personal freedom. 

This debate leads to the final, concluding chapter in which I draw relevant implications to 

understand freedom, sovereignty, and revolution at the present through examination of 

the recent events in Egypt.  

 

Arendt’s Critique of Sovereignty and the Council System 

Arendt’s critique of sovereignty works on several levels. She criticizes theories of 

sovereignty of the individual person, such as the Kantian conception of self-

determination and autonomy or the Platonic ideal of self-mastery and self-rule, as well as 

the traditional idea of political sovereignty as “supreme authority within a territory”223 

that Jean Bodin and Thomas Hobbes formulated and Rousseau’s idea of the general will 

(“What is Freedom?,” BPF 144-45, 157-58, 163-64; “Civil Disobedience,” CR 84). 

Politically, she questions theories of both internal and external sovereignty, that is, 

sovereignty in domestic and international politics.  

At the level of an individual’s political action, she argues, we are not sovereign 

since we act in a world among other people. In her phenomenological analysis, the idea 

that one can control his or her action contradicts the experience in the human world that 

is conditioned by plurality, the distinctiveness and uniqueness of multiple actors. Political 
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action does not occur in isolation but in the public realm where we speak and act with 

others. Since we act among others, we do not control the consequences of our action and 

the set of reactions it generates. In The Human Condition she argues: “If it were true that 

sovereignty and freedom are the same, then indeed no man could be free, because 

sovereignty, the ideal of uncompromising self-sufficiency and mastership, is 

contradictory to the very condition of plurality. No man can be sovereign because not one 

man, but men, inhabit the earth” (HC 234). The identification of freedom and sovereignty 

in political philosophy is erroneous as it runs contrary to the human condition of 

plurality.  

This does not mean that we are not free. On the contrary, freedom, in Arendt’s 

theory, takes into account human plurality and manifests under conditions of non-

sovereignty that constitute the human world. We are free as long as we act. Freedom is 

realized in the performance of the action. In this sense, since political action takes place 

in public, we are fully free only among others in the political realm. Similarly, Margret 

Canovan explains, “Just as (in Arendt's rethinking of political concepts) power is 

something that comes into being between plural men, and is nothing to do with an 

imagined 'sovereignty' belonging to a single ruler, so freedom also is understood not as 

self-determination but as something that appears in the interactions of plural beings.”224 

Contrary to the philosophical conception that identifies freedom with the faculty of the 

will, in the ideas of free will or the general will, Arendt associates freedom with the 

faculty of action. Action is the ability to begin and start something new in the world. 

Will, in contrast, can only dictate and there is no freedom where we are forced, even if it 
                                                           

224 Canovan, Hannah Arendt, 211. 
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is by our own will. “Freedom as related to politics,” she writes, “is not a phenomenon of 

the will,” but it is “the freedom to call something into being which did not exist before, 

which was not given, not even as an object of cognition or imagination, and which 

therefore, strictly speaking, could not be known” (BPF 151). Action can take place only 

in the public, that is, in plurality among others, and as such it is different from the 

creation of the artist that can be done in isolation where the creative process remains 

hidden. Unlike in a work of art, where the end product of an artistic creation is 

independent from the creator, any political institution or project needs to be maintained 

by the continuation of concerted action that brought it into existence in the first place. 

Arendt writes, “Political institutions, no matter how well or how badly designed, depend 

for continued existence upon acting men; their conservation is achieved by the same 

means that brought them into being. Independent existence marks the work of art as a 

product of making; utter dependence upon further acts, to keep it in existence marks the 

state as a product of action” (Ibid. 153). The meaning of action is disclosed in its 

performance and transcends any ends or goals (HC 206-207).  

This understanding of non-sovereignty at the level of individual action is the basis 

of Arendt’s critique of the idea of sovereignty in internal affairs of the state, that is, 

internal sovereignty.225 The ideal of absolute control or execution of an undivided and 

unified will of the sovereign is in tension with human plurality. Andreas Kalyvas explains 

how Arendt’s critique of internal sovereignty appears already in The Human Condition 

where “she shows how sovereignty endanger the nature of the political by replacing 

                                                           
225 See her argument how the sovereignty of the nation was shaped after the model of the 

sovereignty of the individual in “The Nation” (EU 209).  
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freedom with hierarchical control and rulership, substituting the plurality of the public 

sphere with homogeneity and sameness, and supplanting horizontal cooperation among 

equals with the vertically structured command-obedience relationship.”226 Her critique 

applies to the sovereignty of the king, the government, as well as popular sovereignty. 

The identification of freedom with free will or sovereignty is problematic since it 

compromises freedom and leads to the following impasse — either human freedom is 

impossible or it comes at the expense of the freedom of others. If freedom and 

sovereignty are identified and one cannot be sovereign in a plural world, one cannot be 

free. If sovereignty is achieved nevertheless, it would be possible by denying the freedom 

of others that stake one’s sovereignty. Thus, Arendt rejects that equation of the two and 

argues for freedom not in terms of sovereignty: 

Politically, this identification of freedom with sovereignty is perhaps the 
most pernicious and dangerous consequence of the philosophical equation 
of freedom and free will. For it leads either to a denial of human freedom 
namely, if it is realized that whatever men may be, they are never 
sovereign or to the insight that the freedom of one man, or a group, or a 
body politic can be purchased only at the price of the freedom, i.e., the 
sovereignty, of all others. … Where men wish to be sovereign, as 
individuals or as organized groups, they must submit to the oppression of 
the will, be this the individual will with which I force myself, or the 
“general will” of an organized group. If men wish to be free, it is precisely 
sovereignty they must renounce. (BPF 164-65) 

                                                           
226 Kalyvas, Democracy and the Politics of the Extraordinary, 211. In another article Kalyvas 

writes that Arendt “denounced the arbitrary, inegalitarian, and even totalitarian effects of sovereignty, 
which divide between superiors and inferiors, those who command and those who obey,” and how she 
“also warned against the homogenizing drive of sovereignty that destroys the constitutive multiplicity, the 
very plurality, of the public space by violently imposing the dangerous fiction of a unitary macro-subject, 
the People-as-One.” And, similarly to Hans Kelsen, “she abhorred the voluntaristic and decisionist nature 
of popular sovereignty, tracing it back to a deistic theory of the will, which celebrates the people as “one 
supernatural body driven by one superhuman, irresistible ‘general will’.” Andreas Kalyvas, "Popular 
Sovereignty, Democracy, and the Constituent Power," Constellations 12, no. 2 (2005): 224.  
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Enforcement of such sovereign power might be possible at times only by recourse to the 

means of violence, that are, in her theory, non-political. In On Violence she criticizes the 

identification of political power with command and domination and identifies instead 

power as generated from concerted action in the public realm. She traces the genealogy 

of the concept of political power as “an instrument of rule” and rule as a form of 

domination back to the concept of absolute power of the sovereign state in Jean Bodin 

and Thomas Hobbes and to the earlier Greek conception of power as the rule of one, few, 

or many men over other men.227 The further identification of law with command she 

traces back to the Judo-Christian tradition. In On Revolution, she explains that contrary to 

the European nations, “National sovereignty … seemed in contradiction to the 

establishment of a republic,” to the American Revolutionaries. The latter demonstrated 

instead the application of Baron de Montesquieu’s theory of “a division of powers within 

the body politic” as contradictory to the demand of national sovereignty for “undivided 

centralized power.” This renunciation of sovereignty in internal affairs, she explains, was 

one of the main reasons why the American Revolution did not acquire significance in the 

thought and action of the European revolutionaries (OR 14). 

Arendt takes issue with Rousseau’s idea of sovereignty since in its claim for 

indivisible power it compromises plurality and thus is inimical to the political realm. In 

                                                           
227 Arendt claims that all the definitions of political power as an instrument of rule in the tradition 

of political thought, from Bertrand de Jouvenel, Voltaire, Max Weber, Clausewitz, Sartre, to Mao Tse-tung, 
“Not only do they derive from the old notion of absolute power that accompanied the rise of the sovereign 
European nation-state, whose earliest and still greatest spokesmen were Jean Bodin, in sixteenth-century 
France, and Thomas Hobbes, in seventeenth-century England; they also coincide with the terms used since 
Greek antiquity to define the forms of government as the rule of man over man-of one or the few in 
monarchy and oligarchy, of the best or the many in aristocracy and democracy. Today we ought to add the 
latest and perhaps most formidable form of such dominion: bureaucracy or the rule of an intricate system of 
bureaus in which no men, neither one nor the best, neither the few nor the many, can be held responsible, 
and which could be properly called rule by Nobody” (OV 36, 38). 
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principle, the general will can be figured out without deliberation or “communication 

between the citizens” (BPF 164). In this “extreme individualism” and in the further 

detachment of the general will from any dimension of the future that is essential for 

political endeavors, she identifies tyrannical implications of Rousseau’s sovereignty.228 

Arendt invokes Montesquieu to reply to Rousseau. Division of power does not decrease 

but “generates and stabilizes power” (OR 260). Instead of seeking grounds for legitimacy 

in sovereignty, Verity Smith clarifies, “Arendt does a kind of end-run around Rousseau, 

recovering from Montesquieu a model of citizenship that abjures sovereign grounds for 

legitimacy in favor of ongoing, open-ended processes of democratic legitimation.”229 

Rather than a common will as a unifying element of political community, Arendt, as 

Canovan explains, posits a common world, “instead of being reduced to a single will, 

diverse individuals can be united by sharing a common world: a common set of external 

institutions.”230 While Rousseau attempts to reduce plurality, Arendt insists that plurality 

is “inescapable,” but “worldly institutions nevertheless can provide a way of holding 

people together while leaving them space in which to differ.”231  

                                                           
228 She writes, “A state, moreover, in which there is no communication between the citizens and 

where each man thinks only his own thoughts is by definition a tyranny” (BPF 164). Margret Canovan 
summarizes well Arendt critique of the identification of freedom with sovereignty or the general will in 
Rousseau: “[W]e need to beware of identifying Arendt's 'political freedom' with 'positive liberty' as 
understood within the Rousseauian tradition, according to which we are free when we rule ourselves by our 
general will. For the trouble with this way of thinking, as Arendt saw it, is that it is essentially unpolitical: it 
does not take account of human plurality. Just as the idea of sovereignty is out of place in politics because it 
implies a single omnipotent ruler and is incompatible with the plurality of real political power, so the idea 
of self-determination by a 'general will' also dodges the realities of political plurality.” Canovan, Hannah 
Arendt, 212. 

229 Verity Smith, "Dissent in Dark Times: Hannah Arendt on Civil Disobedience and 
Constitutional Patriotism," in Thinking in Dark Times: Hannah Arendt on Ethics and Politics, ed. Roger 
Berkowitz, Jeff Katz, and Thomas Keenan (New York: Fordham University Press, 2010), 112. 

230 Canovan, "Arendt, Rousseau, and Human Plurality in Politics," 294.  

231 Ibid.: 300. 
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Andrew Arato and Jean Cohen argue that Arendt criticizes state sovereignty in 

internal affairs but not in international affairs. She praises the achievement of the 

American Revolution to constitute, at least in principle, a federal government that is not 

based on the principle of sovereignty; however, they argue, “it is very clear that Arendt 

considers the American abolition of sovereignty to pertain to internal affairs only, first, 

because she explicitly says ‘within the body politic,’ and second because she even 

implies (very rightly) that the point or one of the points of forming a more perfect union 

was to enhance external sovereignty.”232 Arendt’s concept of politics as constituted in 

concerted action, they claim, does not apply to international relations but only to 

domestic politics.233 She has instead a Hobbesian view of international relations in which 

issues of security and protection are central. They argue that Arendt praises the banishing 

of “organ” sovereignty, that is, the exercise of sovereign power exclusively by “a person, 

an assembly, an institution” and not “state” sovereignty. Accordingly, in her theory, “the 

American state is sovereign with respect to the outside, but with respect to the internal 

life of the republic, at least no organ, institution, person, or power holder ever has 

undivided supremacy, complete legal independence. Each is under law and checked by 

other powers.”234 They conclude that her theory does not lead to abandoning of 

sovereignty, but it offers recommendations for its transformation. Instead of abolition of 

sovereignty, which would be impossible and counterproductive in the modern world, 

Arendt’s critique invites us to rethink sovereignty. They argue that Arendt is right to 

                                                           
232 Arato and Cohen, "Banishing the Sovereign? Internal and External Sovereignty in Arendt," 

138.  

233 Ibid., 141. 

234 Ibid., 142-43. 
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advise abandoning the myth of a homogeneous nation-state and the myth of “absolute, 

legally unlimited sovereignty as prerogative, discretion, and unbridled will,” as well as in 

her rejection of the alternative of cosmopolitan utopia of a unitary legal and political 

global order.235 But her differentiation of sovereignty from politics, law, and political 

freedom prevents her from recognizing the complexity of the concept. They thus suggest 

a concept of sovereignty that consists of dualities such as the relations of “law and power, 

politics and rule, voluntas and ratio, fact and norm, legitimacy and legality, unity and 

plurality” that is symbolic and not merely factual.236 In a similar way in which 

constitutional law can bind sovereignty in domestic politics, international law “can bind 

sovereignty without abolishing it” to protect human rights in agreement with Arendt’s 

concern for the right to have rights.237  

Yet Arendt’s discussion of the implications of sovereignty in international 

relations demonstrates that her critique does not pertain only to internal sovereignty but 

also to external sovereignty and the status of the state in international relations. She 

questions the idea of state sovereignty also from the perspective of international relations. 

In On Violence, she defines the sovereignty of the state as: “the claim to unchecked and 

unlimited power in foreign affairs” (CR 107). This notion of sovereign states, she claims, 

is intimately linked with the necessity of war as the final arbiter. Since at times of crisis 

when all diplomatic efforts fail, war remains the last resort to end conflicts. As long as 

the principle of sovereignty dominates international relations, war would remain 

                                                           
235 Ibid., 170. 

236 Ibid. 
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indispensable. At the same time, she denounces the cosmopolitan idea of world 

government and questions the viability of establishing a new international court or “a 

new League of Nations” as alternative solutions.238 World government that would be 

constituted from the representatives of sovereign states would only perpetuate if not 

worsen the problem. It would be led by the most powerful states and a global police at its 

service would be the most terrifying form of tyranny from which there is no way to 

escape (CR 230; MDT 93-94). 

What then is her alternative? Is there a form of political organization that is not 

based on the principle of sovereignty? Such political organization would take the form of 

a federal system “whose advantage it is that power moves neither from above nor from 

below, but is horizontally directed so that the federated units mutually check and control 

their powers” (Ibid.). Arendt offers the example of the United States, which adopts the 

principle of the division of powers and implements the check and balance mechanism, as 

a country that succeeds at least in principle if not de facto to separate freedom and 

sovereignty (CR 107-108; OR 144). But this model failed to live up to its promise. In On 

Revolution, Arendt returns to the eighteenth-century American and French Revolutions as 

the constitutive events of the modern thrust for freedom. But while they both set freedom 

as their aim, they failed to found institutions where freedom can dwell.239 The French 

Revolution substituted the social problem of poverty for the political problem of freedom, 

with the belief that securing necessity first would set the conditions for pursuing freedom 

                                                           
238 “This new concept of the state, to be sure, will not result from the founding of a new 

international court that would function better than the one at The Hague, or a new League of Nations” (CR 
230). 

239 See also Scott, Conscripts of Modernity: The Tragedy of Colonial Enlightenment, 215-16. 
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next.240 The American Revolution, in contrast, set forth the problem of freedom and the 

constitution of political institutions for free action. Yet, despite its achievement in the 

separation of powers, it too substituted participatory and free action for representative 

democracy. The contemporary crisis of representative government in America, she 

argues, stems “partly because it has lost, in the course of time, all institutions that 

permitted the citizens’ actual participation, and partly because it is now gravely affected 

by the disease from which the party system suffers: bureaucratization and the two parties’ 

tendency to represent nobody except the party machines” (CR 89).241 She identifies, 

nevertheless, a potential for an alternative participatory political organization in the 

council system that emerged time and again in modern revolutions.  

Revolutions, for Arendt, are political phenomena that concern political freedom. 

They bear a specific political experience of non-sovereign freedom in the popular 

“councils.” In each revolution citizens formed councils in which they could debate and 

make decisions about the course of their action (CR 231).242 These spontaneous 

organizations of citizens, some of them were workers’, peasants’, or students’ councils, 

emerged without planning or instructions from above. These councils were forms of 

direct participation or “spaces of freedom” in which people act together. Rather than 

temporary organs of revolution, the councils “made all attempts at establishing 

themselves as permanent organs of government” and this hope for “a transformation of 

                                                           
240 See the discussion of “The Social Question” (OR 49-105). 

241 On Arendt’s critique of representative democracy, see Kateb, "Arendt and Representative 
Democracy," 81-85; John F. Sitton, "Hannah Arendt's Argument for Council Democracy," Polity 20, no. 1 
(1987).  

242 See also her discussion of the Hungarian Revolution in Arendt, "Totalitarian Imperialism." 
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the state, for a new form of government that would permit every member of the 

egalitarian society to become a ‘participator’ in public affairs” was lost within the 

disastrous events of the twentieth-century (OR 256-57). They are part of what Arendt 

terms in On Revolution “the lost treasure” of the revolutionary tradition (OR 272). 

Arendt recognizes in the council system the potential for an alternative political 

organization or “a new form of government” that is not based on sovereignty. They 

demonstrate, “the amazing formation of a new power structure which owed its existence 

to nothing but the organizational impulses of the people themselves” (OR 248-49). The 

council system is closely related to political action. The councils “seem to correspond to 

and to spring from the very experience of political action” (CR 231-32). Yet they were 

dissipated each time in the period after the revolution and their actions were halted in 

favor of the party or other ruling entity that appropriated the achievements of the 

revolution. Such attitude to the councils is apparent in Marx and Lenin who saw 

revolutions only as means to seize power which they identified “with the monopoly of the 

means of violence” and the councils as temporary (OR 248).  

The loss of the American Revolution is that although it focused on freedom rather 

than liberation, it compromised it in the Constitution “this greatest achievement of the 

American people, which eventually cheated them of their proudest possession” (OR 231). 

This is not an argument against constitution in general. On the contrary, the phase of 

foundation and constitution is crucial for the success of the revolution according to 

Arendt. The loss is of the revolutionary spirit and the failure to leave room and include 

the small associations of the township-meetings and the elementary republics that were 

political spaces for freedom. The Americans took them for granted and did not 
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institutionalize them. The lost treasure of the revolutionary tradition more generally is the 

new experience that the council system revealed but it was never developed into an 

alternative to the party system. 

In an interview following the unrest of the student and anti-war movements at the 

end of the 1960s, Arendt returned to the councils in which there can be found “a 

completely different principle of organization” and delineated in broad strokes the idea of 

a council state (CR 232). In contrast to the party system, in which “we are, most of us, 

nothing but the manipulated electorate,” the councils are public spaces for political 

participation in which citizens meet and debate in order to take part in determining “the 

political course” of their country (CR 232-33). In the small forum of the council, citizens 

can reach decisions that are informed by their different views. From the various councils 

the participants will then choose who will present their view in the next higher councils 

where it will be clarified or revised in light of other views and so on, from there to the 

next one. The councils will be open to everyone who would like to participate, although, 

Arendt acknowledges, not everyone would actually want to take part in public affairs and 

the decisions will be done by the members of the councils alone. In this direction, she 

recognizes “the possibility of forming a new concept of the state. A council-state of this 

sort, to which the principle of sovereignty would be wholly alien, would be admirably 

suited to federations of the most various kinds, especially because in it power would be 

constituted horizontally and not vertically” (CR 233).243 To the question about the 

                                                           
243 Thus, “Arendt does not want the councils to have sovereign power over each other or to be 

bound by each other’s decisions. Moreover, the central parliament cannot have such a power that deprives 
the local councils of their own grass roots constituent power to act.” Muldoon, "The Lost Treasure of 
Arendt's Council System," 415. 
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prospect that such an alternative organization will be realized, Arendt answers that it is 

“very slight, if at all. And yet perhaps, after all—in the wake of the next revolution” (CR 

233). 

The idea of the council state raises problems and led critics to question its 

viability. What will guarantee equal access to the councils and the relations between the 

councils themselves? Another troubling aspect concerns the political rights of the ones 

who would not participate in the councils, whether by choice or for lack of opportunity, 

say for example, they do not have the spare time to dedicate to public affairs since they 

are occupied making a living. They will be left out and other people would take the 

decisions concerning their lives. Margaret Canovan argues that the council system 

actually suggests the abolition of universal suffrage and the replacement of the voting 

system, “since, while all would have the opportunity to participate in the local council, 

those who did not attend would have to put up with decisions being taken in their 

absence.”244 James Muldoon argues in response to Canovan that Arendt’s councils do not 

limit political and civil rights but extend them by allowing greater political participation 

in government.245 They encourage a continuous participation rather than the current 

alienation from politics that reduces political activity to a vote once every few years. The 

problem with the councils is not their apparent utopian and unrealistic character. Arendt 

says that “Whether this system is a pure utopia–in any case it would be a people's utopia, 

not the utopia of theoreticians and ideologies–I cannot say” (CR 231). But there is a 

problem that is more fundamental to Arendt’s theory. The councils offer an alternative to 

                                                           
244 Canovan, Hannah Arendt, 238. 

245 Muldoon, "The Lost Treasure of Arendt's Council System," 389, 400-03. 
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politics that is understood in terms of rule but they cannot transcend their condition of 

possibility if the latter rest on violence. Arendt’s idea of the council state is far from 

systematic and fleshed out. It is more a gesture to stir our political imagination toward 

other possibilities of political organization. In the idea of the council system Arendt 

recognizes an alternative political system that does not depend on the organizing 

principle of sovereignty. I examine her evaluation of sovereignty in light of Fanon’s own 

revision of sovereignty to which I now turn. 

 

Fanon’s Rethinking of Sovereignty and Decentralized Democracy 

Sovereignty is a central concept in Fanon’s thought. In his writings, he mainly mentions 

it in terms of national sovereignty, the right of a people for self-determination and 

independence from foreign rule, the aim of the anti-colonial struggles, and the 

international recognition of state sovereignty (WE 132, 41, 246; DC 28, 84, 179; TAR 76, 

83-84, 86, 89-90, 113-14, 22, 34, 70). But Fanon also uses sovereignty in relation to 

internal affairs as political legitimacy. The government is legitimate if it expresses the 

will of the people. Sovereignty in his political thought is popular sovereignty. National 

sovereignty is first of all the sovereignty of the people, as he made clear in The Wretched 

of the Earth: 

The national government, if it wants to be national, ought to govern by the 
people and for the people, for the outcasts and by the outcasts. No leader, 
however valuable he may be, can substitute himself for the popular will; 
and the national government, before concerning itself about international 
prestige, ought first to give back their dignity to all citizens, fill their 
minds and feast their eyes with human things, and create a prospect that is 
human because conscious and sovereign men dwell therein. (WE 205; see 
also TAR 78) 
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The people are the sovereign and the authority and “the government and the party” are 

“at their service” and not the other way around (WE 198).246 Understanding sovereignty 

in terms of political legitimacy marks the continuity between Fanon and Rousseau.247 

Similarly to Rousseau and contrary to Arendt, Fanon links freedom to the general will. 

Being free is to obey your own will and political freedom is equated with sovereignty. 

“The African peoples,” he writes, “were quick to realize that dignity and sovereignty 

were exact equivalents, and in fact, a free people living in dignity is a sovereign people” 

(WE 198).  

Fanon might challenge this understanding of the general will by recovering a 

better connection between will and action. It is neither the case that the ‘will’ commands 

and then action is executed nor is it detached from the continuity of the future. Popular 

will is fashioned in the collective action and the struggle for independence that is by 

definition oriented toward the future. Through the common fight, individual experience is 

at the same time national experience and it is carried from the period of the struggle and 

ought to continue as such “during the period of national construction” (WE, 200). Rather 

than undivided will, the national will or in Fanon’s terminology, “the national 

consciousness,” arises from the diversity of the different groups. Contrary to narrow 

                                                           
246 See also “The party is not a tool in the hands of the government. Quite on the contrary, the 

party is a tool in the hands of the people; it is they who decide on the policy that the government carries 
out. … For the people, the party is not an authority, but an organism through which they as the people 
exercise their authority and express their will” (WE 185). 

247 For an insightful study on the communalities between Fanon and Rousseau, see Gordon, 
Creolizing Political Theory; Gordon, "Of Force, Power, and Will: Rousseau and Fanon on Democratic 
Legitimacy," 201-11. See also Gordon and Roberts, "Introduction: The Project of Creolizing Rousseau," 1-
16; Hansen, Frantz Fanon, 191, 94, 98; Adam, "Fanon as a Democratic Theorist," 121-22; Peter Hallward, 
"Fanon and Political Will," Cosmos and History: The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy 7, no. 1 
(2011): 104-27; Lewis R. Gordon, An Introduction to Africana Philosophy (Cambridge, UK; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2008), 83-84, 89. 
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nationalism, national consciousness is not based on specific ethnic group. The identity 

and unity of the nation are made in and through the struggle that all the diverse strata of 

the colonized society take part in. As Lewis Gordon demonstrates, instead of self-interest 

and instrumental rationality of nationalism or the will in general, Fanon’s idea of the 

general will transcends selfishness without erasing the individual. National or collective 

will does not come at the expense of the individual person but acknowledges the mutual 

and constitutive relations between the individual and the social world.248 Fanon 

recognizes the interrelation between national sovereignty and the sovereignty of the 

individual person.  

It should be clear by now that the sovereignty Fanon advocates is not entirely the 

one Arendt criticizes. Examination of Fanon’s notion of sovereignty shows how Arendt 

works with a limited meaning of sovereignty as an undivided power or will. Sovereignty 

is not exhausted by this meaning and may have a more liberating import that 

accommodates, rather than limits, human plurality. To borrow Andreas Kalyvas’s 

distinction, Arendt targets “sovereignty as supreme command,” the identification of 

sovereignty with an absolute authority and a monopoly over the means of violence,249 

while Fanon advocates “sovereignty as constituent power,” the creative ability to institute 

a new political foundation.250 Contrary to “the paradigm of the sovereign command” that 

requires personification that embodies the unified authority, the constituent power “points 

                                                           
248 Gordon, An Introduction to Africana Philosophy, 88-89. 

249 Cf. Weber, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, 78. 

250 Kalyvas identifies the former concept of sovereignty as command with Bodin and its origin in 
the practice of the Roman imperial armies and the alternative concept of sovereignty as constituent power 
with authors as diverse as George Lawson, John Locke, Thomas Paine, Emmanuel Sieyès, and Carl 
Schmitt. Kalyvas, "Popular Sovereignty, Democracy, and the Constituent Power," 225, 26-29. 
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at the collective, intersubjective, and impersonal attributes of sovereignty, at its 

cooperative, public dimension.”251 Kalyvas’s two definitions of sovereignty are 

particularly helpful as the latter is connected with popular sovereignty, emancipatory 

power, and legitimacy that strengthen the parallels with Rousseau’s political theory. In 

fact, Fanon is in agreement with Arendt’s criticism of the former. He warns against the 

notion of sovereignty understood in the traditional sense of undivided control and 

debunks colonial sovereignty as the most devastating contemporary manifestation of such 

sovereign power. 

 Fanon’s critique of colonial sovereignty received more attention than his own 

constructive notion of sovereignty.252 Yet his contribution does not lie only in his critique 

of state and colonial sovereignty by turning to sovereignty external to the state. He 

suggests a constructive transformation of sovereignty within the state. In his 

reformulation of national sovereignty, Fanon seeks to prevent a return to the forms of 

systematic domination characteristic of colonialism in the postcolonial era. A genuine 

liberation is possible only by a radical alteration of the political system. He looks for new 

forms of political organization that take human concerns and the people themselves at 

their center. Such political organization would be democratic, participatory, and 

                                                           
251 Ibid.: 235-36. 

252 Peter Gratton examines such critique in Fanon’s arguments for counter-violence and shows 
how the Manichean division of the colonial world that Fanon analyzes is a historical instantiation of 
Giorgio Agamben’s abstract division of the life of the citizen (bios) and bare life (zoē) in the modern world. 
Yet Gratton’s illuminating analysis of Fanon’s critique of colonial sovereignty does not explain how 
Fanon’s own notion of national sovereignty may avoid the creation of its own zoē. Susan Brophy similarly 
brings the anticolonial texts of Fanon and Aimé Césaire to support Agamben’s arguments against state 
sovereign power and to articulate the dangers inherent to it while offering a way “towards the reconstitution 
of sovereignty at a global level.” While this understanding of Fanon’s alternative notion of sovereignty at 
the global level is productive it does not acknowledge the modifications Fanon offers to the very notion of 
internal sovereignty. See Gratton, "Sovereign Violence, Racial Violence," 103-14; Brophy, "Lawless 
Sovereignty: Challenging the State of Exception," 210.  
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decentralized. He suggests some innovative practical governing mechanisms to avoid 

collapsing to the patterns of domination and exploitation of the colonial rule in the 

postcolonial independent state through which he extends and reconfigures sovereignty 

and the model of representative democracy. 

These political innovations are instantiations of what Nigel Gibson calls 

“postcolonial imagination.”253 Fanon calls for conceptual inventions that would create a 

political vocabulary that transcends the violent one set down by centuries of conquest and 

domination (WE 316). To ensure the sovereignty of the people and the expression of their 

will a greater political participation is needed. One of Fanon’s main recommendations is 

a decentralized form of political organization. The party should be decentralized and 

serve as the means through which “the people exercise their authority and express their 

will” and party representatives should move and live in the countryside rather than the 

capital (WE 185). To reach this decentralization he argues that the capital “must be 

deconsecrated,” and he considers the possibility to move the “government as a whole 

toward one of the most under-populated regions” (WE 186-87). He writes: 

In order to put all this into practice, in order really to incarnate the people, 
we repeat that there must be decentralization in the extreme. The 
movement from the top to the bottom and from the bottom to the top 
should be a fixed principle, not through concern for formalism but because 
simply to respect this principle is the guarantee of salvation. (WE 197-98) 

Fanon suggests a significant transformation of sovereignty in these theoretical and 

practical considerations. Rather than an undivided and unified will that comes from the 

top center he argues for the necessity of the mutual movement of ideas and power from 

down to top and from top down in order to realize a genuinely liberating politics. 

                                                           
253 Gibson, Fanon: The Postcolonial Imagination, 204-05. 
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Although it initially seems that Arendt and Fanon hold contrasting views about 

sovereignty, examination of Fanon’s concept of sovereignty reveals more communalities 

than disagreement. Yet, despite his critique of sovereignty in its colonial form, Fanon, 

unlike Arendt, does not denounce sovereignty altogether. While Arendt looks for political 

forms that are not based on “the principle of sovereignty” (CR 233), Fanon’s 

reconsideration of popular sovereignty is an attempt to salvage sovereignty and offer an 

alternative to the traditional concept of sovereignty identified with domination and 

command. Sovereignty remains the anchor of his political vision and the leitmotif for 

legitimate and free government. He does not transcend the model of sovereignty but 

reshapes it to account for the plurality and the needs of the people.  

Both indeed criticize colonial violence, yet while Fanon’s concept of sovereignty 

is closer to the one of constituent power rather than command, Arendt’s critique extends 

to include also that notion of sovereignty as constituent power. Indeed, despite the 

distinction Kalyvas makes between the two notions of sovereignty, the concept of 

sovereignty as constituent power consists of many of the problematic characteristics that 

Arendt criticizes: “Like the supreme command, the constituting power bears the marks of 

an unconstrained, undivided, and limitless force that verges, once again, on violence, 

arbitrariness, and raw facticity.”254 To the extent that Arendt’s criticism is correct, 

                                                           
254 Kalyvas, "Popular Sovereignty, Democracy, and the Constituent Power," 225. Kalyvas’s own 

reading is somewhat ambiguous as he identifies Arendt’s notion of action and freedom with the foundation 
of the constituent power and partially addresses these problems of constituent sovereignty by turning to her 
own theory on principled action. He does not take Arendt’s critique fully and recovers a sense of 
sovereignty in her own theory despite his acknowledgment of her severe criticism. His reconstruction of 
sovereignty in Arendt’s theory is particularly apparent in his reading of the council system as a form of 
institutionalized constituent sovereignty while Arendt explicitly describes it as an alternative form of state 
that does away with the principle of sovereignty. See Kalyvas, Democracy and the Politics of the 
Extraordinary, 264-91. 
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Fanon’s model would suffer from the same problems of liquidation of freedom and the 

temptation to resort to violence to ensure the sovereignty and stability the new state. His 

innovations and rethinking of sovereignty go beyond the model of sovereignty that is the 

main target of Arendt but they are susceptible to deterioration and pitfalls that he himself 

struggled to avoid. Take for example the issue that he does not renounce the model of a 

single-party system that structurally perpetuates the gap between the people and the 

leadership. It carries such internal maladies that can degenerate to corruption and misuse 

of power, as he already recognized well in the recently independent nations of Africa in 

the chapter “The Pitfalls of National Consciousness.” Nevertheless, Fanon was close to 

find the new form of organization he looked for, as I show next.  

In the conclusion of The Wretched of the Earth, Fanon famously calls to work out 

new concepts (WE 316). Similarly to Arendt, he praises the spontaneous organization of 

the people and looks for new ways to found institutions that continue and enable their 

participation in politics. Arendt laments the failure of the American Constitution “to 

incorporate the townships and the town-hall meetings, the original springs of all political 

activity in the country” and the lost treasure of the council system (OR 231). Fanon 

suggests another historical example of revolution that brought to spontaneous 

organization where people come to decide on their course of action and lives together. He 

also recognizes the importance of something similar to the councils in the branch and 

committee meetings: 

The masses should be able to meet together, discuss, propose, and receive 
directions. The citizens should be able to speak, to express themselves, 
and to put forward new ideas. The branch meeting and the committee 
meeting are liturgical acts. They are privileged occasions given to a human 
being to listen and to speak. At each meeting, the brain increases its means 
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of participation and the eye discovers a landscape more and more in 
keeping with human dignity. (WE 195) 

Fanon provides the strength of concrete reality to Arendt’s theory and historical 

analysis. Arendt in turn can shed light how Fanon, like the former revolutionaries, was 

too quick to restore to the traditional organization of the party system even if he 

suggested major correctives. She also helps to show how he struggles to continue these 

spaces of freedom into institutional organization. It is clear also in his concern and 

warning that they will not petrify and in his call to nourish them with action.255 

Decolonization, the project of liberation, is an ongoing project and freedom, here Fanon 

and Arendt are in agreement, is in the action and not a final state that can be kept intact 

once it is achieved. Political institutions, Arendt writes, continue and thrive by the same 

thing that brought them into existence, namely action (BPF 153). Fanon couldn’t agree 

more. 

 

Gandhi’s Critique of the State and the Village Republic 

Gandhi has a similar critique of state sovereignty. He depicts the state as “a soulless 

machine” that “can never be weaned from violence to which it owes its very existence” 

(CWMG 65: 318). Taking into account a rather traditional concept of the Hobbesian state, 

he challenges the violence in the centralized form and the moral foundation of the 

modern state. “Structurally, the violence of the state was associated with centralization 

                                                           
255 The problem of the transition from spontaneous action to political institution in Arendt in 

comparison to Sartre is the focus of Sonia Kruks, "'Spaces of Freedom': Materiality, Mediation and Direct 
Political Participation in the Work of Arendt and Sartre," Contemporary Political Theory 5, no. 4 (2006): 
469-91. See also Douglas Ficek, "Reflections on Fanon and Petrification," in Living Fanon: Global 
Perspectives, ed. Nigel Gibson (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 75-84. 
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and the concomitant concentration of wealth and power.”256 He expresses a “worry about 

the moral foundations of the state” and objects to “the specific way that the authority of 

the modern state—its legitimating structure—was also founded upon force and 

violence.”257 Enforcement of authority by force or by the threat of force and violence 

cannot be a stable basis for a political community or enable real freedom. It would work 

as long as the threat of violence holds (CWMG 10: 286). He takes issue with the theory of 

the reason of state (raison d’état) and rejects the idea of a religion-based state. “The 

nation for him was not a homogeneous organic community, but a pluralistic political 

community.”258 

Gandhi’s alternative is based on his idea of swaraj as both political and individual 

self-rule. At the individual level, Mantena explains, “Gandhian freedom was premised on 

a radical disciplining of the self, on the self-overcoming of the will to dominate, and 

living only by the law of nonviolence.”259 At the political level, Gandhi posits the Indian 

village as the center of political life. Mantena points to three fundamental ways the 

village is central to the late Gandhian politics “as the institutional unit of political 

autonomy, the heart of a future decentralized, nonviolent polity; as a model of swaraj, the 

moral ideal of self-rule isomorphic with individual swaraj; and, finally, as the privileged 

site for constructive satyagraha, the exemplary mode of Gandhian political action.”260 His 

                                                           
256 Mantena, "On Gandhi's Critique of the State," 559. Mantena compares between Gandhi’s 

critique and the pluralist critique of the state of his contemporray British and Indian thinkers, among them 
Henry Sumner Maine, Harold Laski, G. D. H. Cole, and Radhakamal Mukerjee. 

257 Ibid. 

258 Parel, "Gandhi and the State," 158-59, 60. 

259 Mantena, "On Gandhi's Critique of the State," 563. 

260 Ibid.: 540. 
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conception of freedom “portended a society in which the individual would be the 

‘architect of his own government’ and the village would become a ‘perfect democracy 

based upon individual freedom.’”261 He envisions a decentralized democracy that is not 

based on hierarchy and violence. Similarly to Fanon, he stresses that it will be based on 

the capacity of the masses for autonomy and self-rule. He writes, “real swaraj will come 

not by the acquisition of authority by a few but by the acquisition of the capacity by all to 

resist authority when it is abused. In other words; swaraj is to be attained by educating 

the masses to a sense of their capacity to regulate and control authority” (CWMG 30: 

159). This capacity for self-rule begins from the individual and extends to the village as 

the elementary political unit.262  

Similarly to Arendt who praises the small associations of the council system as 

the source from which political action springs (CR 231-32), and Fanon who acclaims “the 

substance of village assemblies, the cohesion of people's committees, and the 

extraordinary fruitfulness of local meetings” (WE 47), Gandhi argues for a federated 

                                                           
261 Ibid.: 563. 

262 Ramin Jahanbegloo argues that Gandhi suggests an alternative sovereignty “the idea of shared 
sovereignty as an alternative view of power” an alternative to the modern concept of sovereignty that is 
founded on Thomas Hobbes’s and Carl Schmitt’s ideas about absolute power, enmity, and the state of 
exception. Jahanbegloo also makes the connection between Gandhi’s vision of democracy as combines 
nonviolent resistance and constructive element and the stress on participation and local communities: “As 
we can see, Gandhi’s vision of democratic order is sustained by the direct intervention of people in the 
public sphere. In other words, for him the guarantee of democracy is participation. Beginning with this 
alternative conception of politics, Gandhi also posited an altogether different theory of sovereignty. The 
organization of politics, as Gandhi elaborated it, can become possible only on the basis of micro-
sovereignty and the crucial participation of local communities. It is here that the Gandhian moment of 
nonviolence, not only as a form of civic resistance but also as a political invention, finds its full meaning. 
Gandhi asserted the inseparability of nonviolence as political resistance and nonviolence as a democratic 
construction. Similarly, he argued that nonviolence is the best means to invert democracy as an end, 
because “means and ends are convertible terms in any philosophy of life.” As such, the end of nonviolence, 
as with all other actions in Gandhian philosophy, is to prevent community from becoming corrupted and 
tyrannical. That is to say, the exercise of nonviolent politics can be maintained, in Gandhi’s view, only if it 
is combined with a powerful and just construction of participative democracy. Jahanbegloo, The Gandhian 
Moment, xi-xii, 31-32. 
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polity based on local associations, the elective village council (panchayat). The model for 

the nonviolent community is the village republics of India. Gandhi advises a return to the 

old political system of the panchayat as a decentralized form of political power that the 

British concerted government almost destroyed. The village republics allow for 

experiments in self-rule that are significant for Independence and complete swaraj (purna 

swaraj).  

The problem with communal councils is that even though they are elective, they 

are liable to infringe on human rights of minorities, especially Dalits and women.263 This 

was true in Gandhi’s times as well as today.264 Gandhi acknowledges the problems of the 

current system of the village republic. He aims to revive the system of the village 

councils that was corrupted due to “degradation of the caste system and the evil influence 

of the present system of government and the growing illiteracy of the masses” (CWMG 

53: 285). He does not ignore the corruption and misuse of power in certain panchayats 

such as trial of criminal cases and offers set of rules for guidance of the village. These 

rules ensure the free election of the members, specify who can be elected, delineate what 

can fall under their responsibilities, such as the commitment of the council to equal 

education of girls and boys and the needs of the Dalits, and the limits of their authority 

(CWMG 52: 191-93). He claims that unless the “many faults in the ancient village 

system” are eradicated, “there will not only be no hope for the untouchables in a free 

India but for India in the comity of nations” (CWMG 91: 372). 

                                                           
263 They would, in other words, perpetuate the social hierarchy that aggravates inequality.  

264 CF. a research on the regulation of intra-caste marriages and “honor killing” that are instigated 
under the directives of panchayats in Suraj Bhan Bharadwaj, "Myth and Reality of the Khap Panchayats: A 
Historical Analysis of the Panchayat and Khap Panchayat," Studies in History 28, no. 1 (2012): 43-67. 
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The model that Gandhi offers is horizontal rather than hierarchical. The basic unit 

of the village council is linked with “District, provincial, and all-India panchayats” that 

“would either be indirectly elected by the local panchayats or their leaders would serve 

on these higher advisory bodies” but they would not be more powerful than the former.265 

The village is the center of “a series of ever-widening circles, not one on top of the other, 

but all on the same plane, so that there is none higher or lower than the other” (CWMG 

91: 371-72). He advocates for economic equality in the “Constructive Programme,” 

among other writing, and in his much contested doctrine of trusteeship according to 

which the rich would serve as trustees of their extra wealth for the rest of the society and 

the poor.266 He admits that an absolute trusteeship is an unattained abstraction or “a legal 

fiction” but it serve nevertheless as a regulative ideal (CWMG 65: 318). A decentralized 

economic system is essential to a nonviolent polity: “A non-violent system of 

government is clearly an impossibility so long as the wide gulf between the rich and the 

hungry millions persists” (CWMG 81: 366). 

Mantena argues that Gandhi’s resistance to the pyramidal structure of the state 

and opposition to institutional hierarchy “pushed his style of decentralization into 

decidedly more antistatist and more individualistic directions” than other pluralist critics 

of the state.267 She argues that he hoped that decentralization “would work to eventually 

displace the state, a state understood to be inherently violent” to the extent that he 

                                                           
265 Mantena, "On Gandhi's Critique of the State," 556. 

266 This system is in accordance with his theory of nonviolence as it does not require confiscation 
of wealth or property by force, see Weber, "Gandhi’s Moral Economics: The Sins of Wealth without Work 
and Commerce without Morality ", 142-44. 

267 Mantena, "On Gandhi's Critique of the State," 557. 
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supported a form of anarchism of a stateless society.268 Gandhi indeed formulated an 

ideal of “enlightened anarchy in which each person is his own ruler.”269 Contrary to 

Mantena’s reading, Parel claims that Gandhi’s stress in his late career on Non-

Governmental Organizations in the villages in writings such as the “Constructive 

Programme” does not represent a withdrawal from state politics. He still holds a 

conception of the state as “the legitimate supreme coercive authority of the political 

community” and theorizes the surājya, “the good state,” as an alternative to the 

aggressive state. The “Constructive Programme,” Parel writes, “is not arguing for an 

alternative to the coercive state, as some mistakenly think.” Instead it advocates the 

works of non-coercive organizations in addition to the work of the coercive state. The 

village is understood as part of the coercive order as an institution of the state. Yet it 

embodies the decentralization of power as an important aspect of the good state.270  

I argued in Chapter 3 that the “Constructive Programme” is political in Gandhi’s 

broader sense. The comparison with Fanon and Arendt highlights nevertheless the 

individualistic and non-statist aspects of his political theory. The center of his theory is 

the individual person. In his depiction of the future of India in “Independence” he posits 

the individual at the center of the interdependent political system of the village republic 

through a metaphor of ever-widening circles that stem from the individual: 

                                                           
268 Ibid.: 558-59. 

269 Gandhi, “Enlightened Anarchy—A Political Ideal (1-1939)”, CWMG 74: 380, quoted in 
Mantena, "On Gandhi's Critique of the State," 559. See also Joseph S. Friedman, "Mahatma Gandhi's 
Vision for the Future of India: The Role of Enlightened Anarchy," Penn History Review 16, no. 1 (2008): 
55-65. 

270 Parel, "Gandhi and the State," 154, 67-68. Parel cites Sharp’s Gandhi as a Political Strategist 
(1979) as an example for another antistatist reading. 
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Independence must begin at the bottom. Thus, every village will be a 
republic or panchayat having full powers. It follows, therefore, that every 
village has to be self-sustained and capable of managing its affairs even to 
the extent of defending itself against the whole world. It will be trained 
and prepared to perish in the attempt to defend itself against any onslaught 
from without. Thus, ultimately, it is the individual who is the unit. …  

In this structure composed of innumerable villages, there will be 
ever-widening, never-ascending circles. Life will not be a pyramid with 
the apex sustained by the bottom. But it will be an oceanic circle whose 
centre will be the individual always ready to perish for the village, the 
latter ready to perish for the circle of villages, till at last the whole 
becomes one life composed of individuals, never aggressive in their 
arrogance but ever humble, sharing the majesty of the oceanic circle of 
which they are integral units. (CWMG 91: 325-26) 

Both Fanon and Gandhi stress the interdependence of individual and national liberation. 

But there is a sense in which that Gandhi’s concerns remain more individualistic than 

political. Fanon reveals how the very consciousness of the individual transforms into a 

collective or national consciousness through the struggle. Unlike Arendt, he does not 

prioritize political freedom, participation in government and political affairs. Mokṣa, the 

religious liberation in the Hindu tradition, remains his ideal. Political power remains an 

instrument to facilitate the well-being of the citizens and not an end. In the passages on 

the ideal of enlightened anarchism he writes that in a perfect society political power will 

be unnecessary, since we are far from an ideal society he adopts Thoreau’s “classical 

statement” that “Government is the best which governs the least” (CWMG 53, 4; CWMG 

74: 380). Gandhi remains a realist to the extent that he is close in his conception of the 

state to Hobbes but his solution is not force or consent but a gradual withdrawal from the 

state by strengthening self-sustained local communities of the village republics.  
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Conclusion 

This study examines the place of violence in popular freedom struggle and the way to 

arrive to a less violent polity. I turned to the work of Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt since 

this problem was at the center of their political writings and they all sought after ways to 

overcome violence in political life. I focused on the problem of violence in popular 

struggles in order to find a resource to understand the current conjuncture of popular 

uprisings. Gandhi and Fanon wrote from within the decolonial struggles of India and 

Algeria. Their understanding of colonial violence and what decolonization and liberation 

consist of remain relevant as we can identify contemporary forms of colonial relation 

while the process of liberation is ongoing. Arendt devoted her work to thinking about 

how politics could bear the antidote to political disasters such as totalitarian regimes. She 

focused on the question of violence in political contexts in relation to the popular 

movements of the 1960s, from the student movements and the antiwar movement to 

Black Power. I examined the various arguments and justifications about the use of 

violence along with the way they theorize political action and the political organization 

beyond the struggle and explored how the arguments about violence bring to the fore the 

intricate relationship between politics and ethics. In the concluding part of this study, I 

want now to draw out the implications of this debate over the question of instrumentality 

in politics, the relation between politics and ethics, and the question of political 

organization to understanding concrete sites of struggle. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CLOSING REMARKS: THINKING ABOUT THE PRESENT 

 
Events, past and present—not social forces and 
historical trends, nor questionnaires and motivation 
research, nor any other gadgets in the arsenal of the 
social sciences—are the true, the only reliable teachers 
of political scientists, as they are the most trustworthy 
source of information for those engaged in politics. 
Once such an event as the spontaneous uprising in 
Hungary has happened, every policy, theory and 
forecast of future potentialities needs re-examination. 

— Hannah Arendt, “Totalitarian Imperialism:  
Reflections on the Hungarian Revolution.”  

 
Each generation must out of relative obscurity discover 
its mission, fulfill it, or betray it. 

— Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth. 
 

M. K. Gandhi, Frantz Fanon, and Hannah Arendt provide in their writings enduring 

resources to rethink the meaning of political violence in popular struggles for freedom. 

Their insights suggest a ground from which to criticize the identification of political 

power with violence in the tradition of Western thought and the history and legacy of 

colonialism. Fanon’s and Gandhi’s analyses reveal the prevalence of colonial violence 

not only in the enforcement of control through the military and police forces, but also in 

structural and symbolic forms of racism, economic exploitation and impoverishment, 

political disenfranchisement, and cultural repression, which extend the reach of 

colonization to the mind and psyche of the subjected population. They also help readers 

to understand how attempts to combat these forms of violence toward liberation and 

reaffirmation of human dignity led to such divergent struggles of revolutionary violence 

and nonviolence resistance. My goal in this comparative reading was to understand how 

Fanon’s, Gandhi’s, and Arendt’s understandings of violence inform their ethical 
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considerations and political theories. I have examined their conceptions of violence in 

political contexts, the arguments they put forward against and for the use of violence in 

freedom struggles, and how these arguments are shaped by their views about the relation 

between ethics and politics and their respective innovative notions of liberation, self-rule, 

and freedom as new beginnings and political participation.  

Moreover, while their contribution to the study of political violence is 

acknowledged in the literature on social movements and decolonization, less attention is 

given to their constructive theories of political organization. My study has made explicit 

the link between their critique of violence and their attempts to rethink political 

organization in new ways that are not bound to the paradigm of violence.271 By 

recovering this link between their critique and constructive alternatives, I aim to shed 

light on their contribution to a theory of democratic transition. All three authors suggest 

promising insights to theorizing political sovereignty, freedom, democracy, and the place 

of violence in political life from the perspective of struggles and transitional processes 

toward a more stable and less violent political community. They are not the first to deal 

with the problem of transition and founding of a new political community.272 Yet, their 

strength lies in the development of their theories from political experience and the 

                                                           
271 In this sense, I agree with Nelson Maldonado-Torres who situates Fanon’s theories of human 

liberation along with the philosophies of Emmanuel Levinas and Enrique Dussel as a response “from the 
underside of modernity” to the European modernity’s paradigm of war. In situating Fanon in relation to 
Arendt and Gandhi, I aim to stress further his contribution to theory of radical democracy. See Nelson 
Maldonado-Torres, Against War: Views from the Underside of Modernity (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2008).  

272 Andreas Kalyvas’s comparative study focuses on the moment of foundation of political and 
legal order in Arendt’s theory along with Max Weber’s and Carl Schmitt’s, see Kalyvas, Democracy and 
the Politics of the Extraordinary. For another critical study of a philosophical perspective on revolution, see 
Susan Buck-Morss, Hegel, Haiti, and Universal History, Illuminations (Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 2009). 
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realities of political struggles. Fanon and Gandhi, especially, theorized the notions of 

sovereignty, freedom, and democracy for concrete peoples from the point of view of 

struggles of decolonization. Democracy retains so little from its original meaning as the 

rule of the people. Consolidated as well as struggling democracies are governed by elites 

that are economically and politically distanced from the people. This state also explains 

the ambivalence of Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt toward democracy. Their genuine 

attempts to rework these categories in a different way than the available framework of the 

Western tradition and from the experience of political reality and the point of view of the 

people revitalize the qualifier “radical” in radical democracy.  

Bringing together Arendt, Fanon, and Gandhi may strike some as counterintuitive 

if not counterproductive. They are usually seen as antagonists. Arendt’s On Violence is 

mostly read as a critique of Fanon at best and a distorted and racist caricature of his 

theory at worst. Fanon and Gandhi seem to occupy two extreme positions with regard to 

the use of violence in popular freedom struggles. My choice of reading them together 

stemmed from what I see as common to them despite the indispensible differences, 

backgrounds, and historical contexts. Each of these authors offers a radical critique of the 

relation between violence and politics in modernity. Their alternative theories stem from 

a shared appreciation for political action that is carried out with other people to enable all 

to exercise freedom and assert dignity. My hope is that this comparative reading could 

shed light on their contribution for a better understanding of violence, sovereignty, 

freedom, and democracy in political philosophy as well as reveal the ways their unique 

visions can benefit each other.  
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Fanon uncovers the tragedy of decolonization. He shows how decolonization is 

successful and violent at the same time. It is successful in the sense that taking action to 

liberate oneself is already a defeat to colonial control and its pretension to penetrate every 

department of one’s life. He writes, “the ‘thing’ which has been colonized becomes man 

during the same process by which it frees itself” (WE 36-37). Violence is indispensible 

not because colonial violence can be defeated by greater violence. This is hardly the case 

given the array of forces. It is because decolonization is a destruction of the very colonial 

world. It is tragic since its heroes rarely gain what they set out to achieve.273 It is tragic 

also since the residue of violence perpetuates a lived trauma.  

Gandhi, who preceded Fanon chronologically, grapples as well with imperial 

violence and the quest for liberation. Similarly, he advocated action for liberation, the 

willingness to sacrifice oneself, and the plight of the poor and the repressed. His 

nonviolence did not survive the tragedy of the partition of India even if it remains a 

source of inspiration for coming generations beyond the subcontinent. Reading them 

together brings to the fore the interrelation of ethics and politics in their thought. It is not 

that Gandhi prioritizes morality over politics and ethics, for Fanon, is suspended until 

after the liberation. Gandhi’s stress on the integrity of the self is not merely an attempt to 

moralize politics. It is the conviction that political and national liberation is entangled 

with personal liberation. It is hard to understand Fanon’s power without acknowledging 

his ethical impetus to humanize the social world. 

                                                           
273 See, for example, the discussion of Michael Manley in Jamaica and Nelson Mandela in South 

Africa in Greg A. Graham, "Postcolonial Tragedy: Jamaica and South Africa in Comparative Perspective." 
(PhD diss.: Temple University, 2012). 
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Arendt’s understanding of violence as instrumental helps to disassociate violence 

from politics and the violence of liberation struggles from the establishment of spaces of 

freedom in politics. This distinction allows her to distance political power from violence 

and at the same time sanction the use of violence in certain circumstances. Fanon’s and 

Gandhi’s understandings of violence, however, expose the limitation of Arendt’s 

distinction. Ignoring the structural, symbolic, and psychological dimensions of violence 

prevents a more comprehensive understanding of the cause of armed resistance and the 

scope of satyagraha. It also occludes the extent to which violence rather than being pre-

political or extra-political may remain a constitutive dimension of her conception of 

politics. This implication is clear in her analysis of the Greek polis, with some 

remarkably parallels to her appreciation of the American Revolution. If the public realm 

that allows violence-free space for concerted action and new beginnings is founded on 

the exclusion of others, who at the same time enable the liberation of the political actors 

from necessity and labor, violence is irreducible.  

Arendt, however, cannot be accused of underestimating the horrors of totalizing 

violence. In the preface to the first edition of The Origins of Totalitarianism, written in 

the aftermath of World War II, she states:  

Antisemitism (not merely the hatred of Jews), imperialism (not merely 
conquest), totalitarianism (not merely dictatorship)—one after the other, 
one more brutally than the other, have demonstrated that human dignity 
needs a new guarantee which can be found only in a new political 
principle, in a new law on earth, whose validity this time must 
comprehend the whole of humanity while its power must remain strictly 
limited, rooted in and controlled by newly defined territorial entities. (OT 
ix) 

Whether Arendt found this “new political principle” that would provide new guarantees 

for human dignity in the “completely different principle of organization” of “an entirely 
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new form of government” of the council system or the new concept of a council-state “to 

which the principle of sovereignty would be wholly alien” (CR 231-33), is open for 

interpretation. More certain to determine, however, is that Arendt, similarly to Gandhi 

and Fanon, was looking for a new way to understand politics in order to identify 

alternatives that could prevent the reoccurrence of the disasters of modernity.  

Indeed, each one of them not only offers an astute critique of violence but also 

more constructively attempts to adumbrate an alternative political organization: the 

council system, the panchayats, and a decentralized democracy. It is easy to dismiss these 

alternatives as utopian and perhaps there is an idealist overtone to them. However, these 

alternatives diverge from other instances in the tradition of political thought in that they 

are rooted in political experience rather than being attempts to evade or overcome 

political reality. Arendt drew her notion of the council system from the spontaneous 

councils the emerged time and again in modern revolutions. Gandhi relied on an 

organization of local government that have been already existed and continues to exist in 

the Indian village. Fanon distilled his theory from the practice and organization during 

the Algerian Revolution. 

When taken together, it is possible to see these alternative political organizations 

as forms of radical democracy. They are all variations on grassroots organization that 

advance and are based on political participation. They suggest, to some degree, a 

horizontal and decentralized form of self-governance. They consist of mutual relations 

between these associations rather than a top-down government. They restore 

responsibility to the people to handle their affairs, debate, take decision, act, and exercise 
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political freedom. They are built on local associations that enable more familiarity 

between their members that strengthens their accountability.  

These forms of radical democracy revisit the notion of sovereignty. Against the 

modern form of sovereignty as an absolute authority that is based on the relation of 

domination, command and obedience, Fanon and Gandhi offer alternative forms of 

sovereignty: inclusive popular sovereignty and shared sovereignty, respectively.274 They 

suggest decentralized forms of government and economy. Gandhi advanced the self-

government of the panchayats and the trusteeship system. Fanon wrote about the 

“decentralization in the extreme” of the party and the economic system (WE 197-198). 

Arendt, more explicitly, theorized the council system as a new form of government that is 

not based on the organizing principle of sovereignty and as the only democratic 

alternative to the party system that ever existed. In her conceptualization of freedom in 

terms of action and new beginnings she distanced freedom from the faculty of the will 

and criticized political freedom in terms of sovereignty. Political freedom is understood 

instead as participation in government. She explained the councils as spaces of freedom 

in which political action took place between peers.  

These popular forms of political organization are also the answers Fanon, Gandhi, 

and Arendt formulated to the problem of transition from struggle to a new political order. 

Fanon and Gandhi stressed in different ways that formal independence is not enough 

                                                           
274 Jahanbegloo suggests the term “shared sovereignty” to describe Gandhi’s advocacy for “micro-

sovereignty and the crucial participation of local communities.” He writes that for Gandhi, “political 
subjects are not created by sovereign authorities, but sovereign authorities are created by and share 
sovereignty with politically active subjects. … In order to give meaning to the concept of nonviolence as a 
moment of ‘shared sovereignty’ and to free modern politics from the hold of godlike sovereign powers, 
Gandhi presented the idea of shared sovereignty as a regulative principle and, at the same time, a guarantee 
that there is a limit to the abusive use of political power. It is also a principle that has meaning only with 
reference to the idea of responsibility.” Jahanbegloo, The Gandhian Moment, 31, 6-7. 
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without the liberation of the people. Political participation and self-governance that arise 

from decentralized assemblies provide occasion to exercise freedom and swaraj or self-

rule. Arendt claimed that even if the party system took precedence, the councils did not 

see themselves as temporary organs of the revolution. Their institution would enable the 

continuation of the constituent power, the power of the people, in the constituted form. 

Political participation, for all three, could reduce violence in the new polity since it 

allows more freedom, cooperation with others, and responsibility. Arendt writes, that 

“[t]he rise of the councils … was the clear sign of a true upsurge of democracy against 

dictatorship, of freedom against tyranny.”275 While constitution of such freedom is an 

ongoing project, it was not utopian for them since it was based on experience. For 

Gandhi, it was the experience of satyagraha, the panchayats, and his ashrams in South 

Africa and India. For Fanon, it was the experience of the Algerian Revolution and 

decolonization in Africa more generally. The councils, Arendt reflects on the Hungarian 

Revolution, “were born exclusively out of the actions and spontaneous demands of the 

people, and they were not deduced from an ideology nor foreseen, let alone preconceived, 

by any theory about the best form of government.”276 This is not to say that their theories 

do not have an implicit or more deliberate normative ground. The point is that they did 

not formulate them with the pretention to offer absolute or a priori principles but rather 

from reflection on concrete political experiences. Freedom has been already realized in 

such experiences even if only temporarily, as long as the action lasted. It continues to 

appear whenever people are gathering together and take action to handle their affairs; 

                                                           
275 Arendt, "Totalitarian Imperialism," 32. 

276 Ibid.: 30. 
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whenever power, in the Arendtian sense, is generated. The same organization of popular 

councils, Arendt writes, “has emerged whenever the people have been permitted for a 

few days, or a few weeks or months, to follow their own political devices without a 

government (or a party program) imposed from above.”277  

In the rest of this conclusion I briefly examine these implications from the 

dialogue among Gandhi, Fanon, and Arendt about violence, political participation, 

freedom, and sovereignty in light of such experience of popular action in the Egyptian 

Revolution of 2011. My aim is not to offer a model for political organization or claim 

that either of them has such a blueprint. What I take from Fanon and Arendt is their 

persistent warning against foreclosing plurality and their insistence to leave open the 

possibility of new and unprecedented phenomena to emerge from political action and 

events. Gandhi, in his quest for truth, said that its appearance in the world could only be 

limited and relative. This understanding of truth was the inspiration for his famous 

“experiments with truth.” To offer such a theory would be to commit the mistake of 

political philosophy that endeavors to offer abstract blueprints to fight the risk of action at 

the expense of allowing new phenomena, ideas, and actions to appear in a contingent 

social world. To restate an observation from Margaret Canovan’s introduction to The 

Human Condition that remains salient:  

The curious sterility of utopias comes from the absence within them of any 
scope for initiative, any room for plurality. Although it is now forty years 
since Arendt made this point, mainstream political philosophy is still 
caught in the same trap, still unwilling to take action and plurality 
seriously, still searching for theoretical principles so rationally compelling 
that even generations yet unborn must accept them, thus making redundant 

                                                           
277 Ibid.: 28. 
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the haphazard contingency of accommodations reached in actual political 
arenas. (HC xviii) 

Instead, in the spirit of Fanon’s imperative for each generation to “discover its mission, 

fulfill it, or betray it” (WE 206) and Arendt’s aim “to think what we are doing” (HC 5), I 

seek to understand what happened, the meaning, and the significance of these events. I 

also want to see how these events can illuminate further the theory. 

The 2011 uprisings, protests, and revolutions in the Middle East and North Africa 

took the world by surprise. Beginning by the end of December 2010 in Tunisia, they 

spread to Egypt, Libya, Yemen, Syria, and Bahrain, and stirred protests in other countries 

in the region such as Algeria, Morocco, Jordan, Iraq, and Sudan. The sight of the masses 

in the streets and the squares brought forward the power of ordinary citizens to question 

the legitimacy of their rulers. They renewed the promise of popular sovereignty and 

action to bring change. They inspired in the following year popular protests around the 

world, from Europe and Latin America to the Occupy movement in North America. The 

uprisings brought to the toppling of long-standing authoritarian regimes in Tunisia, 

Egypt, Yemen, and following NATO intervention, Libya. In the aftermath of these 

uprisings there remains an ongoing civil war in Syria and a continuing instability in the 

new regimes.278 

The unfolding of the events in Egypt since 2011 is marked by two central 

moments. The first is the eighteen days of mass uprisings across the country that led 

President Hosni Mubarak to resign on February 11, 2011, after three decades in rule. This 
                                                           

278 For a review of historical precedences and political movements in Egypt prior to the revolution 
of 2011, see Farhad Khosrokhavar, The New Arab Revolutions that Shook the World (Boulder, CO: 
Paradigm Publishers, 2012), 44-48. Some commentators raise doubts about the spontaneity of the uprisings 
without undermining their power and ability to mobilize the masses. See, for example, Tariq Ramadan, 
Islam and the Arab Awakening (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 6-22. 
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is a moment of promise. The Egyptians excrisced political freedom by acting together in 

the public sphere to end decades of authoritarian regime and bring demoratic politics. The 

second is the mass protests of June 30, 2013 that led to the ouster of the first free elected 

President Mohamed Morsi on July 3, 2013 by the military after only a year in office.279 

The ouster and military coup is a moment of counterrevolution that marks the crisis of 

democratic transition in Egypt. The millions protested against Morsi triggered the army 

to forcefully depose him, suspend the constitution, which was passed only 6 months 

before,280 brutally repress Muslim Brotherhood supporters, and appoint an interim 

government. The wide support of the military by the middle class and reformists put the 

revolutionary achievement and the hope for democratic transition at stake. The former 

military chief Abdel Fattah el-Sisi was elected to presidency and entered into office on 

June 8, 2014. This is the general who served under Mubarak regime and as the 

                                                           
279 Mohamed Morsi, a candidate of the Muslim Brotherhood’s Freedom and Justice 

Party (FJP), was elected for presidency in the elections of May-June 2012. 

280 One of the major political crises in Egypt concerns the contestation over the constitution. 
Without clear guidence or consensus about the constitional process, the constitution assembly consisted of 
one hundred members from the parlimant and various social groups with Islamist majority representation in 
both, and it was set to draft the constitution in six months in order to bring it before the voters. When many 
non-Islamists boycotted the process and bid for the administrative court, the committee was disbanded on 
the grounds that it was unrepresentative. In face of the tension around the constitution, Morsi appropriated 
in November 2012, according to his opponents, an unchecked power as he limited the power of the court 
and the military, which in turn triggered mass protests. He issued a constitutional declaration to remove the 
issue of the constituent assembly from judicial review. “This was effectively,” Nathan Brown writes, “an 
assertion of absolute presidential power, even if only a temporary one meant to expire with the passage of 
the new constitution. The effect was to set off a new round of protests, this time not against the old regime 
or the military but against the Muslim Brotherhood and the president who hailed from that movement.” The 
constitution assembly rushed to complete the draft in a one-night session and brought it for a referendum 
that was boycotted by the majority of the opposition and had a low turnout. Although the referendum 
passed the constitution, “majorities in the largest cities turned out against it.” Nathan J. Brown, "Egypt’s 
Failed Transition," Journal of Democracy 24, no. 4 (2013): 47-50. The 2014 new constitution replaced the 
2012 constitution and took out some of the more controversial pro-Islamic articles. See also Anthony F. 
Lang, "From Revolutions to Constitutions: The Case of Egypt," International Affairs 89, no. 2 (2013): 345-
63. 
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commander-in-chief of the armed forces led the overthrow of Morsi.281 What happened 

to the revolution?  

Despite the popular media image of the 2011 revolution as a nonviolent youth 

revolt that utilized social networks like Facebook and Twitter, violence prevailed in the 

uprisings throughout Egypt and in the aftermath of the revolution. Protesters indeed 

chanted slogans that encourage nonviolence, such as “silmiyyan, silmiyyan” (“peacefully, 

peacefully”) and distributed pamphlets that instruct methods of nonviolent resistance and 

civil disobedience following a well-known Gandhian-inspired theoretician, Gene 

Sharp.282 Yet, clashes erupted between the protesters and the police. Protesters were 

arrested, injured, and killed. Violent clashes broke between anti-government and pro-

Mubarak demonstrators. Violent attacks on religious background erupted between Coptic 

Christians and Muslim. The ouster of Morsi brought to violent crackdown of Muslim 

Brotherhood supporters, many were arrested and killed, and mass verdicts sentenced to 

death hundreds of Islamists for assaulting the security forces.283 Women took a 

                                                           
281 Abdel Fattah el-Sisi served under Mubarak regime in different duties among them the Director 

of Military Intelligence and Reconnaissance. He was appointed commander-in-chief by Morsi in August 
2012 and served as the chairman of the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces in 2012-2014. He was the 
defense minister in the government after the ouster of Morsi and retired in March 2014 to run for 
presidency in May 2014 elections. In the presidential election he won 96.9 percent of the vote. See “Profile: 
Abdel Fattah el-Sisi,” Al Jazeera, June 8, 2014, http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2013/07/2013 
73112752442652.html; “Egypt: Abdul Fattah al-Sisi profile,” BBC News, May 16, 2014, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-19256730. 

282 Jens Hanssen, "Translating Revolution: Hannah Arendt in Arab Political Culture," 
hannaharendt.net 7, no. 1 (2013): 20. For a critical assessment of the appropriation of the method of Sharp 
in comparison to Gandhi’s writings, see Sean Chabot and Majid Sharifi, "The Violence of Nonviolence: 
Problematizing Nonviolent Resistance in Iran and Egypt," Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and 
the Social Sciences 8, no. 2 (2013): 205-32. 

283 “Timeline: Egypt's revolution and beyond,” Al Jazeera, http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/ 
spotlight/egypt/2011/11/2011111461511739312.html; David Wolman, “The Digital Road to Egypt’s 
Revolution,” The New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/02/12/opinion/ 
sunday/20120212-tahir-timeline.html?_r=0.  

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2013/07/201373112752442652.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2013/07/201373112752442652.html
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-19256730
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/spotlight/egypt/2011/11/2011111461511739312.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/spotlight/egypt/2011/11/2011111461511739312.html
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/02/12/opinion/sunday/20120212-tahir-timeline.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/02/12/opinion/sunday/20120212-tahir-timeline.html?_r=0
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remarkable part in the uprisings. However, sexual violence against demonstrators, 

harassment by police and army officers, mass harassment of individuals in Tahrir Square, 

including the events during the celebration of Sisi’s inauguration, repeated and 

endangered protesters.284 When the army stepped in after the brutal repression of the 

police during the eighteen days of the uprisings, demonstrators shouted “al-Gish wa-L-

sha'b id waHda” (“The Army and the People are one hand”) and gave flowers to the 

soldiers. When Sisi led the overthrow of Morsi, he said that the army is following the will 

of the people. Yet, the army dispelled the protesters from the streets after the resignation 

of Mubarak and brutally attacked protesters. Military officers accused for conducting the 

offensive virginity tests but never persecuted.285 The military overthrow of Morsi was 

widely supported and President Sisi, the former field marshal who ousted President 

Morsi, gained popularity across the board and support from the liberal opposition and the 

Salafist Muslims.286 Yet, the elections brought less than 50% of the Egyptians to the 

                                                           
284 Cf. “Egypt: Gender-Based Violence against Women around Tahrir Square,” Amnesty 

International, Amnesty International Publications, February 2013, http://www.amnestyusa.org/sites/ 
default/files/mde120092013en.pdf.  

285 See Menna Khalil, "The People and the Army Are One Hand: Myths and Their Translations," 
in Translating Egypt’s Revolution: The Language of Tahrir, ed. Samia Mehrez (Cairo, Egypt: American 
University in Cairo Press, 2012), 249-75. Arie Amaya-Akkermans, "Maikel Nabil and Peacful Resistence," 
The Hannah Arendt Center Blog, February 29, 2012, http://www.hannaharendtcenter.org/?p=4537. Philip 
Rizk writes shortly after the ouster of Morsiabout the involvement of the army in violence against 
protesters: “The army, which now parades our streets as heroes, is ruled by the same generals that ordered 
our protests to be crushed at a protest march at the Maspero building. They are the same generals who 
oversaw the murder of seventy-two football fans because they participated in the revolution. They are the 
same generals who carried out military trials against more than twelve thousand Egyptian civilians to re-
instill fear. They are the same generals who hog a large portion of our economy for their own interests. 
They are the same generals who ordered the attacks on our protests that killed Mina Danial, Emad Effat, 
Alaa Abd El Hady, and hundreds more, while injuring, torturing and locking up tens of thousands. They are 
the same generals who incited sectarianism, and conducted virginity tests to divide society and crush any 
form of public protest.” Philip Rizk, “Is the Egyptian Revolution Dead?,” Jadaliyya, July 11, 2013, 
http://www.jadaliyya.com/pages/index/12895/is-the-egyptian-revolution-dead-. 

286 Support for Sisi included al-Dawa al-Salafiya (The Salafist Call), the Salafist Nour Party, the 
liberal Free Egyptians Party and the liberal New Wafd Party. “Egypt: Abdul Fattah al-Sisi profile,” BBC 
News.  

http://www.amnestyusa.org/sites/default/files/mde120092013en.pdf
http://www.amnestyusa.org/sites/default/files/mde120092013en.pdf
http://www.hannaharendtcenter.org/?p=4537
http://www.jadaliyya.com/pages/index/12895/is-the-egyptian-revolution-dead-
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ballot. The outlaw of the Muslim Brotherhood banned them from the political arena and 

many of their supporters were killed and repressed, while prominent activists who are 

associated with the 2011 revolution were criminalized and arrested and many continue to 

protest against the military appropriation of the revolution.287  

Reading the events through the lens of the debate among Fanon, Gandhi, and 

Arendt reveals the ubiquitous existence of violence also beyond these conspicuous 

manifestations of physical violence. It helps to identify the multidimensional forms of 

structural, psychological, anti-religious, and economic violence and understand the 

meaning of these uprisings as struggles for liberation. They are struggles of liberation 

from dictatorship and domination, state control, coercion, and the threat of violence as 

well as from economic hardship and stagnation.288 Indeed, the “events leading to the 

downfall of Hosni Mubarak's regime began accumulating long before Jan. 25, 2011. They 

included the spread of poverty, unemployment, lack of housing, oppression by the police 

force and State Security Investigation (SSI) headquartered in Alexandria, and the 

continuation of Emergency Laws originally initiated when Mubarak took office in 1981, 
                                                           

287 Most notably the 15 years sentence for one on the prominent pro-democracy activists of the 
2011 revolution, Alaa Abd El-Fattah. “In Sisi’s Egypt, Leading Dissident Gets 15-Year Term as Al Jazeera 
Reporter Languishes Behind Bars,” DEMOCRACY NOW!, June 12, 2014, http://www.democracynow. 
org/2014/6/12/in_sisis_egypt_leading_dissident_gets. See also Philip Rizk, “Egypt: The Necessity of 
Revolutionary Violence,” ROAR Magazine: Reflections on a Revolution, April 7, 2013, 
http://roarmag.org/2013/04/egypt-violence-revolution-state-collapse/. According to Jen Hanssen, “The 
return to military rule was in itself deeply disturbing for the revolutionaries. What frustrated their work 
even more was the wide-spread support for Sisi in the Egyptian middle class even and especially after the 
army’s massacres of hundreds of protesters on August 3, 2013. Despite their own opposition to Morsi’s 
politics, they, too, have been criminalized and arrested by a new authoritarian regime that can act with 
impunity because most liberal parties sanction it as the of two lesser evils.” Hanssen, "Translating 
Revolution: Hannah Arendt in Arab Political Culture," 23-24. 

288 See Rizk, “Egypt: The Necessity of Revolutionary Violence;” Agathangelou, "The Living and 
Being of the Streets: Fanon and the Arab Uprisings," 451-66. For discussions that focus on the problem of 
violence through reading of Gandhi, see Chabot and Sharifi, "The Violence of Nonviolence: 
Problematizing Nonviolent Resistance in Iran and Egypt;" Dallmayr, "Radical Changes in the Muslim 
World: Turkey, Iran, Egypt," 497-506; Jahanbegloo, The Gandhian Moment. 

http://www.democracynow.org/2014/6/12/in_sisis_egypt_leading_dissident_gets
http://www.democracynow.org/2014/6/12/in_sisis_egypt_leading_dissident_gets
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following the assassination of President Anwar Sadat, depriving people of their freedoms, 

exposing them to painful investigations, torture ending with death or other injuries or 

psychological traumas.”289  

The uprisings were not merely a political struggle to topple the dictator and bring 

democracy but also a struggle for dignity. The protesters’ calls for “freedom, social 

justice, dignity,” “bread, freedom, and social justice” stress how liberation is understood 

also in economic terms. Moreover, it is hard to separate between the political and the 

economic dimensions.290 Mubarak enjoyed the support of world powers to implement 

neoliberal policies and secure geopolitical interests in the region. The army received 

significant foreign aid and secured its continuation throughout the transitional period. A 

Fanonian reading brings the historical awareness of the legacy of colonialism in the 

region as it continues in the authoritarian regimes, secularization and militarization, 

dependency on foreign aid, and lack of political participation that deprives responsibility 

and agency from their people. His foresight about the continuation of colonial relations in 

the so called postcolonial world in forms of neocolonialism is especially relevant here. 

His analysis points to new forms of economic dependency and foreign aid rather than 

economic cooperation, exploitation of resources and the subjection of people, making 

profit that the people do not share, and lack of autonomy and sovereignty in issues that 

pertain to the nation. It sheds light on the neocolonial nature of Mubarak’s regime in its 

                                                           
289 Ibrahim M. Oweiss, “‘We, the People’: In Tahrir Square with My Fellow Egyptians,” The 

Washington Report on Middle East Affairs 30, no. 4 (2011): 46-47. 

290 This can be read as a critique of Arendt. Hamid Dabashi, however, suggests an interpretation 
that reconciles an Arendtian reading of the events by seeing the political and economic dimensions as 
complementary. Hamid Dabashi, The Arab Spring: The End of Postcolonialism (London; New York: Zed 
Books, 2012), 60-63, 95. 
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forms of domination and exploitation, corruption and economic dependency that alienate 

and come at the expense of the people under the guise of development. Mubarak enforced 

authoritarian control on the life of the citizens through the Central Security Forces (CSF), 

the police, and the military. Morsi’s regime did not radically alter these structures of 

domination. Despite the celebration of the uprisings as spectacle of popular sovereignty 

and their depiction as Arab Spring or the awakening of the people, the authority of the 

security forces and especially the army have not been undermined and even strengthened 

with the deposal of Morsi and the election of Sisi. The overthrow of Mubarak and Morsi 

could not be possible without the massive support and the forceful intervention of the 

army. Nevertheless, the army would not act without the mass protests in the first place. 

The Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF) that was responsible for the 

transitional government after the resignation of Mubarak, stepped down temporarily with 

the election of Morsi. The army still needed legitimation, even if it is only a façade, as it 

is apparent from the rhetoric of answering the will of the people when it gave the 

ultimatum to Morsi and eventually overthrew his regime. 

The uprisings, however, also evoked powerful promise and spontaneous, 

unexpected, and completely new forms of popular struggle. In this respect they illuminate 

key ideas of the theories regarding political action and the power of the people. The 

writings of Fanon, Gandhi, and Arendt about spontaneous uprisings that challenge rule 

and domination receive new affirmation and strength. Something happened in the popular 

occupation of the streets. The uprisings that brought to the resignation of Mubarak and 

the ouster of Morsi resonate with Fanon’s and Gandhi’s belief in the power of the people 

to mobilize themselves against oppression. They reinstitute their call for liberation and 
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remind of their conviction that independence from foreign rule is a necessary but not 

sufficient condition for liberation. Decolonization is an ongoing struggle that continues in 

the postcolonial world. The new sense of agency and responsibility of ordinary citizens 

strengthens the meaning of the transformative quality of liberation struggles and provides 

new validity to decolonization that, as Fanon argues, “transforms spectators crushed with 

their inessentiality into privileged actors, with the grandiose glare of history's floodlights 

upon them. It brings a natural rhythm into existence, introduced by new men, and with it 

a new language and a new humanity” (WE 36). The rapid collapse of Mubarak’s regime 

and the occupation of Tahrir Square and other public spaces echo Arendt’s observation 

about the “swift disintegration of the old power, the sudden loss of control over the 

means of violence, and, at the same time, the amazing formation of a new power structure 

which owed its existence to nothing but the organizational impulses of the people 

themselves” (OR 248-49).291 Not all forms of old power disintegrated in Egypt. The army 

and the police, the CSF, and some of the governmental officials were left intact. Arendt 

writes that “no revolution ever succeeded, that few rebellions ever started, so long as the 

authority of the body politic was truly intact” (OR 146). Yet, new forms of organization 

and association were formed during the days of the uprisings. The authorities’ violent 

backlash and the repression of demonstrators also shows how the loss of power brings 

back violence: “Every decrease in power is an open invitation to violence–if only because 

those who hold power and feel it slipping from their hands, be they the government or be 

they the governed, have always found it difficult to resist the temptation to substitute 

violence for it” (OV 87). The determination and courage of the protesters against the 

                                                           
291 See also Arendt, "Totalitarian Imperialism," 27. 
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security forces provides the political repertoire another exemplar of the head-to-head 

clash of power and violence. 

Fanon and Arendt theorized the power of acting together and brining new modes 

of democratic organization. The people who occupied Tahrir for long days indeed 

exemplified such new “organizational impulses” of concerted action. They organized to 

take care for food and shelter. They protected each other and provided medical care for 

injured protesters. They exercised collective decision and action.292 They formed new 

alliances across divides of class, gender, and religion. Similarly to the cultural inventions 

that Fanon described they demonstrated innovative use of the media and invented new 

forms of communication.293 These new forms of organization and association continue in 

different ways after they evacuated the streets in community councils and activist 

initiatives as the the Tamarrud (“rebellion”) movement that brought million people to the 

streets to protest against Morsi in June 2013.294  

The momentum and “infectiousness,” to borrow Tolstoy’s meaning of the word, of 

the uprisings and the international dimension of the movement also speak to Fanon’s 

                                                           
292 See Mona El-Ghobashy, "The Praxis of the Egyptian Revolution," in The Arab Revolts: 

Dispatches on Militant Democracy in the Middle East, ed. David McMurray and Amanda Ufheil-Somers 
(2013), 62-66. Hanssen describes these forms of political organization: “One of the most striking aspects of 
the Arab uprisings was the instant move to self-organization the moment the state collapsed or abandoned 
its administrative functions. What started off as ad hoc public security and protection operations morphed 
into democratic forums that discussed the referendum on the constitution, exchanged information, ran 
neighborhood elections, and launched accountability campaigns over the coming months. What started as 
human protection and basic services ended up to be electoral laboratories.” Hanssen, "Translating 
Revolution: Hannah Arendt in Arab Political Culture," 23.  

293 Cf. Wael Ghonim, Revolution 2.0: The Power of the People is Greater than the People in 
Power: A Memoir (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2012). 

294 El-Ghobashy, "The Praxis of the Egyptian Revolution," 63. 
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ideas of revolution and the solidarity of the oppressed. In Toward the African Revolution 

he writes about the solidarity of the colonized: 

Among colonized peoples there seems to exist a kind of illuminating and 
sacred communication as a result of which each liberated territory is for a 
certain time promoted to the rank of "guide territory." The independence 
of a new territory, the liberation of the new peoples are felt by the other 
oppressed countries as an invitation, an encouragement, and a promise. 
Every setback of colonial domination in America or in Asia strengthens 
the national will of the African peoples. It is in the national struggle 
against the oppressor that colonized peoples have discovered, concretely, 
the solidarity of the colonialist bloc and the necessary interdependence of 
the liberation movements. (TAR 145) 

Despite the different historical contexts the basic structure of human relations that Fanon, 

as well as Gandhi, reproached is similar. They argued against the exploitation of human 

beings by other human beings. Their call against domination and the oppressor-oppressed 

relationship echoes the solidarity of people in the popular movements across the globe 

with the Arab uprisings. Egypt is far from achieving Fanon’s sense of total liberation in 

terms of “men and women who are truly liberated … who are truly masters of all the 

material means which make possible the radical transformation of society” (WE 310). 

The renewed and stronger hold of the army, the reinforcement of neoliberal agenda 

backed by foreign aid, the repression and criminalization of revolutionaries and pro-

democratic activists as well as Islamist opposition undermine the promise of the popular 

revolts. Perhaps what need to be stressed following Fanon is “the necessary 

interdependence of the liberation movements.” The significance of solidarity and 

horizontal cooperation between peoples who face similar problems across the region is 

too often overlooked.  

In my reading I stressed Fanon’s, Gandhi’s, and Arendt’s critique of sovereignty 

in its sense of absolute control and domination. The popular revolts in Egypt can be 
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understood as enacting such critique and challenging the traditional concept of 

“sovereignty as supreme command” toward a more inclusive popular sovereignty and 

“sovereignty as constituent power” of the people, if not new forms of political 

organization. The popular struggle also rekindled the promise of radical democracy to 

combat and limit total domination. This might be the case for many frustrated 

revolutionaries. Yet, the widespread support of the military ouster, which was followed 

by repression, violence, and coercive force against the Muslim Brotherhood, shows the 

return to an absolute sovereignty.  

Until certain stage the revolutionary spirit was kept alive. People returned to the 

squares to save the newly achieved freedom. The 2011 uprisings were against the 

absolute sovereignty of Mubarak’s autocratic regime. The 2013 mass protests to remove 

Morsi were direct response to the failure of the transition process, the ongoing economic 

distress, and the reclaiming of absolute sovereign power by removing the constitutional 

process from judicial review. Arendt posits civil disobedience and its institutionalization 

as “the best possible remedy” for such “ultimate failure of judicial review” that brings 

back the notion of sovereignty (CR 101). The appeal to the raison d'etat doctrine brings 

back sovereignty: “the political doctrine is in fact that loophole through which the 

sovereignty principle and the reason of state doctrine are permitted to filter back, as it 

were, into a system of government” (CR 100). In a similar way, the return of the 

Egyptians to the streets acted against illegitimate constitutional process and Morsi’s 

unchecked sovereign power. 

But in the moment that the army took power, the liberals gave it their support. 

This is a return to violence that prevails and destroys the public realm. The turn to 
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sovereignty, as Arendt shows, is the attempt to control action and the processes it begins. 

Her critique against sovereignty as an organizing principle for political community is that 

it compromises plurality. In Egypt, it was an attempt to remove and silence the Islamists 

who have a wide support from the people as it is evident from the 2012 elections. Not 

only that the Egyptians did not challenge sovereignty in this manner. In their belief that 

they could control the course and the identity of the revolution if the Muslim Brotherhood 

is suppressed, they turned away from plurality toward a variation of a military regime 

veiled by a façade of democracy. Sisi retired from the army to be able to run for 

presidency. But this rapid transition challenges the very legitimacy of these elections. The 

support of the army imposed sovereignty more forcefully in principle and practice. 

Despite the toppling of Mubarak and Morsi, the fact that the army did not lose its power 

before, during, and after the revolution of 2011 and that that the elected president is a 

former field marshal demonstrate that sovereignty did not wane and even got stronger.  

The spontaneous uprisings were impressive and hopeful but they did not lead yet 

to the institution and constitution of freedom. Egypt faces in 2014 a stronger hold of 

sovereignty and an increasing state control. In a way the situation echoes Arendt’s 

analysis of the French Revolution. The plight of economic distress stirred people as far as 

to be ready to repress freedom and give rise of the Reign of Terror. The meaning of 

revolution, for Arendt, lies in constitution and foundation of freedom. A genuine 

revolution according to her is the setting into motion spaces of freedom for concerted 

political action. The spontaneous popular revolts of 2011 did not find an institutional 

expression to maintain the power of the people and their revolutionary spirit. So far, they 

failed to preserve the forms of self-organization, spaces of freedom, and the powerful 
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public spaces that they opened in the revolution in order to continue and enable political 

participation and exercise political freedom.  

Yet this “failure” does not mean that nothing happened. In her essay on the 

Hungarian Revolution, Arendt distinguishes the twelve days of popular uprisings from 

the violent repression that followed.295 In the opening of the essay, she writes, “This was 

a true event whose stature will not depend upon victory or defeat; its greatness is secure 

in the tragedy it enacted.”296 The change in reality during the uprisings had effect on the 

minds of the Hungarian peoples.297 The remembrance of the event carries its significance. 

The revolutionary spirit is relived in their memory. “[I]f we understand by historical 

whatever is worthy of being remembered,” she writes, the twelve days of the revolution 

contained more history than the twelve years under soviet occupation.298 “Action,” for 

her, “in so far as it engages in founding and preserving political bodies, creates the 

condition for remembrance, that is, for history” (HC 8-9). The action of the Hungarian 

people remained in their memory and its remembrance builds their history and identity. 

This meaning of history as retelling the story of the experience of political action, popular 

power, and freedom may have carried in a nutshell the promise of the 1989 popular 

struggles and wave of revolutions that brought to the dissolution of the Soviet Union and 

the end of the Cold War. This is of course a future that Arendt did not live to see and 

could not foresee when she wrote the essay more than thirty years earlier.  

                                                           
295 Hanssen, "Translating Revolution: Hannah Arendt in Arab Political Culture," 22.  

296 Arendt, "Totalitarian Imperialism," 5. 

297 Ibid.: 27. 

298 Ibid.: 5. 
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This experience of action, power, and freedom is perhaps the same source from 

which Fanon derived the tragedy as well as the promise of the Algerian Revolution as a 

“guide territory” for “the liberation of man” and the possibility of the emergence of a new 

humanity. This dialectics of success and tragedy also echoes the powerful impact of the 

legacy of Gandhi along with the tragedy of the Partition and the continuation of 

communal violence in contemporary India. Arendt, to a certain extent, regretfully failed 

to acknowledge the potentialities of freedom in the action of decolonization. While the 

fate of the Egyptian Revolution still remains to be seen, I hope that my contribution, 

however modest, is in retelling once more its story. 
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